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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to explore the factors which contribute to the smoothness and 

efficiency of development approvals processes within local government planning departments on 

Vancouver Island. Relevant literature was analyzed, and a framework of issues was created to 

outline the key components of development approvals processes and provide a basis for how 

those processes can be evaluated based on the public need of planners to regulate development 

according to municipal policy and the private need of developers to create financially viable 

projects. An anonymous online survey was distributed to developers and local government 

development planners on Vancouver Island, encouraging participants to share their experiences 

and provide insight into how local development approval processes could be improved. The 

findings from this project provide several recommendations for local governments looking to 

improve their development approvals process. The project functions as a starting point in the 

conversation directed toward improving the efficiency and user-experience of the development 

approvals process and invites future researchers to build on the ideas put forward. 

Keywords:  Development; planning; development approvals process; rezoning; OCP 
amendment; development permit; municipal approvals 
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Summary 

The development approvals process (DAP) exists to regulate development so that the physical 

building of communities is done in accordance with the relevant long-range planning policies in 

that community. This process entails the interaction of two parties with separate interests, 

namely local government planners with the public interest of meeting long-term planning goals 

and developers with the private interest of building profitable development projects. The 

harmonization of these separate interests requires the creation and refinement of processes 

that acknowledge these two different needs, allowing for them both to be met with the highest 

level of efficiency and functionality possible. 

The results of an anonymous online survey completed by development planners and developers 

located on Vancouver Island suggest the following recommendations for municipalities looking 

to improve their DAP: 

1. Each municipality’s DAPs should be clear and easy to understand for both experienced 

and inexperienced developers, with expectations of both document requirements and 

the preferred methods of communications laid out clearly. This should be available to 

developers at the start of the application process. 

2. Policy documents and DAP fee structures should be updated regularly. Where policy is 

updated less frequently, an inclusive zoning structure is recommended, and fees should 

reflect the complexity of various types of applications. This process may benefit from the 

creation of online application submission programs to ease the burden of the process on 

local government planning staff. 

3. Local government planning staff should have knowledge of development principles and 

be able to communicate their perspective with developers using the appropriate 

principles and language that developers will understand. 
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4. Timelines for the process should be stated upfront to applicants, including extenuating 

circumstances that may lead to delays. The internal review process for development 

applications within the local government should also include timelines for comments 

from non-planning departments and agencies to keep applications on track. Where 

these timelines are not met, there should be a formal process for feedback by the 

development on the planning department’s handling of the application. To make meeting 

these timelines easier, information systems should be automated and easy to use where 

possible, to alleviate unnecessary burdens on the planning staff. 

5. Potential areas of concern for development applications should be brought to the 

applicant’s attention at the start of the application process, and the planner should 

recommend community consultation prior to the submission of applications for projects 

that may be contentious with the public. 

Using the 5 dimensions created in the DAP Framework of Issues noted in Appendix A, this 

study has examined many aspects of the DAP and explored the ways in which these processes 

can be improved, namely to be made smoother and more efficient both for local government 

staff planners and for developers. Planning policy can only be effective when it is properly 

adhered to, and the DAP represents one of the main ways local government policy is ensured 

and implemented during the development of the built environment.  

The above recommendations provide municipalities with a starting point for creating or refining a 

DAP that works to minimize inefficiencies of information, working towards a process that best 

utilizes the limited time and resources of local government planning departments as well as the 

resources developers are able to commit to development projects. The suggestions in this work 

serve as a starting point for future research in the area of making the physical building of 

communities as smooth and efficient as possible. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

According to the Canadian Institute of Planners,  

Planning means the scientific, aesthetic, and orderly disposition of land, resources, 

facilities and services with a view to securing the physical, economic and social 

efficiency, health and well-being of urban and rural communities. (About Planning, n.d.). 

However, what planning means to communities around the world is much deeper than that. The 

way our communities are designed and built give their members a sense of place and 

belonging. Our physical communities provide a host for the social and emotional connections 

that make us human and allow us to grow and thrive. This physical structure of our land, and 

therefore our people, gives our society a framework on which to build a greater sense of 

humanity. 

When looking at the field of planning it is important to note that here in Canada local 

governments regulate and plan the growth, improvement, and development of communities by 

managing the use of land. This project will explore how this process happens.  By exploring the 

experiences of planning and development professionals this project will document how the 

process typically unfolds. This evaluation will help to determine best practices for regulatory 

land use management systems that promote the optimization of the planning process for 

planners and developers alike.  

Broadly, local government planners regulate how development can proceed in a community, 

according to a public interest-based system that guides private development that is supportive 
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of community interest. These regulatory frameworks dictate what can be built, and where. This 

regulatory role of local government planners is often seen to be opposed to the private (ie. 

financial) interest of developers who may desire alternative opportunities. 

The Problem Statement 

For the purposes of this document, the “development approvals process” (DAP), means the 

process that a real estate development applicant goes through to acquire all of the approvals 

necessary to permit the development of their project, possibly including an Official Community 

Plan (OCP) amendment, a rezoning, and a development permit, or variance.  In reality, the 

details of each of these possible approvals is slightly different, but there are many similarities for 

the purposes of this project, and as such, they are collectively referred to as the development 

approvals process.    

The interplay of public and private interests can create friction in the development approvals 

process (DAP), resulting in frustrated planners and frustrated developers. This frustration can 

be hidden or can be made public, either in the media, or through the legal system. 

For example, a Vancouver Island community newspaper covered a story in 2017 of a local 

family publicly expressing frustration with the local planning department during the process of 

developing their private land (Paterson, 2017). The developers, two local brothers interested 

only in developing their single piece of land, complained of extended wait times, citing a process 

spanning beyond five years, often going months without hearing from the staff regarding their 

applications for rezoning and building permits for a residential development. Beyond their 

frustration with delays and the associated costs the developers claimed: 

No [builder or developer] wants to open their mouth to criticize (the municipality) 

because they have to continue to work with people [at municipal hall] to get a permit… 
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We’re not developers… Basically, we [are comfortable saying this because] we don’t 

ever intend to build or develop in (this municipality) again. 

This comment suggests that frustration extends beyond formal complaints and usual media 

coverage. This case also brought forward frustrations from the planning department regarding 

the issue, with the following statement made by the planning chair at the time: 

We have a process that provides high-quality developments in our neighbourhoods… 

Can we do it faster? Would it be faster if planning had more staff? These are efficiencies 

we have to look at. 

These statements provide an interesting account of the friction that can be found in the DAP on 

Vancouver Island. The following statement was made by a municipal councillor on the issue, 

highlighting another perspective: 

All [of] us, council and staff, would like to see applications [proceed] faster, it’s an 

ongoing challenge… But, having said that, it’s not always the fault of staff or council, but 

also the applicant. When you’re developing in a residential neighbourhood, you have 

these challenges. 

This public case demonstrates the often-tenuous relationship between local government 

planning staff and those wishing to develop land in a municipality. The private interest of the 

developer and the public interest of the local planning department seem to be incompatible. The 

DAP includes many steps and regulations and many issues can arise along the way, 

threatening the efficiency and harmony of the system. 

Local government planning departments pursue the public interest in regulating land use, while 

developers are bound by the constraints of real estate development and a range of private 
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interests. These distinct interests can create points in the process where one party’s interests 

interfere with the other. 

Communities should be planned in line with the public interest, and regulated by local 

governments to achieve those interests. However, the capital invested in these developments is 

put forward by private development companies. In other words, our communities are planned by 

planning staff, but developers build them. This means that inefficiency in the DAP can detract 

from the public interest. This process, however, does not have to be this way.  

This paper will explore the attitudes of planners and developers alike in their evaluation of 

current DAP and seek to gain a deeper understanding of how the process can be structured to 

optimize both private and public interest harmoniously, dedicating more resources to the 

building of our communities. 

The Planning Process: Foundational Planning Powers 

To understand the efficiencies of the current development approvals process, it is important to 

note how it is established and how it is used. 

The federal and provincial governments hold legislative power given to them by the Constitution 

and the provincial government has delegated some of this power to local governments through 

legislation such as the Local Government Act and the Community Charter. These local 

government legislative powers enable local governments to control land use via local laws 

(bylaws). 

Part 1 of the BC Local Government Act states: 

1. The purposes of this Act are 
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(a) to provide a legal framework and foundation for the establishment and 

continuation of local governments to represent the interests and respond to the 

needs of their communities, 

(b) to provide local governments with the powers, duties and functions necessary 

for fulfilling their purposes, and 

(c) to provide local governments with the flexibility to respond to the different 

needs and changing circumstances of their communities 

This power allows local governments to control the actions of community members to secure 

the public interest. Relevant to this project, the Act provides further authority for local 

governments to manage development on municipal land in the public interest. Specifically, 

Development approval procedures section 488(1) of the Local Government Act states that an 

“official community plan may designate development permit areas…” for many different 

purposes, including protection of the natural environment, protection of farming, establishment 

of form and character standards, and many other purposes that serve the public interest. 

This power allows local governments to manage the development of community land, laying 

down a framework of process through which developers must navigate to gain approval for the 

alteration of private land. The specific conditions and guidelines justifying the designation of 

these permit areas must be laid out in the Official Community Plan (OCP), providing the 

community (theoretically) with a clear understanding of this process. (LGA s. 488(2)). 

As stated in section 489 of the Local Government Act, the activities that require a development 

permit within designated development permit areas include the following: 

• Subdivision of land 
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• Construction or alteration of a building or other structure 

• Alteration of land 

Ultimately this power gives local governments the ability to manage and control the 

development of land within municipal boundaries through OCP and Zoning Bylaws. However, 

with this power comes a certain responsibility to both do so in the public interest, and in a way 

that is fair and appropriate. These powers delegated to local governments are not limitless and 

must be publicly defined for navigation by private citizens.  

As stated in section 460 of the Local Government Act: 

460 (1)A local government that has adopted an official community plan bylaw or a 

zoning bylaw must, by bylaw, define procedures under which an owner of land may 

apply for 

(a)an amendment to the plan or bylaw, or 

(b)the issue of a permit under this Part. 

These restrictions must also be “fair”, providing the rights of each member of the public to be 

respected. As stated in section 460(2) of the Act: 

(2)A local government must consider every application for 

(a)an amendment [to the plan or bylaw] 

(b)the issue of a permit… that requires a resolution of the council or board. 
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Section 460(2) helps, theoretically, to protect the rights of citizens wishing to develop their land 

by ensuring that all proposals are heard and considered. But given the general authority of the 

powers extended to local governments through the Local Government Act, the establishment of 

Development Permit Areas in the OCP varies with each community, and therefore each 

municipality will see a different level of success with the effects of these regulations.  

The Development Process 

While the LGA provides a clear legal structure of approvals and basic elements of the DAP 

process, local governments have significant discretion to create development procedures, 

plans, policies, and development permit areas unique to their municipal plans, and therefore the 

exact process for development will vary between communities and between land parcels. 

Different properties in different designated areas will require variations in the process, 

depending on the intended use of the land. 

Once a developer has determined the requirements for a development application and created 

a plan for the site they must apply for a range of permits through the municipality. Each 

municipality will have its own process and timeline as well as requirements for the application. 

Once this application has been submitted it will be processed by municipal staff and referred to 

many departments and other government agencies where necessary. The staff will then submit 

a report to the council or board who will make the final decision on whether to approve the 

project. Ultimately the approval of the project by elected officials marks the completion of the 

municipal planner’s role in the DAP. Subsequent to the completion of the DAP, building permit 

inspectors and bylaw enforcement manage the construction and post-construction processes of 

development. 
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The complexity of this process depends on both the nature and quality of the application and the 

current zoning of the property, and the development plan’s alignment with relevant municipal 

planning documents such as the OCP or Regional Growth Strategy.  

The often-complex nature of this procedure means that there are many opportunities for delays, 

such as the correction of incomplete applications or delays within referral departments, which 

can cause frustration for both planners and developers alike. This problem provides an 

opportunity to evaluate current DAPs on Vancouver Island to determine which factors make the 

DAP navigable, efficient, and conducive to the development of vibrant communities. 

This Project’s Process 

The purpose of this project is to gain a deeper understanding of how developers and planners 

utilize the DAP on Vancouver Island, noting the attitudes of both parties and identifying best 

practices that optimize both the private and public interest in development.  

The first step in achieving this involved the creation of a DAP Framework of Issues outlining the 

typical DAP seen in local communities to provide a frame of reference for what information was 

to be gathered about the success of those processes, and how the information was to be 

gathered. 

Based on this theoretical framework of issues, as discussed later, an anonymous online survey 

was created and sent out to planners and developers across Vancouver Island. The information 

gathered from the survey was analyzed to determine recommendations that local governments 

can follow to increase the efficiency in their DAPs and promote processes that create the most 

value from the development in their community. The scale of the survey had limits and the 

sample set was moderate, but the consistency of the responses yielded valuable information. 
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This work is meant to serve as a starting point for further research into local government 

approvals processes for development, and to invite researchers to build upon the ideas put 

forward in this work and critique how future research in this field can be improved upon or made 

more relevant to the industry, both from the perspective of local government planners and 

developers. 

Why This Work is Important 

Development approvals control the ability of developers to alter land and to make physical 

changes to our communities. The building of homes, businesses, hospitals, and schools all 

require this approval. The process is integral to a well-built community, ensuring that 

development follows the guidelines of greater community plans and that the public will benefit 

from the project.  

However, inefficiencies in this process both from local government planners and developers can 

tie up resources such as time and money that could otherwise be used to improve the physical 

nature of the community and reduce the costs of development, and therefore of housing. The 

more efficient and harmonious this process is, the more time and energy can be spent on 

making our communities great, the lower the pressures will be on housing prices and the better 

the relationships between the private and public sectors can be.  

Research Goals 

The main goal of this research is to understand the factors that contribute to smooth and 

efficient DAPs, ultimately providing a set of recommendations which local governments can use 

to implement harmonious policy and process. This will include the examination of the policies 

and processes themselves, the interpersonal interactions within the processes, and feedback 

loops that allow for the process to continually be improved upon. 
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Research Questions 

The main question posed in this research was how the development approvals processes on 

Vancouver Island can be structured to optimize both the private and public interest 

harmoniously, dedicating more resources to the building of our communities. This research 

examined how different factors in the process impacted the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

process that is intended to stimulate development that is good for the community while not 

allowing development that would be detrimental. 

Some of the factors that were examined to answer this question included: 

1. What the current formal development approvals processes look like on Vancouver 

Island. 

2. How these formal development approvals processes compare to the real experiences of 

planners and developers moving through the process. 

3. How development approvals processes can be adjusted to systematically minimize the 

strain on local government resources while maximizing the investment of developers in 

local communities. 

Research Philosophy 

The philosophy of this research project was developed using the information found in the 

Development Approvals Process Review conducted by the Provincial Government of British 

Columbia. The provincial review focused on many aspects of the DAPs across the province, 

noting key themes and issues impacting those processes (British Columbia Ministry of Municipal 

Affairs and Housing, 2019). The document, however, failed to address the aspect of personal 
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interaction and relationships within the process that could create both positive and negative 

effects on the perceived success of the process from both the perspective of the local 

government planner and the developer. 

This study intends to gain a deeper understanding of the key issues specifically relevant to 

processes on Vancouver Island while also highlighting professional stories of success and 

failure in DAPs. These stories are key to understanding the elements that extend beyond simple 

procedural matters and into the realm of personal interaction and relationships. Communities on 

Vancouver Island operate differently from others across British Columbia in many ways, and the 

intention of this project is to identify how those unique relationships can be acknowledged and 

integrated into best practices. 

A literature review was conducted to begin the process of constructing an issues framework 

through which the DAP can be examined and analyzed. This review does not represent a 

complete list of literature, nor a complete introduction to DAPs. It does, however, provide a 

preliminary examination of relevant work to help inform the basic structure of this research 

project. This literature review begins with an exploration of power relationships in the planning 

profession. A look at how these relationships can operate in local government planning 

departments will help to lay a foundation for the way in which planners are or are not able to 

control the outcomes of DAPs. By then examining DAPs themselves both locally and 

internationally, factors are established that help to provide context to the findings of local DAP 

analysis. 

This work is created for a professional audience of local government planners who are in part 

responsible for both the creation of DAPs and their implementation in local communities. By 

reviewing and engaging with this research, planning professionals will be able to help shape the 

way their communities make use of private development and investment for the public good. 
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This work is also particularly relevant to the Canadian Institute of Planners by providing 

examples and recommendations of how the profession as a whole can look to support local 

government planning staff in promoting DAPs of a high quality. This project is intended to 

provide a starting point for further research in the field, and to begin the conversation about how 

smooth and efficient DAPs can promote the building of community. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

Part 1: Power 

Transformative Incrementalism: The Planning Perspective 

New priorities have entered the dialogue of planning practice over the past decade, with worries 

about the environment and global warming mounting. Communities have begun planning for 

issues such as sustainability and food security, issues that represent the changing values of our 

governments and community members. So how do we create change in an already-established 

physical and governance system that may not reflect the new values? How do we change our 

communities to reflect the values that we, as a society, now hold? The DAP regulates the 

building of our communities, so how does that process allow for this type of philosophical 

growth? 

Robert Buchan’s doctoral dissertation studies exactly this issue, using local food systems as a 

lens through which the process of changing values can be made in community. Buchan’s work 

released in 2017 uses grounded theory research to investigate local food system planning in 

five municipal areas in British Columbia, resulting in the work Transformative Incrementalism: a 

model which highlights factors needed for planners to create transformative changes in an 

established community (Buchan, 2017).  

Transformative Incrementalism focuses, at its core, on power as the central theme in the 

planning process leading to actual change. The key issues noted in this study as barriers to 

change in local food systems are a “lack of adequate funding, apathy of elected officials, and 
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lack of knowledgeable staff” (Buchan, 2017, p. 42), all issues relating to the knowledge, values, 

and power of actors in the process. The alignment of values between and throughout planning 

departments was found to be an important factor in creating meaningful change, and the 

invaluable role of senior leaders in aligning the team’s values is also noted (Buchan, 2017).  

This observation speaks to the power held by individuals within the system to create change in 

a community. Ultimately, Buchan found that “transformative change is a long, incremental, and 

recursive process that involves values/beliefs, praxis, and outcomes, and that recognizes the 

role and importance of power within the political, bureaucratic, and public spheres” (Buchan, 

2017, p.185).   These multiple spheres of human relations in the planning process provide a 

framework through which planning powers can be discussed, relevant to both internal planning 

processes and in working with developers to approve development applications. These power 

dynamics and the alignment of values within and between professions will serve as a core 

theme in this research and provide one of many lenses through which to examine the issue. 

The framework created by Buchan serves as a foundation for the study of how power influences 

the reflection of society’s evolving values in the planning of our communities. This leads us to a 

key question: What is the impact of power relations on areas of city planning outside the realm 

of food systems? Answering this question first requires a foundational understanding of what 

power is, and how it operates both between actors in general and in a community planning 

context. 
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What is Power? 

A Historical Notion 

Power is a term used ubiquitously in our culture and has a deep history within the English 

language. The Cambridge English Dictionary defines power as the “ability to control people and 

events” (“Power”, n.d.). Interestingly, a second definition noted by the same source defines 

power as “the amount of political control a person or group has in a country” (“Power”, n.d.). 

These two definitions become necessarily linked, noting both the relationship between actors 

and the prominent role of politics in power. 

One writer with much academic clout on the subject is twentieth century thinker Michel Foucault. 

Mark Bevir discusses Foucault’s ideas on rationality, power, and subjectivity. According to Bevir, 

Foucault’s foundational notions ultimately reject of the idea of individual autonomy and 

objectivity, claiming that individuals are inherently irrational, making decisions based on 

necessarily subjective concepts (Bevir, 1999). 

This foundational basis of irrationality, according to Bevir, means that no action can be executed 

free of historical context; the lack of autonomy and objectivity claimed by Foucault leads to the 

conclusion that context dictates all actions. In this manner we are forced to act based solely on 

the contextual, local information we have access to (Bevir, 1999). Furthermore, there are no 

“psychological, functional, or institutional universals” (Bevir, 1999, p. 351) through which we can 

understand society, but rather our concepts of the world are created from within the conceptual 

structure or regime of power we find ourselves in (Bevir, 1999).  

This idea of necessary subjectivity provides a strong argument that much power is held by 

government, its actions shaping not only the actions of its subjects, but also their understanding 
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and conceptualization of the world (Bevir, 1999). Power understood in this way influences every 

step of governmental process, including community planning and development approvals.  

Foucault’s work does not outline the only framework through which power can be described but 

provides historical context and meaning of the term. This section of this paper will use this 

subjective idea of power as a foundation for its work in order to explore its influence on the 

planning profession. Understanding power provides the foundation against which planning 

processes can be measured and evaluated alongside the influences of powerful actors either 

within the planning department or outside of it. 

Types of Planning Power 

Power on planning, Power in Planning, and the Power of Planning 

Power affects the planning profession in many different ways. Authors Assche, Duineveld, and 

Beunen discuss the important distinction between the impact of planning on society (power of 

planning), the power dynamics between planning actors internally (power in planning), and the 

influence of society on the planning profession (power on planning) (Assche, Duineveld & 

Beunen, 2014). 

Working from the Foucauldian perspective of power as a subjective notion, they frame this 

foundation for thought using the concept of contingency, discussing the importance of context 

for even our most foundational beliefs. The authors argue that: 

Contingency itself acquires a new meaning in this [subjective] reinterpretation of the 

poststructuralists: not only the idea that the identity of something is not necessarily as it 

is but, more radically, the idea that literally everything is contingent: elements, structures, 

relations, and operations (Assche, Duineveld & Beunen, 2014, p. 2389).  
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The authors explain the necessity of planning systems to accept their impressionable nature. 

They urge planners to develop theory that embraces the subjective nature of the profession, 

and provide a conceptual framework where past, present, and future inform planning process 

that is contextual and cohesive, noting both the impressionable nature of the profession and its 

power to influence society (Assche, Duineveld & Beunen, 2014). 

With an understanding of the influence of power on the planning profession, both those with 

power and those without can understand the nature of their position in relation to it. Every 

system will bring along with it, variations among actors with power; each system will necessarily 

require a unique power relationship between actors. The awareness of the role of power 

throughout the DAP either between planners and developers, or other relevant parties, can be 

explored to determine the positive and negative effects of this power and help to create best 

practices that enhance the outcome of these systems for both the public and private good. 

Understanding power will be key in determining where those relationships are helpful for a 

positive outcome, or a hindrance. It is also important to note the powers of society on the 

planning profession, powers which may ultimately trickle down to individual planning and 

approvals processes. 

Power on Planning 

Literature on powers influencing the planning profession in Canada is lacking. Much of the 

literature on community planning in the North American setting study planning in the United 

States, however this does not encapsulate the issues affecting a colonial context. There is, 

however, literature describing some of the influences of the wider society on commonwealth 

communities.  
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Work of this nature is exemplified by John R. Minnery, who outlines some of the main players 

that shaped town planning in the City of Brisbane from 1925 to 1965. It considers influences that 

controlled the process both inside and outside of the official and legalised town planning 

scheme. Much like the legal structure in Canada, Minnery notes the subservient nature of local 

government in Australia to State Government but explains the significant political clout of local 

government (Minnery, 2015). Politics and context are shown to influence the implementation 

and development of plans beyond the strictly legal powers held by the institution. He notes that 

the planning of the city was, both officially and informally impacted by social, political, and 

logistical factors such as the Great Depression, World War II, and population growth (Minnery, 

2015, p. 7). 

Minnery is quick to note that social and historical context, along with theoretical planning work 

all influenced the planning schemes adopted in the City of Brisbane, speaking to the deeply 

contextual nature of power noted by Foucault. He claims: 

Many administrative and political cultures influenced the planning models that grew, 

faltered and grew again during the forty years between 1925 and 1965, including models 

of rational, efficient coordination and orderly growth; of control and direction of 

metropolitan sprawl; and of city beautification and embellishment… The historical social 

heritage of a place, as exemplified by its political and administrative cultures, is a 

powerful influence on models of city planning (Minnery, 2015, p. 8). 

This work demonstrates the ability of greater planning theory as well as social and demographic 

context to exert power over a local government council, and therefore the schemes responsible 

to guide city planning. This idea will be explored further in the examination of DAPs, determining 

the level of influence of political actors in the system. The issue of power in this process must 

also be examined by noting the bureaucratic channels of both the making of decisions, as well 
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as the process through which these decisions are made. The question then remains, with many 

factors influencing the planning of cities, who makes the planning decisions here in British 

Columbia? 

Decision-Making in British Columbia 

As per the Provincial Government of British Columbia website, “Municipalities and regional 

districts are represented by elected officials who exercise the powers and perform the 

obligations of the local government with input from staff and citizens” (“Municipal Councils”, 

n.d.). 

Furthermore, 

Local government decisions are the responsibility of the local government’s governing 

body – for municipalities, a council comprising a mayor and councillors and for regional 

districts, a board comprising electoral area directors and directors from member 

municipalities and, in some cases, Treaty First Nations (“Local Government 

Administration”, n.d.). 

This explains how the power to make final decisions in local government is exercised by council 

and board members, who take the input from actors such as staff planners, citizens, and the 

chief administrative officer. This municipal structure explains the informative role of local 

government planning staff. In this way it is shown that the power of planning ultimately lies in the 

hands of board and council members. But what factors influence those decisions, and where do 

planners fit in? 
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The Chief Administrative Officer: A Position of Power 

As with any organization, leaders must guide action, in this case for the betterment of the 

community. However, leadership requires that individuals have the power to lead. An 

explanation of this leadership process in Canadian municipalities is provided by David Siegel. 

Siegel discusses the unique role of the municipal chief administrative officer (CAO) and the 

necessity of multi-faceted leadership to properly execute the duties of the position (Siegel, 

2010). He defines the CAO’s role as follows: 

 As the highest-ranking appointed person in the municipal hierarchy, the CAO plays a 

significant role with regard to the linkage between the political arm of government (mayor 

and councillors) and the administrative arm of government (the appointed public service) 

(Siegel, 2010, p. 141).  

Siegel breaks CAO leadership down into three categories. Leading down is described as 

leading subordinates (for example, the planning staff), which the author claims to be the easiest 

form of leadership because of the firmly established rules guiding the process and 

responsibilities (Siegel, 2010). This leadership role can help to explain some of the direct 

influence on the planning profession, within roles of direct supervision and approvals. 

However,  Siegel notes that the CAO is also responsible for leading out (defined as leading 

external groups such as other governments and resident’s groups) and leading up (defined as 

leading mayor and council, made difficult by the fact that council members are generally part-

time amateur municipal decision-makers, and often lack the resources needed to make 

decisions without significant assistance from the full-time professional CAO) (Siegel, 2010).  
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Given the power of both community and resident groups and elected officials in the DAP, Siegel 

demonstrates that the CAO could be influential in the outcome of applications both directly and 

indirectly. In looking at other factors with a great influence on planning, the historical and social 

context noted by Minnery also comes into play, as does the political and decision-making 

factors of council. If planners’ work is subject to the discretion of many other actors, how is 

power used within their own departments? And what happens when conflict arises? 

Power in Planning 

Where there is power there is often conflict. Linda Dalton studies a nation-wide survey in 1990 

in the United States produced by Charles Hoch, followed by 30 planner interviews in California 

in order to understand planner’s perceptions of professional conflict.  

Dalton notes that external conflict could theoretically create a sense of unity among actors 

within the group, intimating that planners may respond more positively to conflict from external 

sources (Dalton, 1990). In the conflict studied, Dalton notes that despite seeing both positive 

and negative impacts from the conflict, the participant planners tended to view conflict in a 

negative light. She found that it was difficult to differentiate between internal and external 

conflict as there were often both internal and external conflicts present simultaneously, and that 

allies were not necessarily congruent with in or out-groups (Dalton, 1990). She suggests that 

this multi-level conflict dampens the positive effect of external conflict unifying the group (Dalton, 

1990). This raises the question of how power manifests itself within planning departments, again 

leading to the question of the influence of both authoritative and perceived power. 

Dalton ultimately concluded that planners need constructive and strategic ways to deal with 

conflict, and that they should be supported by their organizations and education systems to 

manage this conflict in a more productive way (Dalton, 1990). These findings suggest that 
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although positive impacts can be seen from conflict in the workplace, positive results are not 

guaranteed if subjects do not have the skills necessary to generate positive outcomes from the 

strife. 

This poses an interesting question of the power of planners in the profession and their ability to 

generate positive outcomes when dealing with conflict they may not have the power to control. 

This study took place in California in 1990, and so the results cannot necessarily be 

generalizable to Canadian planners today. However, it provides important insight as to the 

attitudes towards conflict and the opportunities it may create for improving process and 

outcomes. This study leads to an interesting question of the ability of planning departments to 

empower individual planners to create positive outcomes from both internal and external 

conflict. But if planners do not have the power to remedy conflict, why is this the case? And how 

can planning processes, such as development approvals, be affected? 

The Conflict of Bureaucracy 

As noted above, planners often face conflict in their professional work. This conflict can take 

many forms and come from many different actors both within and outside the system. One 

perspective of the psychological experience of power within the planning profession and the 

tension planners often face may be helpful in providing insight into the issue. 

Baum notes that unlike politics planning is not conceptualized as an inherently power-driven 

exercise. He argues that power is often a taboo subject for planners, and that power in Western 

culture is often conceptualized as destructive (Baum, 1983, p. 149). The author claims that the 

hierarchies in public and private planning settings are shallow, and from this view Baum 

suggests that administrators retain authority by delegating work but do not provide much-

needed communication with the staff member, leaving the staff to staff interpret the expectations 
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of their superiors. Unlike the CAO’s role described by Siegel, planners were found to be subject 

to much oversight with relatively little authority. 

Baum discusses shame in the face of this fact, claiming that “[a]utonomous authority in 

bureaucratic organization consistently generates experiences of shame for subordinates” 

(Baum, 1983, p. 171). He goes on to state that: 

Because the staff member depends on signs from the administrator to assess the 

competence of the work, the staff member has doubts about his or her ability to judge 

the competence of his or her work. Because the signs from the administrator tend to be 

ambiguous, the staff member has doubts directly about the competence of the work itself 

(Baum, 1983, p. 177). 

This description of the planner’s role may provide insight as to the power experienced within 

their own departments by local government planners. Baum explains that these experiences 

may not be shared by planners in all organizations, and notes that attitudes and expectations 

could alter the experiences felt by individual planners (Baum, 1983). However, this explanation 

of the planner’s position does little to empower planning staff to manage conflict and again 

suggests the opportunity for much improvement in how planners are able to operate effectively 

in the professional sphere. However, much has changed in the last thirty years. The field of 

planning has seen many shifts since the 1980’s, and power dynamics have changed along with 

it. 

Power in Planning Now 

Author Almut Wolff discusses power constellations underpinning the decision-making process in 

the planning profession, referencing a case study in Bremen, Germany.  Much like in Foucault’s 

work, Wolff uses a relational concept of power, and he highlights six main structural power 
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resources in the planning process: planning and construction laws; real estate property; political 

rules; legitimacy of an actor; professional and native knowledge; and task assignment/ 

involvement (Wolff, 2020). He notes that without these resources an actor may still utilize other 

behavioural resources at their disposal, such as: actor resources/skills; joint resources; 

procedural resources; and issue related resources- all requiring a knowledge of strategies of 

influence (Wolff, 2020). These resources may prove extremely relevant to both planners and 

developers participating in the DAP. 

These power resources are examined in a planning project in Bremen, Germany where a local 

hospital company announced the construction of a new hospital complex on public land. Once 

this was initiated, the developer and planners began a public participation process as planning 

regulation negotiations took place. By including the already-known localized values of the public 

in the initial planning process, the planners and developers were able to leverage the power of 

the public interest groups by prioritizing shared values from the outset (Wolff, 2020).  

Interestingly, the power of the interest groups changed as the process progressed. What began 

as a citizen’s group holding legitimacy as a power resource because of community values 

began to lose that resource when their demands became too specific. In this case, public 

participation became a power resource for planners and developers, while the local interest 

groups turned to behavioural resources and local knowledge to insert their influence on the 

process. The case demonstrates the use of different power resources strategized between 

different actors and demonstrates that power resources can change quickly within the process 

(Wolff, 2020, p. 21).  

This study represents how the planning profession can use relational concepts of power to 

influence the built environment through the planning process, as well as manage the power of 
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other parties, and work together with groups that can sometimes be seen as adversarial, such 

as developers, to provide benefits to the greater community. 

This role of government planners is often questioned out of concern that a paternalistic form of 

planning may be detrimental to their interests. This frustration has led to alternate methods of 

planning processes that are more inclusive of public opinion. However, some critics argue that 

this participation can also lead to faults in the planning process. 

The Power of Planning 

The Role of Government in Community Change 

Authors Aarts and Leeuwis propose that simply redistributing decision-making power to the 

citizens as is generally done does not rectify the issue of power and clarity in the process as 

policy development will always require some unbalance in power and disagreement over 

empowerment strategies (Aarts & Leeuwis, 2010). Aarts and Leeuwis propose an alternate 

solution which they label “the network perspective”. In this interactive policy model governments 

anticipate and utilize the “self-organizational ability and initiatives of people” (Aarts & Leeuwis, 

2010, p. 142), in order to set-free societal actors while also remaining connected. 

This process allows for the people to participate in the process to the extent they are able, while 

also taking cues from the government as to what types of solutions are needed and remaining 

on track for an equitable solution. In this process the public is given power over the process, but 

not to an extent where the government loses control of the direction of the process (Aarts & 

Leeuwis, 2010). In this case, power is seen as something to be shared in a way that depends 

on the historical and social context of the project, without eliminating power imbalances 

altogether. The authors understand that power is necessarily a part of the planning process, and 

that this power can be embraced to empower parties where appropriate, with intention.  
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The issues raised in this paper will be used to examine the involvement of other parties, such as 

community activists and special interest groups, in the community support aspect of the DAP. 

As the DAP does not occur in a social vacuum it will be important to note the reactions and 

involvement of community members throughout various stages in the process, beginning from 

the developer’s initial purchase and planning of the land, through to any legislatively necessary 

public engagement to change policy to allow the development to go forward. The public’s 

influence in these circumstances is essential in understanding the influence of both planners 

and developers on the outcomes of approvals.  

Analysis of Power 

As noted by Rob Buchan, power is a major player in the ability of local planners to make change 

in their communities. In the Province of British Columbia, planners serve a non-binding advisory 

role for local government decision-makers in city plans, creating an interesting power dynamic 

between councils and boards, chief administrative officers, planners, and the public. This role 

requires the curation of both internal and external relationships with the planning department, 

providing ample opportunities for power relationships to unfold. As stated by Assche, Duineveld, 

and Beunen, this complicated structure requires the examination of external powers on the field 

of planning, power relationships within departments of planning themselves, and the power 

exercised by planners on the community. 

Addressing these power dynamics allows planning theory to provide checks and balances in the 

process and evaluate ways in which power can either hinder or support positive community 

building. Power is a notion that is inextricable from the planning process and the planning 

profession. The fact that bureaucratic and decision-making processes are an integral part of 

community planning means that approval is constantly being sought after by politicians, 
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planners, developers, and the public, leading to dynamic power relationships that are 

intertwined with one another. 

The acknowledgement of the power held in these relationships encourages the process to be 

self-reflective, and to create systems that embrace the positive opportunities created by conflict. 

By opening a dialogue about power in the planning profession planners and developers can 

better manage conflict; within their own departments to create plans that embrace common 

values; with developers to work together to recommend and propose plans that support both the 

public and private good; with the public by creating processes that include the voices of the 

community in the most appropriate way; and with politicians by communicating their ideas in a 

clear and concise way to properly guide the decision-making process from a position of 

expertise. 

This research on power, however, only provides one side of the equation. The next section of 

this paper will serve to explore the DAP in more detail, providing a basis through which these 

power relationships can be seen to affect the approvals process as well as the outcomes.  
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Literature Review Part 2: Development Approvals Processes 

The DAP is a key planning tool used by planners worldwide to manage land use; the way we 

design our cities is in part determined by what land we choose to develop and how. The process 

by which development is allowed differs by country, region, and municipality, leading to a 

discrepancy both in the effectiveness of approvals processes in successful land-use 

management and in the level of compliance seen with these rules and regulations.  

This section of this project contains a review of some of the academic literature relevant to the 

DAP seen both in Canada and abroad, focusing on some of the key trends and the 

effectiveness of those trends. This review aims to contribute to a better understanding of past 

and current systems in DAPs in general and the extent to which these processes prove to be 

either a hindrance or aid to the sound development of communities. This paper does not provide 

a comprehensive review of all literature relevant to the subject of the DAP, but explores: how it 

works in the local context of British Columbia, how approvals processes can impact the natural 

environment, how DAPs can impact the economy, what non-compliance to development 

approvals regulations looks like around the world, and what some proposed technological 

solutions to streamline the process could look like. 

The DAP regarding the trading of greenhouse gas emissions allowances will not be included in 

the scope of this work, as the literature on the subject is deep and complex enough to warrant 

its own research in relation to environmental and climate concerns and is not pertinent to a local 

examination of the DAP. 

This paper also does not include subject matter relating to consultation with Indigenous 

communities in the DAP. The importance of this issue cannot be emphasized enough. The 
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matter of Indigenous consultation marks a large gap in Canadian academic literature, worthy of 

discussion in a later research project. 

How the Development Approvals Process Works 

British Columbia 

In the local context of British Columbia, the authority by which development can be managed is 

through local governments. These local government powers are delegated by the Provincial 

Government through the Local Government Act. This legislation allows, by bylaw, local 

governments the ability to require permits to be obtained for any development within areas 

specified in the local Official Community Plan.  

The Local Government Act awards municipalities the power of permitting development as stated 

in s. 488: “An official community plan may designate development permit areas for one or more 

of the following purposes: (a) protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and 

biological diversity; (b) protection of development from hazardous conditions; (c) protection of 

farming; …(h) establishment of objectives to promote energy conservation; (i) establishment of 

objectives to promote water conservation; [and the] (j) establishment of objectives to promote 

the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions”. This is not an exhaustive list of purposes for which 

development permit areas may be utilized by local governments in British Columbia, however 

these areas are of the most relevance to the literature reviewed in this paper. 

The current DAP in British Columbia is the result of much modification over time. According to 

M. Thomas the DAP had very little flexibility prior to 1971, resulting in the creation of 

development agreement contracts which allowed more flexibility to negotiate funds between 

municipalities and developers (Thomas, 1982).  
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Thomas explains that despite their success in allowing the necessary negotiation between 

actors these bylaws and agreements essentially operated despite the lack of legislation to make 

them legal. By the late 1970’s legal challenges of these agreements began to appear in the 

Province, leading to the enactment of “the land use contract”. These contracts allowed for 

mutual agreements between developers and municipalities to set terms of development. In the 

process, these agreements opened the DAP up to public hearings and council votes, allowing 

for costs such as “impost fees” to cover municipal service costs of new developments (Thomas, 

1982). 

Thomas (1982) goes on to note that the land use contract was eventually abolished in 1977 and 

was replaced by the development permit and development cost charge system in use today. 

The challenges highlighted by Thomas (1982) following this change in legislation include the 

bogged down process of awaiting Ministerial approval and costs for services exceeding those 

received through the development cost charge process. 

Current academic literature on the effectiveness of the DAP in British Columbia is evasive, 

leading to a need for further academic research on the topic. This literature review does not 

include an analysis of specific bylaws written into local government policies and therefore does 

not address the effectiveness of specific bylaws on land use planning in British Columbia. 

Furthering this area of research is necessary in the evaluation of the effectiveness of the DAP in 

the Province. 

Fortunately, some research on this topic is currently being carried out by The Ministry of 

Municipal Affairs and Housing (MAH) in the “Development Approvals Process Review”. The first 

segment of this report was released in September of 2019 and was conducted in response to 

the housing affordability problem across the Province of British Columbia. It highlights some of 

the challenges faced by local governments in eliminating affordable housing barriers. 
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During the first phase of the report which included consultation with stakeholders, the MAH 

identified seven guiding principles to be included in the consideration of approvals processes: 

the achievement of outcomes in the public interest, certainty, transparent access to information, 

collaboration, flexibility, timeliness, and balance. Further, six main challenges inherent in the 

current approvals process were determined, including local government application processes, 

local government approval processes, development finance tools, subdivision, Provincial 

referrals and regulation requirements, and other themes such as education and resources 

(British Columbia Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2019). These guiding principles 

form a crucial part of this research project, providing a foundation on which to build a framework 

of issues surrounding the development approvals process in British Columbia. 

As the MAH continues to the second stage of the report the results gathered from stakeholder 

consultations will help to inform the longer-term evaluation of current DAPs.  This research will 

help to inform an important overview of our current systems in the Province in an attempt to 

streamline future processes with the hopes of avoiding some of the pitfalls of other DAPs 

discussed later in this paper. 

However, this report fails to provide a deep, meaningful understanding of the relationships on 

which the DAP relies, particularly between local government planners and real estate 

developers. This missing set of data creates a wide gap in the knowledge of the inner, practical 

workings of DAPs. In order to understand the problems inherent in current DAPs, there must be 

a rich store of information that incapsulates the personal interactions throughout the process, 

and the impacts of those interactions on either the success or the failure of the process. 

This research will aim to help fill the gap by providing relevant stories of both success and 

failure in DAPs on Vancouver Island, supplementing the provision of a set of recommendations  

incorporating meaningful data rich in qualitative information that can support or contradict the 
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conclusions found in other process reviews. This qualitative element of research will be crucial 

in understanding not only a general picture of the DAP, but providing a more specific 

understanding of the factors involved in processes in smaller communities such as those on 

Vancouver Island. 

How the Development Approvals Process Impacts the Natural Environment 

Canadian Example: British Columbian Environmental Considerations in Development 

Approvals Processes 

DAPs as stated by s. 488 of the Local Government Act can be used in British Columbia to 

consider the effect of development on the natural environment. Author D. Curran provides 

valuable insight into the trends increasingly seen used by municipalities to control land 

development to protect the environment. She notes that local governments can use this power 

by way of their Official Community Plans (OCPs) to protect the natural environment, conserve 

energy and water, and reduce greenhouse gases (2009).  She explains that permit issuance 

trends in 2009 included designations based on ecosystem types and features as well as the use 

of performance-based measures to control the function of ecosystems over the long term.  

Curran mentions that trends in development at the time were increasingly focused on energy 

conservation factors, water conservation, and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions 

(2009). This trend of DAPs in the involvement of the natural environment shows a shift in 

society towards environmental control through land use regulation. 

Seven years later another look at the DAP in British Columbia demonstrates the discretionary 

power held by local governments in determining land use through regulations and controls put in 

place to protect the environment, particularly regarding Environmental Development Permit 

Areas identified in the local Official Community Plan. These regulations are generally directed 
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towards woodlands, grasslands, forest ecosystems, and sensitive ecosystems (Britton-Foster, 

2016). Britton-Foster’s work is integral to the DAP in the discussion of environmental protection 

as it highlights the prioritization of the environment by the government and the courts.  

British Columbia’s legal regulations can only be effective if they are supported by courts that 

enforce rulings that comply with such regulations. Without legal incentive to follow regulations 

and restrictions there is a potential for non-compliance resulting in dangerous or haphazard 

development. In the context of British Columbia, when proper legal procedure is followed and 

the purpose of the regulation is to protect the natural environment, the decisions made by local 

government officials are accepted by the courts (Britton-Foster, 2016). This again notes the 

importance of environmental conservation in British Columbian policy and law. However, the 

effective legal process such as what is described by Britton-Foster is not the reality everywhere. 

American Example: Environmental Considerations in Development Approvals Processes 

Differing contexts will inevitably mean different priorities and values shown through land use 

management and DAPs. In the study published in 2013 Göçmen examines nineteen 

communities in Waukesha County in an effort to understand the success of ‘conservation 

subdivision design’ and how the implementation of this design type can be impacted by land use 

regulations.  

These specific subdivision designs typically purport to protect environmentally sensitive areas, 

create regional networks of open space, and decrease runoff and pollution of the local water 

sources (Göçmen, 2013). Despite the intent of these designs, Göçmen found that 

implementation was usually encumbered by a more burdensome process than traditional 

subdivision design and that a culture of aiming for minimum requirements to receive approval 

often won out over development aimed at regional-level conservation. 
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More research on the topic of court rulings regarding these subdivision designs would be 

interesting to contrast with the British Columbian rulings described by Britton-Foster (2016). The 

contextual differences between British Columbia and Wisconsin could provide valuable insight 

into the factors contributing to conservation in development. Göçmen, though, did not admit a 

total loss. He determined that these conservation subdivisions did in fact protect nearly 2500 

acres in the subject area, and that streamlining the permitting process and toughening resource 

protection goals would be even more beneficial in protecting the environment in Waukesha 

County (Göçmen, 2013). 

European Example: Germany’s Environmental Considerations in Development Approvals 

Processes 

Development conservation issues and environmentally friendly DAPs are not unique to North 

America. Henger and Bizer examine the land development objectives set out by the German 

Federal Government to reduce settlement and traffic area growth by 2020, proposing a method 

based on ‘tradable planning permits’ such as those currently used in the environmental sector to 

control and regulate greenhouse gas emissions (2010). They propose a system where the 

tradable commodity becomes undeveloped land or open space rather than greenhouse gas 

emissions allowances, allowing developers to trade open space ratios amongst developments 

(Henger and Bizer, 2010). 

Henger and Bizer explain how the current land use system is unattainable in Germany due to 

high levels of land conversion and note that the flexibility of a tradable planning permit system 

could mitigate the compliance costs of development. They suggest that integrating a permit 

scheme into the land-use planning system could strengthen regional planning powers, therefore 

compensating landowners or investors affected by the changes in the regulations based on 

changed land taxes (Henger and Bizer, 2010).  
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This in-depth discussion of open space and the importance of the environment in the DAP 

shows the prioritization of the environment in German development. More research into this 

area would provide a better understanding of overall attitudes toward the preservation of open 

space and environmental factors in the development process. 

Australian Example: Victoria’s Environmental Considerations in Development Approvals 

Processes 

Henger and Bizer provide an interesting solution to a growing problem in Germany, as the 

problem of diminishing open space in developing areas is becoming a problem around the 

world. Also concerned with diminishing open space, Llausàs, Buxton, and Beilin explain the 

economic decline of many rural areas in Australia in 2016 and examine how shifts in societal 

values towards sustainability, biodiversity, and land rights of Indigenous people have generated 

the development of regional land.  

Llausàs, Buxton, and Beilin consider the rural landscape and its progression away from 

agriculture and towards rural amenity conditions. The study scrutinizes seven municipalities 

near Melbourne, Australia ranging from agricultural to forest landscapes and note the potential 

environmental effects if the current development trends continue (Llausàs, Buxton, & Beilin, 

2016). 

The authors find that the current parcel-based land use planning systems in the area do not 

address the long-term affects of cumulative growth, particularly in relation to social and 

landscape factors, potential for bushfire, biodiversity, and socio-environmental change (Llausàs 

et. al., 2016). Llausàs et al. explain that many Victorian municipalities are now finally turning to 

rural land-use plans to address landscape conservation and manage development on a long-

term basis. They describe the need for flexible planning tools that can adapt to changing 
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conditions of growth and land conversion over the long term (Llausàs et. al., 2016). The fact that 

Victorian authorities are beginning to address this issue in plan-making shows the trend towards 

planning for the future. Research delving into the courts system would provide an interesting 

glance at the seriousness of the government in moving towards sustainable development 

priorities. 

Southeast Asian Example: Indonesian Environmental Considerations in Development 
Approvals Processes 

Like the Australian Government, the Indonesian Government of Kendal Regency has also taken 

the need for open space seriously, implementing local regulations requiring open green space 

provisions in obtaining building permits in Central Java (Yulianti & Hadi, 2018). In their 2018 

case study Yulianti and Hadi look at the area of central Java and examine the effectiveness of 

open space regulations on quality of life relating to the environment using the Analytical 

Hierarchy Process and Geographic Information Systems to collect data. Their research outlines 

the implementation of development that addresses issues of sustainability from the early 1990’s 

and its link to economic development (Yulianti & Hadi, 2018). 

By studying the effectiveness of these regulations Yulianti and Hadi determine that many 

complex factors influence the effectiveness of green-space building permit regulations.  

Institutional goals, budgets, incentives, and resources were some of many influencers, as well 

as actor characteristics such as “leadership, commitment, competence, [and] the division of 

roles” (Yulianti & Hadi, 2018). The study also concluded that regulation effectiveness was 

impacted by the implementation process. Management also had an effect, such as 

responsiveness and authority, obedience, and policy alignment and participation (Yulianti & 

Hadi, 2018).  
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Conclusions on Environmental Considerations in Development Approvals Processes 

As noted by several of the above studies, not all DAPs function in the way described by Curran 

(2009) and Britton-Foster (2016). But the fact that the DAP legislation in British Columbia has 

shifted to address the environmental impact of development shows that the issues of 

conservation and the natural environment in development approvals are here to stay. Design 

elements such as those mentioned in Göçmen’s work (2013) demonstrate the attention paid to 

the environment and conservation by Americans, even outside of major American cities. 

The impact of development on the environment has different impacts in different places. The 

work of Llausàs, Buxton, and Beilin (2016) shows that Australian cities are being affected by 

poor land-use management in relation to the environment, but that they are trying to change. 

Yulianti and Hadi (2018) also show how complicated the issue of development and the effects 

on quality of life and open space in the city can be and demonstrate the complicated factors that 

contribute to how effective regulation may or may not be. But Henger and Bizer propose 

interesting ideas that could potentially alleviate some of the stresses found in complicated 

systems.  

Open space and the environment will be important factors in examining DAPs on Vancouver 

Island. The values of both private and public sectors on the issue will need to be assessed, as 

well as their perception of whether those values should be reflected in regional land use 

policies. The impacts of either the inclusion or exclusion of these policies can then be linked to 

the recommendations made by local government planners to elected officials. The exploration of 

these issues will reflect the values held by local communities and how those values are 

reflected in the approval of certain type of development. 
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DAPs determine where and how development on a parcel of land can proceed; that 

development can have major impacts on the natural environment, open space, and human 

health. But development has farther reaching implications than just the natural environment, and 

this is an issue that needs to be addressed in the development approvals process in North 

America and around the world.  

Changing Impacts: How the Development Approvals Process Impacts the Economy in 

Various Contexts 

It is relatively easy to consider the effect of development on the natural environment because it 

is physically visible and measurable. Agricultural land replaces flood plains, skyscrapers replace 

grassy fields, and houses pop up all along the waterfront. But the way in which land use 

development is managed also impacts the economic function of a community; sometimes those 

impacts go unnoticed, and sometimes they are catastrophic. 

Canadian Example: British Columbian Economic Considerations in Development 

Approvals Processes 

In the British Columbian context, the government takes some initiative in protecting one of the 

Province’s important resources: farmland. As explained by D. Curran development permit areas 

are just one of many tools used by local governments to protect farmland (2005). The article 

highlights the importance of the Agricultural Land Reserve in protecting agricultural land to 

ensure food security for the Province and the use of development permit areas to buffer 

agricultural land from incompatible uses (Curran, 2005). 

The guidelines that shape development in these sensitive areas allow for provisions such as 

screening, landscaping, setbacks, open spaces, water retention requirements, and pedestrian 

traffic limitations to preserve the integrity of agricultural land (Curran, 2005). These tools utilized 
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by local governments help to ensure the protection of local economies by regulating 

development that could in the long-term prove to be detrimental to farming economies. 

Southeast Asian Example: Indonesian Economic Considerations in Development 
Approvals Processes 

Another example demonstrates the potential for disaster when the local DAPs fail to account for 

future economic consequences of land use planning. Firman discusses the rapid granting of 

development permits during the economic boom of the 1980’s into the mid 1990’s in Indonesia 

(2000). The article outlines how the over-granting of development permits by the National Land 

Development Agency stimulated the speculative land-business which, in conjunction with the 

economic crisis starting in 1997, caused land to become idle in the fringe of Indonesia’s large 

cities (Firman, 2000). 

Firman describes how the land boom created by simplified DAPs and uncontrolled over-

development transformed agricultural land into subdivisions and industry, not taking the care to 

reserve conservation areas. Firman argues that the situation of speculative land-business has 

been caused by the abuse of the land use planning tool of development permits decades ago, 

empowering developers and leaving single land-owners powerless (Firman, 2000). 

As described by Firman, land use planning can affect the economy of a city in major ways. Land 

use powers can be abused or mismanaged, affecting the local economy in ways that can, at the 

time, seem hard to predict. But land use decisions can also impact a community’s economy in a 

positive way when managed correctly. 
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European Example: Dutch Economic Considerations in Development Approvals 

Processes 

Schoenmaker and Van der Vlist outline the effects of the planning process and construction 

permits on future employment and residential locations in an area, particularly in the job-housing 

balance. Their study focuses on the Netherlands between 1990 and 2012 and is premised on 

the ideas of job-people distribution and on the process by which people make choices about 

their location (Schoenmaker & Van der Vlist, 2015).  

By examining the relationship between commercial and residential real estate development in 

both the short-term and long term, Schoenmaker and Van der Vlist find that the construction 

permit element of the planning process is positively correlated with the development of 

commercial and residential development. They determine that the building permit process and 

its application by urban planners enables commercial and residential real estate development to 

be connected and complimentary to one another (Schoenmaker & Van der Vlist, 2015). 

There lies an interesting conclusion from this study in that DAPs are correlated with better 

management of housing and jobs, therefore having a positive effect on the social and economic 

state of the city.  

Conclusions on Economic Considerations in Development Approvals Processes 

DAPs help to dictate where people live, work, and play. When we protect our farmland, we are 

preserving a part of our economy in the future. When development processes fail to 

accommodate for future economic opportunity, as was the case in Indonesia, unexpected 

consequences can have disastrous impacts on the economy (Firman, 2000). But development 

process can help our communities’ function as they should, as is noted by Schoenmaker and 

Van der Vlist, demonstrating the power of development controls on the economy of a place 
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(2015). However, this conclusion seems to be dependent on the compliance of the rules and 

regulations in place by authorities. Unfortunately, this compliance is not a guaranteed part of the 

equation in other areas of the world. 

Changing Impacts: What Non-Compliance Looks Like Around the World 

African Examples: Accra-Tema and the Wa Municipality 

Compliance Considerations in Development Approvals Processes 

Arku, Allotey, and Addo Frempong examine the factors leading to the problem of building permit 

regulation non-compliance in Accra, Ghana. The problem of non-compliance in the area is one 

that has received international attention due to numerous structural failures and collapses, 

notably the Melcom shopping complex which collapsed in 2012 killing 14 people and injuring 

many more (Arku, Allotey, & Addo Frempong, 2016). 

Interviews conducted by the authors revealed that administrative bureaucracy and the 

inconvenience and cost of adhering to regulations, combined with legal ignorance contributed to 

non-compliance with development approvals systems generally. Arku, Allotey, and Addo 

Frempong found that complex factors contributing to non-compliance included the scepticism of 

builders and residents about the permit system itself and outdated planning regulations, as well 

as the lengthy and complicated nature of adhering to rigid and specific requirements for 

building. They also note the impact of general indiscipline and lawlessness in the area (Arku et. 

al., 2016).  

Arku, Allotey, and Addo Frempong recommend addressing the problem of “imported” planning 

processes, arguing the need to create and use planning principles that account for context, 

balancing standards in an appropriate way to create systems that are respected but also safe 

(Arku et. al., 2016). 
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The conclusions found by Arku et. al. build on the findings of Boamah, Gyimah, and Bediako 

Nelson in 2012.  This earlier work describes the regulation of land development controls in the 

Wa municipality in Ghana. They review the legal framework for these controls and the 

development control literature, as well as data collected from the Municipal Building 

Inspectorate Division. 

Boamah Gyimah, and Bediako discuss the need for land use regulation in controlling 

undesirable urban problems such as slums, incompatible uses of land, flooding, and 

overcrowding and congestion. They explain the historical colonialist implementation of land use 

regulations in most African countries and their lack of modification since implementation, and 

that police interference poses additional problems (Boamah, Gyimah, & Bediako Nelson, 2012). 

Boamah, Gyimah, and Bediako found that planning officials were ill-equipped to monitor and 

enforce non-compliance of regulations due to limitations of resources such as manpower and 

logistical issues such as computers and vehicles.  Along with recommendations on waiting 

times for permits, the authors recommended regular reviews of the permitting system to reflect 

on real-world consequences of policies and regulations, and a focus on the improvement of the 

relationship between officials and developers. They note that the intent of officials should be to 

work with developers to come up with acceptable schemes and that a more functional system 

should include public engagement to better the relationship between planners and the public 

(Boamah et. al., 2012).  

The effects of poor compliance with DAPs can be devastating, as is seen in situations like that 

in the Melcom shopping centre, but processes can be difficult to change. Colonialist, top-down 

systems can contribute to cultures of non-compliance. But these contextually questionable 

systems are not the only reason for non-compliance of development regulations. 
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Southeast Asian Example: Jabotabek and Compliance Considerations in Development 

Approvals Processes 

In 2002 Winarso and Firman discuss the distorted housing market in Indonesia before the 1997 

economic crisis and the influence of family relationships on the regulation of land development 

Their work focuses on the Jabotabek area and the urban sprawl created by massive land 

development before 1997, held strong by only a few developers with influence over land-use 

development policy and regulation. These developers targeted housing at only a small, well-off 

segment of the population; the young private-sector professionals (Winarso & Firman, 2002). 

Winarso and Firman argue that this small circle of individuals was able to influence the 

development market to such an extent that the economy of Indonesia and its monetary crisis 

was triggered by the overdevelopment that those processes caused (2002). 

European Examples: Poland, Slovenia, and Croatia and Compliance Considerations in 

Development Approvals Processes 

The easier it is to follow the correct process, the better the approvals system will be for 

developers. However, the path to simplification is not always clear. Krajewska, Źróbek, and 

Kovač examine Polish and Slovenian spatial planning processes and their impact on physical 

development and spatial order, particularly for areas not located in the usual zoning plan areas. 

They focus on Slovenia and Poland because of their unique similarities in their transition from 

socialist or centrally planned economies into open market economies. Both countries also 

continue to be influenced by planning processes utilized in the European Union and utilize the 

power of local authorities to control development (Krajewska, Źróbek, & Kovač, 2014).  

The findings suggest that the Polish development permission process is lengthy, complicated, 

and vague, often discouraging development. Alternatively, the Slovenian process includes a 
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municipal spatial plan which outlines development conditions in great detail, giving clear 

instructions for development but often lacking the professional bases needed to create 

economically and financially sound developments (Krajewska, Źróbek, & Kovač, 2014). 

Krajewska, Źróbek, and Kovač find that land use guidelines are a hindrance to development 

when either they are very general and therefore make the permitting process lengthy, or too 

precise and therefore requirements heavily impact a development’s performance (Krajewska, et. 

al., 2014). This seems to be a case of the Goldilocks syndrome, where a solution must fit in the 

middle of two extreme options.  

Other researchers have tackled this same issue of prescribing simplification for DAPs in 

countries with complex systems. Jovanovic, Aristovnik, and Lugaric conducted a study in 2016 

examining the construction permit procedures across Slovenia and Croatia and analyze both 

the advantages and disadvantages of each system. They propose a generic model for 

construction permit procedure that takes into account the strengths and weaknesses of each 

model.  

Jovanovic, Aristovnik, and Lugaric argue that the construction industry has been ignored in the 

conversations regarding economic growth, weakening the ability of the industry to perform its 

proper function in helping to maintain a stabilized economy (2016). They find that the main 

procedural barriers found in Slovenia and Croatia were discrepancies in the zoning maps and 

building act provisions or bylaws, creating a complicated system that is difficult to navigate. The 

authors found that attempts have been made to simplify the systems such as Croatia’s ‘new’ 

Physical Planning Act and Slovenia’s ‘pre-approval’ process, but that reform faces many 

barriers including jurisdiction and public authority issues and coordination among  stakeholders 

(Jovanovic, Aristovnik, & Lugaric, 2016).  
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A Broader Scope: Transitioning Countries and Compliance Considerations in 

Development Approvals Processes 

But stepping away from the individual corruption and inequity seen in single economies such as 

Indonesia, Anderson examines the phenomena of non-compliance from a wider perspective. 

Anderson discusses the issues of how limited land and permitting barriers generate cultures of 

bribery and corruption in transitioning countries (2019).  

Using the EBRD-World Bank BEEPS V survey data, Anderson analyzes information regarding 

transition economies, demonstrating that restrictions on land and development permits allow for 

an environment that encourages bribery and gifts to forward projects. The study finds that the 

likelihood of the offering of bribes or informal payments increases in transition countries in 

environments restricting access to land or stifles DAPs (Anderson, 2019).  

To resolve the issue Anderson recommends the reduction of barriers to the development 

process to encourage the use of formal development approvals systems. He suggests this can 

be “accomplished by land privatization and financial market liberalization, or alternatively 

through a clearly implemented system of transferable land use rights supported by long term 

land leases” and that this will allow the process to operate more efficiently, decreasing the 

benefit of informal transactions over formal, legal ones (Anderson, 2019). 

Conclusions on Compliance Considerations in Development Approvals Processes 

As demonstrated by the length of this literature review, many suggestions have been made as 

to the simplification of the DAP to ensure safe, approved, compliant development. Poor land use 

planning and non-compliance with legitimate DAPs can lead to disastrous effects such as the 

building collapse seen in Ghana (Arku, et. al., 2016), the overdevelopment of land and 

economic crisis seen in Indonesia (Firman, 2000), or the disappearance of much needed green 
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space or agricultural space noted in America (Göçmen, 2013), Australia (Llausàs et. al., 2016), 

and Indonesia. But in addition to solutions proposed by many of these authors that focus on 

regional, contextual issues, the development of many technological solutions is also under way. 

Changing Impacts: What Technological Solutions to Streamline Development Approvals 

Processes Could Look Like 

Amidst the many difficulties facing inefficient systems, numerous suggestions have been made 

to improve and streamline the DAP. In 2006 Al-Hussein, Kumar, Sharma, and Mah proposed an 

automated permit process that integrates knowledge-based systems to streamline the 

development permit creation process, saving time and money. 

Al-Hussein, Kumar, Sharma, and Mah’s knowledge-based systems approach aims to sidestep 

the current personal bylaw interpretation process, instead introducing a knowledge-based 

expert computer system that can perform the same tasks efficiently and for less cost. This 

proposal includes the use of CAD, using the system to draft drawings and check them 

automatically against zoning bylaws (Al-Hussein, Kumar, Sharma, & Mah, 2006). 

The information gained from this process can then be used across the residential construction 

industry to promote efficiency with a particular aim to integrate processes involved in drafting 

development permits (Al-Hussein et. al., 2006). 

Another alternative solution is proposed by Wahed in 2017 where she notes that the urban 

deterioration of Egypt can partly be attributed to the control of development and the process of 

building permit issuance. She argues that population growth will soon dictate development 

needs beyond what has traditionally been met with the current development and building 

permitting processes and that technology can be an important solution to some of these issues, 

discussing opportunities presented by GIS (Wahed, 2017).  
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Wahed identifies the current building permit processes, and responsibilities of controlling 

organizations, procedural outputs, and how an information system could work. She concludes 

that an information system to streamline the communication between actors in the building 

permitting process will limit contact between clients and local authority staff, improve staff 

accountability, reduce the probability of human error, reduce client waiting times, and reduce 

client complaints (Wahed, 2017). This could also be relevant to more current situations, such as 

the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for more remote systems. 

Additional proposals are made by Eirinaki, Dhar, Mathur, Kaley, Patel, Joshi, and Shah to 

create an innovative building permit system. The authors of this American paper suggest the 

development of a supportive, cloud-based system to quicken the building permit process for 

both landowners and city staff and officials. To supplement their research, Eirinaki, Dhar, 

Mathur, Kaley, Patel, Joshi, and Shah discuss specific case data from the City of New York. 

One of the central ideas of this proposal is a pre-permit process run on a cloud-based system, 

making it cost-effective and universal to any city by clarifying the complex process of acquiring 

building permits which can be hard to understand and time consuming (Eirinaki, Dhar, Mathur, 

Kaley, Patel, Joshi, & Shah, 2018). They argue that this transparent, user friendly system could 

encourage compliance with approvals processes due to the ease of the process (Eirinaki et. al., 

2018). 

Conclusions on Technological Solutions to Streamline Development Approvals 

Processes 

Technological advancement is changing the ways people think about processes in all areas of 

society. As above, suggestions have been made to utilize technology to make processes such 

as DAPs faster, easier, and more transparent. These proposed solutions could help to 

streamline processes that are currently bogged down and opaque, potentially increasing 
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compliance with regulations and increasing the economic, social, and environmental aspects of 

our communities. 

However, the problems attributed to DAPs around the world are complex. In a North American 

or European context these technological proposals address many of the issues faced by 

development inefficiency and could potentially even help to mitigate environmental and 

economic issues over the long term through modeling. But these solutions may not address the 

unique issues facing South East Asian or African countries, where complicated social issues 

including distrust and corruption continue to disrupt DAPs. Research will also need to be 

conducted to determine whether the resources could be available to these communities, and 

what would happen if resources suddenly became unavailable. 

More research into these areas is needed to determine the effectiveness of proposed 

technological solutions to DAPs, particularly in communities where cultural values already 

favour some groups over others. What we determine to be a transparent system in a North 

American context may not be considered as such in differing cultures. 

Conclusions 

Not all DAPs function in a smooth legal way that addresses the environment as described by 

Curran (2009) and Britton-Foster (2016), but design elements such as those mentioned in 

Göçmen’s work (2013), the changing regional environmental planning in Australia (Llausàs, 

Buxton, & Beilin 2016), and proposed open-space trading for developments in Germany 

(Henger & Bizer, 2010) demonstrate the increasing attention paid to the environment and 

conservation internationally. This topic will likely become more relevant as we move towards 

global issues of climate change. It will be important to include elements of local values including 
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those of sustainability and climate change in this research of local development approvals 

processes in order to analyze the impact of local interests on both processes and outcomes. 

DAPs can also impact a community’s economic environment. When development processes fail 

to accommodate for future economic opportunity there can be disastrous impacts on the 

economy (Firman, 2000), but sound processes that are adhered to can help our communities 

function as they should, reducing negative economic impacts and promoting positive ones such 

as employment and residential balance (Schoenmaker & Van de Vlist, 2015). Case studies on 

DAPs could help generate a deeper understanding of city design and how to ensure the future 

growth and stability of economies across the world and provide a basis for how this research 

can address economic issues and how they are reflected in the development approvals 

processes, or how they are not. 

Non-compliance of DAPs can also lead to disastrous effects such as the building collapse seen 

in Ghana (Arku, et. al., 2016), the overdevelopment of land and economic crisis seen in 

Indonesia (Firman, 2000), or the disappearance of much needed green space or agricultural 

space noted in America (Göçmen, 2013), Australia (Llausàs et. al., 2016), and Indonesia, and 

culturally sensitive and appropriate approaches should be adopted in the encouragement of 

compliance.  

Solutions to make DAPs more efficient and easier to adhere to could involve technological 

components but should be implemented where is culturally appropriate and in a way that breeds 

trust with government officials to encourage compliance with regulations. This will be examined 

in local communities in Vancouver Island to analyze the technological efficiencies of 

development approvals processes, as well as considering the resources available in smaller 

communities to implement them. 
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Current literature on DAPs highlights the varying contexts in which rules and regulations help 

planners and city builders to create and implement plans in an efficient and ethical manner 

through an effective DAP. The power of these approvals processes are only as strong as an 

organization’s ability to enforce them, and there are numerous barriers to their success around 

the globe. 

The above literature describes the success and failure of various DAPs around the world, 

allowing for meaningful reflection and a broader understanding of the impact of these 

processes. The processes in some countries vary greatly from those in BC, while others 

demonstrate many similarities. However, relationships of power are present in each of the 

processes examined. It will be important throughout this research to note the prevalence of 

power throughout every step in the DAP in order to highlight where that power has either 

hindered process or aided in its success.  

The findings from the above literature provide insight into current systems, demonstrating the 

importance of power between and amongst actors in the DAP, the importance of protecting 

legal process, the natural environment, and ensuring that compliance is as easy as possible for 

developers. These perspectives have helped in the formulation of a framework of issues. 

As more information is published and made public, perceptions and experiences regarding 

actual DAPs can continue to inform this iterative framework in a way that promotes the future 

improvement of how DAPs are created and used in local governments. 
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Chapter 3 

Methods 

Framework of Issues 

The examination of a number of current DAPs on Vancouver Island begins with a creation of a 

framework of issues to be explored in order to provide recommendations on if and how the DAP 

of local governments on Vancouver Island can be improved to more harmoniously address the 

needs of local government planning staff and developers. This framework has been created in 

dialogue with professionals working with clients and municipalities navigating the DAP in 

different communities on and off Vancouver Island. The DAPR has also served as a foundation 

from which this framework was created, along with insight from the above literature review. 

This framework is designed to be iterative, inviting refinements from other experts in the field of 

real estate development and local government planning. The current framework highlights five 

dimensions, each contributing to the overall success of the process from both the local 

government planner and developer’s perspective. A brief outline of this framework is presented 

in figure 1. 

Figure 1 

DAP Framework of Issues 
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A further description of the five dimensions outlined in the DAP Framework of issues is discussed 

below. 

  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

DAP FRAMEWORK OF ISSUES 

The KNOWLEDGE 
AND ATTITUDES Of 
the main parties 
involved 

The QUALITY, 
CLARITY, AND 
LEVEL OF REALISM 
of municipal plans 
and pol icies 

An examiniation of 
the development 
PROPOSAL 

PLANNING PROCESS 

An examiniation of 
the development 
APPLICATION 
REVIEW AND 

APPROVALS 
PROCESS 

LARGER 
CONTEXTUAL 
ISSUES impacting 
the development 
approvals process 

a. Size of company or municipality 
b. Knowledge and experience of individuals 
c. Professional experience in the community 
d. Attitudes 
e. Alignment of values within and across professions/individuals 
f. Confidence n the competence of other parties 
g. Cxpec.tations of the process and of other parties in the process 
h. Communication 
i. Turning points in the process 

a. Ease of access to OAP information 
b. The quality of OAP infom1ation available 
c. The clarity of OAP information provided 
d. Realism of policy and process 

a. Issues pertaining to the creat ion of development proposals 

a. Fom1al procedure 
b. Informal procedure 
c. Bureaucratic elements and organizational structure 
d. Impact of the quality of applicat ions 

a. Community values 
b. Development stressors 
c. Community demographics and statistics 
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Dimension 1: The knowledge and attitudes of the main parties involved 

This dimension includes the knowledge and attitudes of each member in the process from 

before the initial application for a development permit through to the approval or rejection of 

that permit. These parties include the applicant, the planner and other relevant staff, the 

elected officials, and the community members involved in community consultation and public 

hearing processes.  

This dimension can include the experience of each party in their respective field and can also 

be tied to personal values and experiences that shape the attitude of that party before, during, 

and after the completion of the process. 

The factors considered in the knowledge and attitude section of the framework are as follows: 

A. Size of company or municipality: The potential for the size of the company or the 

municipality (and the corresponding resources) to have in impact on the DAP. 

B. Knowledge & Experience: The potential for the knowledge and experience of the 

actors in the DAP to impact process, such as the level of planning experience 

planning staff have in processing applications and the level of experience developers 

have in navigating the process. 

C. Professional Experience: The potential for the level of experience in a given 

community or knowledge of local norms to impact either the processing of or 

submission of development applications. 

D. Attitudes: The potential for attitudes of prejudice of actors in the DAP to impact 

smooth and efficient processes 

E. Alignment of values: The potential for differences or similarities in values (both 

internally within professional teams and externally between planners and developers) 

to impact the DAP. 
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F. Confidence in the competence of other parties: The potential for the perceived 

competence of other parties in the process, either within a profession or across 

professions, to impact the DAP. 

G. Expectations: The importance of expectations in the DAP including the speed, ease 

of navigation, and pleasantness of the process as well as collaboration with other 

parties in determining the perceived success of a DAP. 

H. Communication: The potential for communication and personal interactions within 

the DAP to impact the perceived success of the process, including preferred modes 

of communication for each profession, ease of communication between parties, the 

openness of one party to see the other’s point of view, and the level of customer 

service demonstrated by the municipality in progressing development applications 

through the process. 

I. Turning Points in the Process: The potential for communication to change within 

the duration of the DAP and is intended to help note how both disagreements can 

either escalate into a problem or be de-escalated into a solution. 

 

Dimension 2. The quality, clarity, and level of realism of municipal plans and 

policies 

These elements of the process can vary greatly between communities, necessitating the 

objective evaluation of not only the policies and plans themselves, but also the clarity 

and accessibility of the information planners and developers need to navigate the 

system. This includes information regarding some of the following factors: 

 

A. Ease of access to DAP information: The ease of finding information may impact 

both the quality and completeness of applications submitted by ensuring that 
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developers are aware of the requirements before submission. This may also impact 

the expectations developers have for the process and mitigate frustration further into 

the process. Some of the elements that will be explored include: 

• How long it takes to find information online 

• How easy it is to talk to someone in development services on the phone 

• How easy it is to speak to someone at the front counter of development 

services 

• Which method is more important to different developers 

 

B. The Quality of DAP information through the above methods: How complete and 

clear DAP information is may impact both the personal user experience and the 

quality of applications that are submitted to the city, impacting how well the process 

operates both for planners and developers. The following issues to be considered: 

• Whether the information available is complete and sufficient 

• How clearly timeline expectations are laid out 

• The provision of supplementary documents to help guide the process 

• How current and relevant the policy is 

• How well the policy aligns with current legislation 

• How well the policy aligns with community plans and strategies 

 

C. Clarity of the DAP information provided: The clarity of the DAP information may 

be an important factor in how developers are able to use the information and follow 

requirements and guidelines. The following factors to be considered: 

• How easy the documents are to read 

• How easy the documents are for different types of developers to understand 
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• How clear the application requirements are 

• Whether there is a clear process to ask questions for more complicated 

matters 

• How easy it is to understand the application fees 

 

D. Realism of Policy and Process: It will be important to consider how realistic the 

policy and process that are laid out are, and to determine how likely it is that this 

process will be followed. This research considers: 

• Whether the timeline laid out for the planning department to make a 

recommendation to elected officials regarding the application is reasonable 

• Whether the timeline laid out for the elected officials to make a decision 

regarding the application is reasonable 

• Whether the cost of making an application is reasonable 

For this research, where participants have been asked about what may be “reasonable”, 

the term has been defined for that particular question, which can be found in the findings 

on page 68. 

 

Dimension 3. An examination of the development proposal planning process 

(prior to submission to the planning department) 

The development of a plan requires the necessary requirements and allowances of the 

current zoning of a property and the intended use after the completion of the project. 

This process is heavily dependent on the availability of and access to municipal plans 

and guidelines for developers to create plans that are cohesive and appropriate.  
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The following issues are important in determining the factors contributing pre-submission 

planning. 

• The original purpose of purchasing the land and how long the land has been 

owned by the developer 

• The degree of policy change required for approval. This will impact how in-depth 

the process may become. 

• The scale of impact on the neighbourhood, or how big of a change is the 

proposed development from the land’s current use 

• How well the proposed development aligns with other community policies and 

initiatives, such as sustainability strategies 

• How well the proposed development aligns with current trends or values in local 

government or council 

• The number of projects currently in process by the developer both within the 

community and in other communities 

• How much effort was made to comply with the original policy 

• What level of community consultation was completed before the application was 

submitted 

• Whether changes were made to the proposal based on the outcome of 

community consultation 

• The amount of time budgeted, both in time and in money, for the approvals 

process  
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Dimension 4. An Examination of the development application review and 

approvals process 

The development of a plan can happen long before the application to a local municipality 

for a development permit. It is also be important to differentiate between different types of 

applications, noting the policy change required for approval and the scale of impact on the 

neighbourhood as the varying levels of complexity required in the process may lead to 

differences in how the process is experienced. 

This process is considered throughout the study to understand the varying issues that may 

arise in the development approvals process, particularly considering the following factors 

that could impact the perceived and real success of the process by both planners and 

developers: 

A. Formal Procedure: It is important to determine the legal and formal procedures 

required by the municipality in order to ensure that minimum requirements set out by 

the Province and municipality are met. The following areas of the formal procedure to 

consider are: 

• Legal or formal elements of the process and how they are laid out legislatively 

• The clarity of the formal/legal procedure 

• The ramifications for poorly followed process 

• The complaints process for unsatisfied users 

• The accountability of local governments to follow the laid-out timelines 

• The reasonableness of the community’s development approvals policy 

 

B. Informal Procedure: An examination of informal procedure must be examined to 

gain a deeper understanding of the more informal aspects of the DAP and the ways 
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in which they differ from the formal regulations. This examination includes a deeper 

look at factors such as: 

• How the informal procedure differs from the formal one 

• How personal attitudes or relationships impact the outcomes of the DAP 

• What the informal process is for lodging complaints by unsatisfied users 

• How accountable planning departments are to informal timelines 

• The flexibility of the process to accommodate special circumstances 

• How other departments are involved in the review and referral process 

• The impact of other local government staff on the process, such as the CAO, 

legal department, or environmental department 

• The impact of council on the speed of planning recommendations 

 

C. Bureaucratic Elements & Organizational Structure: It is important to consider 

organizational structure of local governments in determining the flow of information 

and approvals in order to determine the critical path of application recommendations 

and approvals. The following considerations are essential: 

• The flow of application information within the department 

• The flow of application information between other/referral departments  

• How the progress of an application is tracked throughout the process and how 

that information is made available to the planning department and applicant 

• How long it takes to get a planning recommendation generally (for each type of 

application) 

• How long it takes for council to make a decision (for each type of application) 

• Whether staff resources are generally sufficient to process applications within the 

provided timeframe 
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D. Impact of the Quality of Applications: The quality of the application may impact 

how the approval review process happens, necessitating planners to ask for more 

information and risking delay in the process. The following factors are essential to 

determine the effects of the quality of applications that are submitted: 

• Whether applications are generally submitted with sufficient information required 

to make a recommendation from the planning department 

• The number of times staff need to contact the applicant to receive all required 

information 

• How complete applications are, generally, when first submitted to the department 

• How much time is taken requesting further information from the applicant 

 

Dimension 5. Larger contextual issues impacting the DAP 

Development does not occur in a social, political, or physical vacuum. These factors 

influence the viability of different development plans and the recommendations made by 

planning staff as well as the likelihood of approval by elected officials. These issues must 

be addressed in this research to determine other potential causes of permit approval or 

rejection. These issues include: 

A. Community Values: The unique values of a community may impact the type of 

development applications that are approved. An examination of the following 

questions may help to illuminate the impact of community values on development 

approvals processes: 

• Are there community values that impact the recommendations of planners for 

applications? 

• What are the current political values and attitudes of council? 
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• Are there special interest groups that often become involved in the process? 

• Are there design guidelines or other guiding documents that must be followed? 

• Are there trending planning principles that must be followed (sustainability, 

emissions, etc.)? 

• Are there any affordable housing mandates in place? 

• Are there further needs from the community that must be addressed (Community 

Amenity Charges, for example)? 

• Does council hold a firm position on development generally, or certain types of 

development? 

 

B. Development Stressors: Greater financial and market context may have an impact 

on the types of development proposed, as well as the likelihood of their approval. 

The following contextual factors will be examined to determine their affect on the 

development approvals process: 

• Current interest rates 

• Current costs of construction 

• Current costs of financing 

• The current state of the real estate market 

• The financial status of the developer 

• Expectations held by the developer due to experience in other communities 

 

C. Community Demographics & Statistics: The community’s demographics may also 

have an impact on the development approvals process. The following demographics 

will be considered when examining the varying development approvals processes in 

different communities: 
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• The average income of households in the community 

• The top 3 economic sectors in the community 

• The average age of the community? 

• How organized community members are from an activism perspective 

The above framework provides a starting point for how different development approvals 

processes in different communities across Vancouver Island can be understood, and provides a 

foundation from which the methods of this research have been constructed. 

Applying the Framework 

The nature of this research is a qualitative examination of the factors affecting the DAPs on 

Vancouver Island to assist in the formation of a set of best practices for process and policy. 

Focusing on a smaller population such as that of Vancouver Island communities will limit the 

volume of data able to be obtained and will make the process of providing a statistically 

representative quantitative sample difficult. Therefore, the aim of this research will be to provide 

the opinions of some professionals both from local government planning departments and 

developers on Vancouver Island.  

These experiences can help to illuminate which elements of the DAP issues framework could be 

addressed to promote DAPs that contribute to harmonious experiences for planners and 

developers throughout the process, as well as recommendations for municipalities looking to 

improve the experience of their community members navigating the DAP.  

The first component of this research has been the creation of the DAP issues framework 

explained above. The second and final component of this research is comprised of an 

anonymous online survey designed to address many of the issues highlighted by the 
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framework, which  has been completed by both local government planners and real estate 

developers with recent work experience within the last two years on Vancouver Island. 

Online Survey 

Due to the complexity of the DAP issues framework developed for this project and the 

exploratory nature of this work, an anonymous online survey was used to collect information 

from both local government planners and developers on Vancouver Island. Using an online 

survey as a collection method has allowed for a broad range of issues to be addressed by 

participants quickly.  

By creating a survey with many open-ended answer options as well as scale and checklist 

answers, a range of information could be gathered about a participant’s opinion without the 

need for long, extensive interviews. Further research in this area, however, would benefit from 

interviews designed to dig deeper into the issues revealed in the survey. Due to limited time and 

resources, interviews were not included in this study, but are encouraged for further studies. 

Survey Platform 

Lime Survey was the platform used in this study, as this allowed all information will be stored on 

a server located within Canada and therefore being subject to Canadian privacy laws. All 

information gathered from participants was completely anonymous, and there was no access to 

the identity of any participants, either for fully or partially complete responses. 

Ethics and Consent 

The online survey was approved by the Vancouver Island University Research Ethics Board. A 

copy of the consent form which was required to be checked prior to starting the survey can be 

found in Appendix B.  
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Survey Design 

As per the DAP Issues Framework the main issues the survey aimed to address the following 

issues as they pertain to the DAP: 

Dimension 1: The knowledge and attitudes of the main parties involved in the 

development approvals process. 

Dimension 2: The quality, clarity, and level of realism of municipal plans and policies 

outlining the development approvals process. 

Dimension 3: The development proposal planning process. 

Dimension 4: The development application review and approvals process. 

Dimension 5: Larger contextual issues impacting the development approvals process. 

The survey itself is broken into the following six sections to obtain information regarding the 

different elements of the DAP in order to address the issues laid out above: 

1. Methods of Communication 

2. Process Timelines and Information Access 

3. Expectations of the DAP 

4. The Application Review Process 

5. Developer’s Specific Project Experience 

6. Final Comments 

A copy of the survey questions can be found in Appendix C to allow for future research to 

recreate any portion of the survey in future studies. A detailed outline of the responses to the 

survey questions can be found in Chapter 4. 
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Participant Eligibility 

Eligible participants were those who have participated in the development approvals process on 

Vancouver Island in the past 2 years, either as a local government planner or as a person 

submitting a development application to the local planning department. All answers from 

participants who did not self-identify with these criteria were removed from the study. 

Recruitment 

Due to the accessibility of online surveys, planning department staff from all municipalities on 

Vancouver Island were invited to participate in this online survey. A full list of municipalities on 

Vancouver Island can be found in Appendix D of this paper. Contact information for 

municipalities was obtained through each individual local government website. 

A search was done to locate as many Vancouver Island developers to invite to participate in the 

survey as possible. The recruitment list was developed by a combination of searches for real 

estate developers in each Vancouver Island municipality, as well as using the list of members 

from the public Urban Development Institute website, with each member being examined to 

determine if they were in fact a company involved in development.  

Participants were sent an initial contact email to gauge interest in the project. A script for these 

emails for both planners and developers can be found in Appendix E. Those who demonstrated 

interest were sent an email with a full explanation of the project, as well as a link to the open 

survey. A script for these emails can also be found in appendix E. Snowball sampling was also 

used to encourage participants to pass details to the open survey onto other contacts that were 

interested in participating. 
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Classification Categories 

Participants were asked questions at the start of the survey which were used to categorize the 

participants’ levels of experience in their profession and in their community, as well as the size 

of their community. These questions were used to address Dimension 1 of the DAP Issues 

Framework in analyzing results of the survey. 

All questions, except for those determining a participant’s role in the process (as either a 

planner or developer) were optional, allowing participants to skim through the survey and 

answer only those questions they found most relevant to the process. This has allowed for 

further analysis of the results to determine which areas of the DAP issues framework were most 

important to the participants. 

Method of Analysis 

As an exploratory study, the online survey was designed to gauge a general reaction to topic 

areas relevant to the DAP. Generalization of the attitudes and opinions expressed in these 

results cannot be generalized to the whole of either the development or planning community at 

large and require further research with higher numbers of participation to bolster their 

applicability beyond Vancouver Island and beyond the individual participants. However, the 

results provided by participants provide insight into some opinions held by developer or planner 

professionals working within the field. 

Where questions have asked for numerical responses such as ratings on a scale of 1-5, these 

numbers have been either averaged or the median response has been used, as described in 

Chapter 4 to illuminate a general opinion on the topic. Where participants have been asked to 

provide their own answers or note a list of priorities, all answers have been included in the 

results to be inclusive of ideas. For longer, open-ended questions responses have been 
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combined to provide an inclusive list of topics suggested, along with key quotes that spoke 

specifically to the topic of investigation. 

Chapter 4: Results and Findings and Chapter 5: Discussion and Recommendations includes the 

results of the online survey and an analysis of these results. In order to present the findings in 

the most clear and concise way Chapter 4 outlines the results in the same order presented in 

the online survey. In Chapter 5 these results have been analyzed to determine which responses 

provide the most meaningful insight into the DAP and provide clear steps that may be taken to 

make the process smoother and more efficient in the future. For the sake of clarity and 

organization Chapter 5 outlines these ideas and recommendations as per the DAP Framework 

of Issues structure. This allows for the clear examination of issues in relation to the different 

dimensions of the DAP and provides opportunity for further research to either deepen the 

understanding of these dimensions or to move forward with a new framework addressing the 

unique issues of the development process. 

The results of this survey are amalgamated and cross-referenced with the DAP Issues 

Framework to provide a list of recommendations for municipalities looking to improve their DAP 

to look to in ensuring DAPs that are smoother and more efficient, prioritizing the needs of 

developers in creating financially viable projects with local government planners needs in 

permitting development that is beneficial to both local neighbourhoods and the community at 

large. 

A full set of raw data from the online survey has not been provided in this work as this could 

include information that may lead to the identification of individuals based on their specific 

answers. However, all meaningful data that is relevant to the results of this project have been 

included in Chapter 4, and a full list of all questions used in the survey have been included in 

Appendix C. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Findings 

Online Survey 

Below are the results of an online survey completed by local government planners and 

developers working on Vancouver Island, which was completed in the summer of 2020. The aim 

of this survey was to gain a deeper understanding of the issues impacting “successful” 

development approvals processes as seen by practicing professionals, in order to shine light on 

how these processes can be improved upon in the future. 

The online survey was broken into the following six sections to obtain information regarding the 

different elements of the DAP (development approvals process): 

1. Methods of Communication 

2. Process Timelines and Information Access 

3. Expectations of the DAP 

4. The Application Review Process (with sub-categories) 

5. Developer’s Specific Project Experience 

6. Final Comments (open-ended) 

The results of the research and survey are summarized in the subsequent sections and 

representational or other illuminating quotes are included as examples of the input received. 

The findings for each of these sections are described below. 
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1. Methods of Communication 

In this section both planners and developers were asked about their preferred and expected 

methods and content of communication throughout the various stages of the DAP. 

The results of the survey suggest that developers may prefer whichever method of 

communication with their local government planner is fastest, while planners tended to prefer 

email communication, with phone communication as a close second. 

The next part of this section asks both planners and developers which content they believed 

developers should be provided throughout twelve informal stages of the DAP, beginning with 

the informal initial inquiry and ending with public hearing results responses. Developers were 

also asked how often, in their experience, they received the information they felt they needed 

from the local government planner for each of these informal stages. Table 1 below describes 

the planner and developer responses, including comments made by participants. 
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Table 1 

Necessary Content for DAP Stages 

Stage How often developers 
received the information 
that they felt they 
needed 

Which information should be clear to 
applicants by the end of the stage (based 
off planner and developer responses) 

Additional Comments 

Initial Inform
al Inquiry (or pre-application m

eeting): 

sometimes (2/4) and 
always (2/4) 

Technical Information 
• Application requirements (studies, 
fees, timelines) 
• Project Details (location, scope and 
vision, general background, process 
details) 
• Relevant Policy (OCP and 
engineering information, submission 
requirements, required studies) 
• The compliance of the project to 
relevant policy (OCP and zoning 
compliance) 

First Impressions and Perspectives 
• What planners could support for the 
project 
• Council’s stance including policies 
such as amenity contributions and 
traffic impact 

Future Considerations for the project 
• Including landscape, security 
deposits, servicing agreements, and 
development cost charges 

Clear Expectations 
• For timelines, process, and points of 
contact 

 

Developers noted their desire for 
planners to work with them on 
creative ideas that looked outside 
the box to create development that 
meets community needs and is less 
restricted by bylaws and 
technicalities. 
 

Form
al W

ritten 
 Initial Inquiry 

sometimes (2/3) and 
rarely (1/3) 

Technical Information (similar to the above 
stage) 

• Application requirements (studies 
needed, fees, and application timelines, 
subdivision requirements such as 
DCC’s/offsite costs) 
• Project Details (site plans, full scope 
of the project, elevation drawings, 
proposed uses, and address (civic or 
PID)) 
• The compliance of the project to 
relevant policy (consistency with the 
OCP, including supporting documents) 
• Process and procedure including 
major milestones and key staff contacts 

Acknowledgement that the application has 
been accepted 

• Including an approximate timeline 
of expected feedback 

Expectations 
• initial inquiries are dealt with at a 
high level and there are no guarantees 
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C
onsultation Planning (or 

other issue discussion 
responses) 

sometimes (2/3) and 
rarely (1/3) 
 

Input from the Planner 
• Further input from the planner on 
requirements and options, preferably by 
phone to discuss potential issues, done 
in a timely manner including creative 
ways to reach the desired goal. 

Clarity on the scope of the project 
Public Consultation 

• For the work to be done up front to 
demonstrate responsiveness to their 
concerns in order to avoid an angry 
mob at a public hearing 

 

 

Draft A
pplication Review

 

only one developer 
responded, answering 
with sometimes 

Technical Information 
• Project details (site plans/images to 
explain the proposal) 
• Application requirements (studies 
needed, application fees, general 
timelines, what is expected) 

Feedback 
• Details that may not be supportable 
by staff 
• Clarification if any documentation is 
missing 

Understanding of Submission Quality 
• Better submissions are quicker to 
process and require less back and forth 
communication 

 

A lack of further responses for this 
stage may mean that developers 
did not see this phase as 
relevant/important. One developer 
stated that “[t]his is a redundant 
step. A quick phone call should be 
sufficient to identify “draft” issues.” 

Full A
pplication Subm

ission Review
 

often (2/3) and 
sometimes (1/3) 

Technical Components of the Application 
• Clarity on application requirements 
(fees, signed application form, written 
brief, detailed site plans, appropriate 
reports (septic, geotechnical, 
environmental) 
• Missing elements/deficiencies 
• Realistic timelines 

Process 
• General application steps 
(commission, committee, or board 
meeting details (date, time, location)) 

Acceptability of Submission 
• Professional credentials, whether 
bylaws have been satisfactorily 
addressed, future stage considerations 

A Full Review and Comments 
• A full review and comments on the 
entire application including a list of 
requests for changes or items to be 
addressed 

 

One planner mentioned the 
importance of submissions being 
complete, stating that the 
“[s]ubmission of complete 
application packages is very 
important. Multiple people within 
the local government and external 
agencies review the submission. So it 
wastes considerable amount of time 
when an application needs to be 
reviewed twice. Review the whole 
submission before submitting it, 
when the submission documents [do 
not] match up, it causes confusion 
and adds [unnecessary] review 
time.” 
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Referral A
gency Response N

otification (and 
identification of change requests) 

sometimes (1/2) and 
often (1/2) 

Technical Information 
• Timelines, cost implications, key 
contacts, public consultation 

 

One planner noted that it is the 
owner’s responsibility to follow 
agency requirements and policies. 
Questions should be sought out from 
the professional team, stating:  
“Planners do their best to identify 
issues as best we can, but can miss 
things. Often different issues can 
arise as the development concept 
gets refined as more details come 
to light.” 

 
One developer noted that the 
agency response should happen 
early in the process and that the 
response should state whether the 
requests by the applicant are 
reasonable. 
 

Updated/Refined 
Subm

ission Discussion 
and N

egotiations 

sometimes (1/2) and 
often (1/2) 

Technical Information 
• Timelines, cost implications, key 
contacts, public consultation 
• Policy that will guide 
recommendations 

Confirmation of Understanding  
• A two-way discussion of options to 
ensure the planner and developer 
understand one another 
• A summarization of comments and 
concerns for the applicant 

One developer emphasized the 
need for planners to follow 
guidelines rather than micro-
designing based on preferences, 
stating that “[t]oo many planners 
want to legacy build”. 

Updated/Refined Subm
ission 

Review
 and Response 

sometimes (1/2) and 
often (1/2) 
 

Technical Information 
• Timelines, cost implications, key 
contacts, public consultation 
• Application deficiencies or where 
more information is required 

Confirmation of Understanding  
• A confirmation of the understanding 
between the planner and the applicant 

 

One developer responded they 
wanted a full review, and not to 
have additional requirements 
added that were not mentioned 
previously 
 
The importance of well-reviewed 
applications was again mentioned 
by planners, stating “when the 
submission documents [do not] 
match up, it causes confusion and 
adds [unnecessary] review time”. 
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C
ouncil Report and Process Preparation 

rarely (2/3) and often 
(1/3) 
 
 

Technical Information 
• Timeline, date/time/location of the 
scheduled Council meeting at which 
the application will be considered 
• Public hearing/public information 
meeting/public consultation 
requirements 

Staff Report 
• Applicants should obtain a copy of 
the staff report 

Opportunity for Questions 
• Applicant should have the 
opportunity to discuss the staff 
recommendation with the planner 

Timeline Expectation 
• An understanding that this stage 
requires a considerable amount of work 
from staff to prepare the necessary 
reports 

Next Steps 
• An understanding that the next 
steps will be based on Council’s 
decision 

One developer responded they 
wanted to “see the report and 
know what the recommendation is 
prior it going to council” and to be 
given time to response to the report 
prior to the council meeting 
 
One planner suggested that the 
developer “may want to have a 
delegation to Council to explain 
their proposal”  
 
Another mentioned that “[w]e try to 
be balanced in our reporting, 
particularly when a 
recommendation is to not support 
an application. It is important to 
make sure Council understands full 
well both planning and developer 
position.” 
 

A
dvice on A

pplicant Presentations to 
C

ouncil 

never (1/2) and often 
(1/2) 
 

Technical Information 
• Time and location of the meeting 
• Council’s expectation for 
presentations 

Opportunity for Questions 
• The opportunity to have questions 
answered that may help them to 
prepare for the meeting 
• Outline of the meeting process 

Ensure Clarity and Focus 
• Concise presentations work best 

Trust the Staff 
Be Prepared 

• Be prepared to answer details 
questions on site issues (parking, water 
supply, affordable housing) 

 

Public Hearing 
Preparation 
Q

uestions 

never (2/3) and 
sometimes (1/3) 
 

Public Consultation Results 
• Feedback and results from any 
community consultation 

Opportunity for Questions 
• The opportunity to receive answers 
to any questions that may help them 
prepare for the public hearing 

 

Public Hearing 
Results 
Responses 

never (1/2) and 
sometimes (1/2) 

Information on Next Steps 
• Timely information on next steps for 
the project 
• Clarity of items that are an FYI 
• Clarity of items that are to be 
addressed ASAP 

Clarity that minutes are recorded by staff 
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To obtain a deeper understanding of the subjective experience of communication with the 

“opposing” professions throughout the DAP, both parties were asked to describe the experience 

of communicating with the other party throughout the process. 

From the four developers who provided responses to this question, three had similar responses, 

stating that the experience is “hit and miss”, and that the experience depends on the both the 

planner and the municipality. Comments touched on a lack of continuity when staff changes, 

and how the demand to build seems to have an impact on how much the planners are willing to 

facilitate building, with the desire to facilitate building decreasing during times of ample building 

demand rather than promoting heavy building volume when times are good for developers to 

invest. One developer noted the timely responses and “changing goalposts” as the biggest 

challenges, suggesting that the process would be smoother if the costs and requirements are 

clear at the outset without developers needing to go back and change plans multiple times. The 

issue of time was also noted, stating the importance of coordinated communication between 

internal departments and consolidated responses that respond to the overall project cohesively. 

Twelve planners responded to this question, with various responses. It was noted that 

developers are different, and that some work well collaboratively while others do not, and that 

this can be due to the level of experience the developer has. Several participants noted that 

generally this communication is good because developers are eager for their projects to move 

forward, with one participant noting the importance of “trust and respect” established early on in 

the process. It is also noted that developers respond well to frequent communication and that 

this can help facilitate a smoother relationship. Suggestions to improve the process included 

providing more information to developers online that is accessible prior to contacting the 

planning department. 

One planner touched on many issues that this research has been designed to explore, noting: 
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I think it's important to not see the development approval process as an "us against 

them" conflict. Development planners should be open to new concepts and support 

developers when there is a clear benefit to the community. To this end, planners should 

be open upfront to potential problems that could be encountered as developments 

proceed. I've seen success in working with developers by acknowledging the risk and 

uncertainty inherent in land development.  

 

2. Process Timelines and Information Access 

In this section participant planners and developers were asked about their experiences with and 

evaluations of process timelines and asked to discuss the level of access applicants have to 

information during the DAP. 

The results of the survey suggest that developers tend to prefer finding information about their 

local government’s DAP online, or through a combination of methods (such as over the phone, 

online, and in person). One developer noted their preference for online searching, but stated 

that the online information is “NEVER up to date and the 'flow' is so complicated that you cannot 

follow it logically online. So, that leaves calling a point person and getting the exact process.” 

 When asked to discuss timelines for the DAP, three of four participant developers stated that 

their municipality did not lay out a clear timeline for the process, while twelve of thirteen 

participant planners stated that their department did lay out a clear timeline. The results 

suggested that developers were not satisfied with this, and that timelines that are given are 

rarely met or committed to. Nine of the thirteen participant planners noted that generally this 

timeline was satisfactory, with comments stating that timelines are created based on average 

processing times or for simple applications, but that timelines can be less precise for 
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complicated projects or during times where the department is dealing with a heavier volume of 

applications. Several planners noted that the accuracy of these timelines can be dependent on 

the applicants returning requested information quickly to the planning department.  

For each of the twelve informal DAP stages participant planners and developers were asked to 

state how long each stage should take. Participants answered as follows: 

Table 2 

Length of Time DAP Stages “should” Take 

 Median 
Planner 
Response 

# Planner 
Responses 

Median Developer 
Response 

# Developer 
Responses 

Initial Informal Inquiry 
 

1 week or less 9 1 week 2 

Formal Written Initial Inquiry 
 

1-2 weeks 8 2 weeks 4 

Consultation Planning/Issue 
Discussion Response 

1 week 3 1 week 1 

Draft Application Review 
 

1 week 5 1.5 weeks 2 

Full Application Submission 
Review 

2 weeks 11 4 weeks 3 

Referral Agency Response 
Notification/ Identification of 
Change Requests 

Up to 4 weeks 10 4 weeks 3 

Updated/Refined Submission 
Discussions and Negotiations 

Up to 3 weeks 5 Up to 3 weeks 4 

Updated/Refined Submission 
Review and Response 

2-4 weeks 5 2 weeks 4 

Council Report and Process 
Preparation 

3 weeks 11 2 weeks 4 

Advice on Applicant 
Presentations to Council 

1 week 3 Under 1 week 3 

Public Hearing Preparation 
Questions 

1 week 4 - 0 

Public Hearing Results 
Responses 

1 week 5 1 week 3 

Fees 

Three of the four participant developers stated that they believed the development approval fees 

laid out by their municipality were easy to understand, and three developers stated that those 

fees were reasonable. Seven of thirteen planner participants responded that the fees laid out by 
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their municipality were reasonable in that they cover the cost of processing applications, with 

one noting that those fees “reflect on the complexity of the applications” while another noted that 

“[i]t is normal for application fees to account for 50-60% of the total cost of the Planning function 

for the City”. The remaining six planner participants noted that these fees do not cover costs 

appropriately, with comments suggesting that many fee structures are outdated and inadequate, 

with one participant noting that “The taxpayer heavily subsidizes the review of private 

development applications.” Suggestions included increasing fees slightly every year or charging 

hourly rates as consultants do. 

Application Quality 

Upon the formal submission of a development application participants three of four developers 

and eight of twelve planners stated that they typically get and work from a checklist to guide the 

application content and ensure it is complete. Two of four developers and seven of thirteen 

planners answered that applications get checked at the counter when they are first submitted. 

However, three of four developers noted that they were often asked for more information even 

after they have fulfilled the checklist. Eight of twelve planners answered that their municipality 

typically does not accept an application if more information is needed. 

Expected Studies 

Planners and developers were asked which studies/consultations should legitimately be 

expected by the planning department, beyond minimum regulatory requirements to ensure due 

diligence by local government planners for projects requiring an OCP amendment, a rezoning, 

and a development permit. 50% or more of both planner and developer participants noted 

favour for the provision of traffic studies, infrastructure capacity studies, and environmental 

studies for projects requiring an OCP amendment. For projects requiring a rezoning both parties 
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were 50% or more in favour of traffic studies and environmental studies, while only the planners 

stated more than 50% support for infrastructure capacity studies. For projects requiring a 

development permit there were no study requirements supported by more than 50% of 

developers, whereas 50% or more of planner participants supported environmental studies and 

design guidelines and rationale. 

 

3. Expectations of the Development Approvals Process 

In this section planners and developers were asked to describe their expectations for various 

aspects of the DAP including expectations about the subjective experience of interacting with 

individuals throughout the process. 

Diverse Values 

Based on the results of the survey noting specific planner/developer values, developers and 

planners generally agreed that the right of the neighbourhood to have a strong say in what is 

developed, environmental issues in development design, written policy relevant to development 

permit applications, and having development fit in with the surrounding neighbourhood were 

values that were more important to planners. Alternatively, economic development and the 

responsibility of local government to help development occur were values that were more 

important to developers. The financial feasibility of developments in creating municipal policy 

was noted by developers as being much less important to planners, though the planners 

responded to this question with mixed results. 
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Capacity Expectations 

The results of the survey suggest that developers believed that local government planners have 

less capacity to process development applications (an average of 2/5) than planners believed 

themselves to have (3.6/5). The results also suggest that planners believe developers to have a 

reasonable capacity to submit complete, good-quality development applications to the 

department (3.2/5). 

Timing Expectations 

Regarding timing, developers and planners were asked how quickly they expected the planning 

department to be able to make a recommendation to the board or Council after the initial 

submission of a development application. The results are shown below and are broken into 

different types of applications. Where the response noted a range of times, the upper limit of 

that range has been included in these results. 

Table 3 

Timing Expectations for Recommendations to Board or Council 
 Average Developer 

Responses 
Average Planner Responses 

Applications Requiring a Development 
Permit 

Up to 2.25 months Up to 4 months 

Applications Requiring a Development 
Variance Permit 

Up to 2 months Up to 3.8 months 

Applications Requiring a Rezoning Up to 6.75 months Up to 8.4 months 
Applications Requiring an OCP 
Amendment 

Up to 8.75 months Up to 8.6 months (*with 4 
planners stating more than 12 
months) 

Participants also responded to questions regarding which tools are currently available to 

developers through the DAP to make the process more user-friendly, as well as which ones 

they believed should be available. The following table shows the percentage of both planner 

and developer participants that noted that each tool is or should be available in their community: 
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Table 4 

DAP Navigation Tools 
 Currently Available Should Be Available 
A guidebook/document to help 
developers navigate the process 

56% 72% 

An accessible written document that 
explains which information is needed for 
each step of the application and how to 
find it 

65% 94% 

A clear explanation of the development 
application review process 

65% 100% 

Preferred terms of reference and scopes of 
work for any study required in the 
application 

25% 88% 

An estimated time for processing 
applications 

73% 83% 

Direction on which policy documents are 
relevant 

44% 82% 

A process where planners at the front desk 
flag issues and concerns up front 

39% 80% 

A designated staff member to help 
unblock roadblocks 

13% 67% 

 

Collaboration 

Two of the four developer participants stated that they found planners to be neutral in their 

collaboration with them in working to refine their development applications to benefit both 

themselves and the community, while the remaining two stated that planners were 

uncollaborative. Comments from these responses allude to the idea that many planners may not 

have a solid understanding of development economics, and that their lack of experience in 

development means that their views on the issue are “not well grounded”, and that their “hands 

are tied with politics and bureaucracy”. One developer commented on the importance of 

competent city managers and department heads, noting that management should work to 

ensure that the right people are in the right roles. 

Planners provided a different perspective, with nine of thirteen participants noting that 

developers were typically collaborative. Some comments from these responses included 
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addressing that developers are particularly willing to collaborate if “they see that addressing [the 

planner’s] concerns will help with the process”. One planner noted that “[g]ood developers take 

the time to put themselves in the shoes of the planner and understand what the planning 

department values.” 

Pleasantness 

Planners rated how pleasant they expected it to be to work with different types of developers 

during the DAP on a scale of 1-5. Developers also responded to this question in their expected 

pleasantness in working with local government planners, however their results have been 

omitted as many developers selected multiple answers to the question. Planners noted an 

average expectation between 3.4-3.8 out of 5 (between neutral and pleasant) for all different 

developer types; single landowners wanting to develop their property, small development 

companies, large local development companies, and development companies from outside of 

their municipality. 

Community Values 

Both planner and developer participants were asked about community values or trends 

impacting the success of development applications in their community. The following responses 

were given to the suggested values/trends below: 
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Table 5 

Impact of Community Values on Applications 
 % of “yes” 

responses 
Excerpts of Key Comments 

concerns about traffic 84% Developer comment: “Traffic is one of the more significant items. Most 
people have very little understanding of traffic or the amount of traffic 
a road can handle.” 
Planner comment: “Slaughter and mayhem on the roads appears to 
be greater in people's minds.” 

environmentalism 
(specifically NIMBY 
against development or 
loss of trees) 

68% Developer comment: “…municipalities put far [too] much emphasis on 
community input. These groups [have] become so strong they 
basically guide/block development. I have had people tell me they 
don't care about others needing housing if they can't afford to buy 
large homes then go live somewhere else. We don't want 'those' kind 
of people here. Ouch!” 
Planner comment: “We try to address issues when they are raised, 
however NIMBY often transitions into BANANA:  Build Absolutely 
Nothing Anywhere Near Anyone.” 

opposition to “change” 
of character of the 
neighbourhood 

63% Developer comment: “Always present in established neighborhoods” 
Planner comment: Single family homeowners, which make up the 
majority of the community want their [neighbourhoods] to remain the 
same forever. They have an expectation that their neighborhoods will 
remain single family residential forever. 

the recognition of the 
need for more 
affordable housing 

53% Developer comment: “becoming more relevant and wanting to 
include units in all developments” 
Planner comment: “I wish this were raised more often.  The Public tends 
to accept the premise that more affordable housing is needed, they 
just don't want to see it in their neighbourhood.” 

climate change 
 

42% Developer comment: “usually from planners more than community” 
Planner comment: “Applicants (property owners) not wanting to 
respect the floodplain bylaw” and “Sea level rise requires us to update 
our floodplain bylaw” 

aging in place needs 
for housing diversity 

32%  

environmentalism 
(specifically YIMBY for 
denser development) 

26% Developer comment: “Yes, this is mostly from planners & council to 
maximize density” 
Planner comment: “Developers tend to understand this better than 
environmentalists.  They will come out to support other developers.” 

other development 
projects that had a 
negative impact in the 
area 

24% Developer comment: “Yes, everybody has an example of a project 
gone wrong....” 
Planner comment: “This comes from the "throw anything at it to slow it 
down" school of public protest.” 

support for investment 
in new amenities 

21% Developer comment: “Yes, more from municipal than community” 
Planner comment: “Developers understand this.  I wish the public had 
a better grasp on this.” 

support for economic 
development 

16% Developer comment: “Often stakeholders are business and workers 
who will be there in the future and they have no voice” 
Planner comment: “I wish the public had a better grasp on this.” 

heritage conservation 
of key buildings 

11%  
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Flexibility, Openness, and Pleasantness 

Participant responses suggested that some DAPs incorporated flexibility for special 

circumstances, while others did not. The responses were quite mixed, with the four developer 

participants being split down the middle, and eight of thirteen planners responding that yes, the 

process included some flexibility. The comments suggest that each municipality is different, and 

that different projects such as those that meet an obvious community need such as affordable 

housing may be expedited in some circumstances. However, other comments suggest that 

bylaws are to be followed strictly “to ensure fairness and consistency”. Timelines are also 

mentioned, suggesting that there is pressure within planning departments to move files along 

despite potential special circumstances. 

On a scale of 1-5, both planner and developer responses suggest that both planners and 

developers are just slightly open (between 3 and 4- neutral to slightly open) to considering 

different perspectives during the DAP. 

Participants were also asked to rate the pleasantness of the other party during the DAP, on a 

scale of 1-5. Developers rated planners at an average of 3.75 (between neutral and pleasant) 

with planners giving a nearly identical rating to developers, with an average of 3.8 (between 

neutral and pleasant). 

When asked to provide examples of the types of experiences mentioned above, a few key 

comments have been listed below: 

Developer: “Most planners are friendly and like to help to ensure that your application 

will go through the process with the least amount of effort on their part.” 
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Planner: “In the local area there are consultants that we deal with often who understand 

the City's bylaws and policies and are pleasant in our dealings with one another. 

Because there are fewer surprises with these 'regulars' there are fewer negative 

interactions.” 

Planner: “The developer is making an application to develop something that is very 

valuable to them.  They will be supremely pleasant, even if it goes against their 

character.  They want to get their application approved.” 

When the Process Breaks Down 

In digging deeper into the expectations of the DAP experience planners and developers were 

asked to discuss a situation, if possible, where the project reached a critical negotiation point 

where the demands of the local government planners would result in the project not moving 

forward, and how that process would typically unfold. The resulting responses from both parties 

suggested that planners might be available to meet to discuss the critical issues in this 

circumstance.  

Developers responded with mixed results when asked if the planner believed them when they 

claimed that a project was no longer viable. Both parties were asked if developers showed the 

pro forma/financial reality to the planner to demonstrate the consequences of demands, and all 

planner respondents stated they did not, and only two of the four developer respondents 

responded yes. Comments from developers were mixed, with one noting that this was helpful 

for them, one noting that planners do not generally understand pro formas, and one suggesting 

that conversations about money have only recently been accepted and that the public seems to 

assume that every development turns a massive profit. 
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The results suggest that senior management may become involved at this stage of the process, 

with half of respondents claiming yes while the other half claimed that no, management is 

typically not brought into the negotiation. One planner noted that “[i]t can sometimes be helpful 

for the CAO to express the broader goals and objectives of the City and Council.” Developer 

responses suggested that sometimes they were able to change the position of the planners, 

while only three of the fourteen planner responses suggested that developers were able to 

provide them with the information they needed to change their position. 

Developers claimed that negotiations broke down to the point where they had to stop the project 

at a higher rate than the planners, with developers suggesting a number around 25% while 

planners gave a much lower number, closer to 1-10% of the time.  

When Communication Improves 

Alternatively, developers and planners also provided information on instances where 

communication during the DAP started off poorly and improved throughout the process. 

Participants mentioned factors for these situations such as establishing trust, having Council 

react the way staff predicted, having the developer engage a professional “such as an engineer 

or architect who can better present their proposal”, and instances where the developer 

completely resubmits a new application with a different (more patient) attitude. 
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4.  The Application Review Process 

General Information 

In this section planners were asked questions about the internal application review process 

within their local government to gain a better understanding of how applications are referred and 

reviewed after submission by a developer. 

In discussing how closely the formal DAP matches the informal or actual process that occurs in 

their local government planners answered an average of 4.1 on a scale of 1-5 (with 1 being not 

at all the same and 5 being exactly the same) suggesting that planners believed that their DAP 

matched fairly closely to what their formal procedures state. 

Planners also stated that on a scale of 1-5 they found that their department had the necessary 

resources to process development applications within the timeline laid out by the municipality 

between sometimes and often (an average answer of 3.5), with comments noting the many 

moving parts of this process such as technical support staff, internal processes, workloads, 

Council schedules, vacation and sick time, resubmissions of changes, low submission quality, 

and late referrals. 

Planners noted that the following departments were typically involved in processing 

development applications, with one planner commenting: “A standard practice is to send an 

interdepartmental referral to any department within the regional district that may be affected by 

a specific proposal.” 

• Building Services 
 

• Bylaw 
enforcement 
 

• Canada Post 

• Forests Lands Natural 
Resource Operations and 
Rural Development 
 

• Fortis 
 

• Ministry of 
Environment 

• Ministry of 
Transportation and 
Infrastructure 
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• Downtown 

Business 
Association 
 

• Engineering 
 

• Fire Services 
 

• First Nations 

• Highways 
 

• Hydro 
 

• Island Health 
 

• Liquid Waste 
 

• Member Municipalities 
(where adjacent to 
municipal border) 

• NavCanada 
 

• Parks Department 
 

• School District 
 

• Shaw 
 

• Tourism Association 
 

• Transit 

Planner responses were varied when asked if there was a clear process for unsatisfied 

developers to lodge a formal complaint with the planning department regarding the DAP. 

Results were mixed, with comments noting that there is often not a specific complaints process, 

but that developers can take action such as making a written submission to the Board or 

Council, calling or emailing the CAO. In regards to planning staff being held accountable for 

DAPs not meeting municipal timelines, responses noted that generally there is little 

accountability. Applicants may lodge complaints to the Council and CAO, and the planner may 

have to explain the delay to the Director of Planning, or it may be reflected in staff performance 

reviews if the delay is not defensible. 

Flow of Information 

Planners were unanimous in noting that applications should be sent to referral departments 

concurrently rather than sequentially. When discussing how digital information for development 

applications are managed between staff and departments, most (9/12) planners responded that 

they managed information online through email. Paper copies of documents were less popular, 

with only five of twelve respondents noting their use, and flash drives and web-based storage 

such as drop boxes were noted by only two and three respondents respectively. One planner 

listed computer network/programs as a tool used to manage information. 
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Most (8/11) planners suggested they were satisfied with their current information management 

system, and comments suggested that moving entirely to a digital process would be preferred 

and that some current systems are cumbersome. One planner noted that “[u]sing a [web-based] 

program such as Sharepoint would be more effective to manage files. It is an easier program to 

use for easily keeping and accessing all versions of application materials (ie. original 

submission, revised submissions, etc).” 

Responses were varied when responding to questions regarding staff access to application 

progress during review, with comments suggesting that many departments have access to 

check application status at any time but are notified when a referral agency has completed their 

comments. Some planners mentioned that they utilize internal tracking software, while others 

were depended upon to do their own tracking. 

When asked what access the developers have to their applications during review, most 

comments suggested that generally applicants can call the planner at any time to check for an 

update. Staff then follow up with applicants and notify them as questions come up, comments 

are completed, or the application has advanced to the next stage or been rejected. Only one of 

the eleven respondents to this question mentioned developers having access to a web page 

with updated application statuses. 

Most (8/11) planners felt that the current application referrals process is efficient, though 

comments speaking to inefficiency in the process noted that “[f]requent staff changes disrupt the 

continuity of application management between departments” and that a lack of firm deadlines 

from other departments cause inefficiency by forcing the planner to remind them of the 

application or to follow up. This participant suggested that firm completion deadlines from 

referral departments would help make the process more efficient. Planners overwhelmingly 
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responded (10/11) that each application has one central file manager to steward the file from 

the start to end of the process, and that this should be the case. 

Communication 

Planners answered that emails to individual people were the most efficient and effective way to 

communicate with other departments to move an application through the approvals process 

over phone calls, group emails, meetings, and conference calls. Emails to either individuals or 

groups were also noted as the most popular communication method within and between 

departments. Planners mentioned that despite this, they did sometimes meet in person or over 

the phone with multiple agencies/departments at once to discuss a development application. 

Most (9/10) planners answered that they found it easier to communicate with other departments 

that were located in the same building as their office. One planner commented: “City Hall is very 

open, and located on a single floor.  I can see the Engineering Department from my desk.” 

In discussing the process of negotiation between planners and other departments in making 

recommendations regarding a development application, planners described the process in 

various ways, such as chatting over coffee, assuming no response means no comments on the 

application, weekly meetings, and emphasis on collaboration and not negotiation. 

Factors of Influence 

Most (7/9) planners stated that they felt that the personal relationships of individuals in the 

process did not impact either the speed or success of development applications. Responses 

were split when asked if they felt that the personal attitudes of individuals in the process impact 

either the success or speed of their applications. Results were again split when asked if special 

interest groups in the community impacted the success or speed of applications, with one 
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comment noting that some active community groups may stop an application from proceeding. 

Environmental groups were specifically mentioned in this segment. 

Planners were asked which documents should be considered before a recommendation is 

made by the department regarding a development application (beyond the Regional Growth 

Strategy and the OCP), and the following documents were mentioned: 

• Active Transportation 
Plan 
 

• Board of Variance 
 

• Community  
Charter 
 

• Council policies 
 

• Design guidelines 
 

• Development Cost 
Charges Bylaw 
 

• Development permits 

• Development 
variance permits 
 

• Economic 
Development 
 

• Floodplain 
Management 
Bylaw 
 

• Housing 
Strategies 
 

• Local Government 
Act 
 

• Parking Bylaw 
 

• Planning 
Procedures Bylaw 

• Special events 
bylaw 
 

• Subdivision 
servicing bylaw 
 

• Sustainability Plan 
 

• TUP’s 
 

• Waterfront Master 
Plan 
 

• Works and Services 
 

• Zoning 
amendments 
 

• Zoning bylaws 

Most (5/7) planners noted that these documents were available on their municipal website, and 

one mentioned that their department supplies these documents directly to the applicant. 

Planners generally commented that government staff outside of the planning department (such 

as legal, the CAO, Council, etc.) had no impact on either the nature or speed of 

recommendations made by planners regarding development applications. 
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Ideas for Improvement 

Planners responded with general comments on what they thought could be done to make the 

development application review process smoother and more efficient, and provided several 

ideas including: 

• The creation of a Planning Act 

• The creation of a Municipal Board 

• “[C]lear legislation on the composition and mandate of Advisory Planning 

Commissions” 

• More frequent Board meetings (more than once per month) 

• More staff and support from Management 

• “Better IT for processing, tracking, monitoring, and filing” 

• Keep judicial authority within the local government as opposed to un-elected 

citizen or neighbourhood groups 

• Ensure applications are complete before taking them in, and not accepting initial 

concepts that need more information 

 

5. Developers’ Specific Project Experience 

This section of the survey asked developer participants to explain and describe some elements 

of one specific project they underwent the DAP for in their community. This section examines 

how the DAP operated through the course of their project. Three developers provided detailed 

explanations of a project that may help to shine light on the actual DAP experience in those 

communities for that specific project. 
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Project 1 

The first project described was submitted by a developer working in a Regional District, for a 

small development company with less than 5 full-time development employees. This developer 

was “experienced”, having completed the DAP 20 times or more. The developer stated that they 

were appropriately busy during the DAP for this project. 

This project was rated as a 3 on a scale of 1-5 (1 being no change at all, and 5 being a major 

change) when determining the scale of change it would have on the neighbourhood, described 

as higher density “with smaller lots and secondary suites in area with existing large lots but 

designated for higher density in OCP”. Specific changes to the surrounding neighbourhood were 

noted as follows: 

Land Use: 1 

Height: 1 

Character: 3 

Traffic: 2 

Open Space: 3 

Other: 3 

 

On the same scale, the developer noted that the project’s site design required the following 

change to policy: 

Land Use: 2 

Height: 1 

Character: 3 

 

Traffic: 1 

Open Space: 2 

Other: 2 

Based on community consultation prior to submitting the development application, the developer 

noted impacts to the project regarding land use, character, traffic, and other elements of the 

project. 
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The developer noted that they consulted current policy and made efforts to adhere to elements 

of the policy, but not pursue complete adherence. “Zoning was changed to be align[ed] with the 

OCP so policy needed to change to meet guidelines for increased density desired.” The 

following considerations impacted the nature and design of the project: 

Table 6 

Considerations Impacting Project 1 Nature and Design 
Land Use “keep residential with small lot for increased density but not apartment style and 

height” 

Height “maintained existing height requirements” 

Character “building scheme to harmonize the development with existing neighbourhood” 

Traffic “layout was done to minimize impact on existing roads (all access internal to 

development” 

Open Space “adjusted open space areas to add to existing parkland and proposed trails to 

connect” 

The project required a development permit, rezoning, and subdivision permits. The project also 

required a traffic study, an infrastructure capacity study, and environmental study, and design 

considerations. The developer completed some community consultation before submitting their 

application to the planning department, including providing an information package to the 

neighbourhood, advertising in the local printed newspaper, providing information to local online 

newspapers or media sources, meeting with community associations, and organizing public 

information sessions. 

The developer noted that they were aware of all relevant policies for this project that required 

changes and noted that the DAP experience was similar to that which they had expected (a 

score of 4 on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being not at all the same and 5 being exactly the same). 

They also noted that the DAP for this project was average in comparison to DAPs in other 

communities in which they have worked. 
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A recommendation was made to the Board by the planning department for the rezoning 42 

weeks after submission (10.5 months), with the subdivision application taking 16 weeks (4 

months) and the development permit taking 12 weeks (3 months) after rezoning. An initial 

decision was made within 2 weeks of the recommendation being made to the Board, however it 

took 12 weeks for the readings and the public hearing. The developer commented that the 

amount they budgeted for approvals did not cover the actual time and money required for the 

DAP. They had budgeted 8-12 months for the process which was in line with the timeframe 

outlined by the municipality at the start of the project and noted that “[t] he extended process 

added carrying costs to the development as well as market impacts.” 

The developer noted that they did not have clear and accurate information about the status of 

their application throughout the DAP, stating that “[a]s each of the stages had an additional 

application we were submitting the same things over and over and seemed like we kept going 

back to square 1 with each stage.” However, they did comment that by direct contact with the 

planner they were able to get useful information about their application. 

Project 2 

The second project described was submitted by a developer working in a City, for a small 

development company with less than 5 full-time development employees. This developer was of 

medium experience, having completed the DAP more than 5 but less than 20 times, and had 

completed a few projects in the case study community. The developer stated that they were 

appropriately busy during the DAP for this project, and that the original purpose of their 

purchase of the land at the start of the project was for planning approvals and construction. 

This project was rated as a 4 on a scale of 1-5 (1 being no change at all, and 5 being a major 

change) when determining the scale of change it would have on the neighbourhood, with the 
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developer describing the change as “positive”. Specific changes to the surrounding 

neighbourhood were noted as follows: 

Land Use: 4 

Height: 3 

Character: 5 

Traffic: 2 

Open Space: 3 

 

On the same scale, the developer noted that the project’s site design required the following 

change to policy: 

Land Use: 1 

Height: 1 

Character: 3 

Traffic: 3 

Open Space: 3 

 

Based on community consultation prior to submitting the development application, the developer 

noted impacts to the project regarding character, open space, and other project elements. The 

developer noted that they consulted current policy and made efforts to adhere to elements of 

the policy, but not pursue complete adherence. 

The project required a development permit, building permit, and minor variances. The project 

also required consultation for design considerations. The developer completed some community 

consultation before submitting their application to the planning department, including providing 

an information package to the neighbourhood, providing an information package mail-drop to 

the adjacent postal code, door-knocking and handing out information or getting contacts of 

interested peoples, website and/or social media launch, and meeting with community 

associations. 
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The developer noted that they were aware of all relevant policies for this project that required 

changes, and noted that the DAP experience was similar to that which they had expected (a 

score of 4 on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being not at all the same and 5 being exactly the same). 

A recommendation was made to the Council by the planning department for the rezoning 5 

months after submission. A decision was then made by Council within 3 weeks. The developer 

had budgeted 6-8 months for the process which was not in line with the timeframe outlined by 

the municipality at the start of the project. The developer noted the following impacts on the 

project over its approval cycle: 

Table 7 

Project 2 Impacts to Development over Approvals Cycle 

Factor Impact on the Project 
Interest Rates Positive: Rates went down 
Construction Cost Changes Negative: Costs went up 
Real Estate Market Changes No change 
Financing Availability Changes Positive: Availability increased 

 They commented that there was not a clear process for lodging a formal complaint if they had 

been unsatisfied with the process, noting “[t]his is a major issue.  You cannot voice issues with 

municipalities without feeling you will be targeted maliciously.” The developer noted that they did 

have clear and accurate information about the status of their application throughout the DAP but 

that they had to ask for this information constantly, but that useful information about the 

application was available online anytime and by direct contact with the planner. 

Overall, the developer noted that they felt that the personal relationships of local government 

planners impacted either the success or speed of the application, noting “[i]f you treat people 

well they generally treat you well”. They also stated that they felt that the personal attitudes of 

local government planners also had an impact, noting that “[t]his can be good or bad”. 
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The developer also added some comments on how the DAP could be improved. They noted 

that the zoning bylaw and OCP should be consistent, noting the following: 

Where zoning is not changed to match the OCP due to existing buildings on the site etc, 

rezoning should be facilitated… In too many communities… rezoning is left to a 

popularity contest and is very confrontational, when if the rezoning meets the goals in 

the [OCP] and neighborhood plan change should be facilitated… Policies all over need 

to be well defined and adhered to.  Personalities of individuals in departments should not 

hold as much water as in some areas as people and positions change… Municipalities 

need to understand that one day needed development will slow.  Then how you treat the 

industry will matter in whether one municipality is successful in creating jobs and 

housing.  All communities are successful when the market is [l]ow.  Dysfunctional ones 

stagnate when it is not. 

The developer goes on further to note that many of the issues occur at the building permit stage 

rather than the development permit stage. They also stated that municipalities rely on the 

expertise of professionals such as engineers, and that this process does not need to be further 

micromanaged by planners. A lack of consistency is noted between municipalities, with the 

developer stating that the same permit can vary from 2-3 weeks to 9 months depending on the 

municipality. 

Project 3 

The third project described was submitted by a developer working in a Town, for a small 

development company with less than 5 full-time development employees. This developer was 

“experienced”, having completed the DAP 20 times or more, and had completed a few projects 

in the case study community. The developer stated that they were appropriately busy during the 
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DAP for this project, and that the original purpose of their purchase of the land at the start of the 

project was for land assembly. 

This project was rated as a 3 on a scale of 1-5 (1 being no change at all, and 5 being a major 

change) when determining the scale of change it would have on the neighbourhood, with the 

developer describing the change as “[s]ome increase in traffic”. Specific changes to the 

surrounding neighbourhood were noted as follows: 

Land Use: 2 

Height: 1 

Character: 3 

Traffic: 4 

Open Space: 5 

 

  

On the same scale, the developer noted that the project’s site design required the following 

change to policy: 

Height: 2 

Character: 1 

 

Traffic: 1 

Open Space: 1 

 

Based on community consultation prior to submitting the development application, the developer 

noted impacts to the project regarding land use, character, traffic, and open space. The 

developer noted that their plans for the site adhered to current policy without needing changes. 

The project required a development permit, building permit, and amendments of other plans. 

Beyond the minimum regulatory requirements, the project also required a traffic study, 

infrastructure capacity study, environmental study, and geotechnical study. The developer 

completed some community consultation before submitting their application to the planning 
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department, including a website and/or media launch, advertisement and/or media in the printed 

local newspaper, and organized public information sessions. 

The developer noted that the DAP experience was average compared to that which they had 

expected (a score of 3 on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being not at all the same and 5 being exactly the 

same). They stated that they did not have access to clear and accurate information about the 

status of their application throughout the DAP, but that useful information about their application 

and stats was easily available by direct contact with the planner. 

As stated by the developer, the amount they budgeted for the approvals process did not cover 

the actual time and money costs of the DAP. They were not provided a timeline for the DAP by 

the municipality at the start of the project. The developer noted the following impacts on the 

project over its approval cycle: 

Table 8 

Project 3 Impacts to Development over Approvals Cycle 
Factor Impact on the Project 
Interest Rates No change 
Construction Cost Changes Negative: Costs went up 
Real Estate Market Changes Negative: The market went down  
Financing Availability Changes Negatively: Availability decreased 

 They commented that there was not a clear process for lodging a formal complaint if they had 

been unsatisfied with the process.  Overall, the developer noted that they felt that the personal 

relationships of local government planners impacted either the success or speed of the 

application, as did the personal attitudes of local government planners. 

The developer also added some comments on how the DAP could be improved. They noted 

that development is complex and that dealing with the planning department is simply one 

component, stating the following: 
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I don't think Planners fully understand all the complexities of the Development process. 

Often personal viewpoints seem to impact development approvals. If an OCP or Zoning 

permits something to be developed, Planners should ensure that the process proceeds 

on a timely basis to meet the will of the Community and Council through the direction 

outlined in the OCP… Planners should not be allowed to continually request additional 

items (whether constructed or reports) once the initial approval has been given. 

 

6. Final Comments 

Planners and developers were urged to share their comments about DAPs. The following 

responses were provided: 

Planners 

• “Very small planning departments like ours are not run in the same way as medium to large 

municipalities. It's like apples and oranges - so it was bit difficult to answer some of your 

questions. At our scale personal relationships and trust impact the "smoothness" of 

processing applications. "Efficiency" is probably not the right term when discussing 

applications when the planning staff is 1 or 2 people. "Not drowning" is probably a better 

descriptor.” 

• “Development approval processes are fairly clearly laid out in the Local Government Act, 

and for the most part work well.  I'm not sure why your study continually suggests 

improvements to development approval processes "on Vancouver Island" as though this 

island were separate and apart from the rest of British Columbia.  Please remember that 

municipalities are created by the Province, and only exist as long as they serve a convenient 
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function.  It would not serve the Province (except in the sole instance of the City of 

Vancouver) to have imbalance between municipalities.” 

Planners and developers were also asked to share what they thought could be done to make 

the DAP smoother and more efficient, and provided the following responses: 

Planners 

• “Educate local government officials about the City policies and help them make decisions in 

the face of local opposition that are consistent with the stated policy objectives and the 

needs of the community as demonstrated by study (eg: Housing Needs Assessment).  

Council's who concede to local opposition are only planning for their incumbent residents, 

and if this is taken to its logical conclusion, the City will never grow and embrace change or 

new citizens.” 

• “Having an online application submission program that developers can use to submit their 

proposals.  The application in-take process is cumbersome and takes up too much staff 

time.” 

• “More authority could [be] delegated to the Planning Staff to issue development permits.” 

Developers 

• “The major issue is often at the [building permit] stage.  If municipalities rely and accept 

stamps of professional engineers they should not micromanaged every process.  Simple 

permits vary from  2-3 weeks to 9 months for the same thing among municipalities.” 

• “Development is a complex process and dealing with Planners is just one step in the 

process. I don't think Planners fully understand all the complexities of the Development 

process. Often personal viewpoints seem to impact development approvals. If an OCP or 

Zoning permits something to be developed, Planners should ensure that the process 
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proceeds on a timely basis to meet the will of the Community and Council through the 

direction outlined in the OCP…. Planners should not be allowed to continually request 

additional items (whether constructed or reports) once the initial approval has been given. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion & Recommendations 

This discussion includes an exploration of the results of the survey, highlighting the most 

valuable comments from the participants regarding each dimension of the DAP Framework of 

Issues. The results of the survey were analyzed and those comments which are most 

implementable and/or illuminating as to the elements of the DAP that either currently work well 

or could be improved upon have been examined. The below discussion does not serve as a 

discussion of all results, but rather those which are most helpful in providing some basic 

recommendations to make the process smoother and more efficient. 

Dimension 1: The knowledge and attitudes of the main parties involved 

Knowledge and Experience 

The first dimension of the DAP Framework of Issues is the knowledge and attitudes of the main 

parties involved. The results of the survey noted that one problem in the process may be where 

staff changes are common and there are not enough resources to handle the transition 

smoothly. This points to the need for local governments to have resources available to ease the 

burden of knowledge transfer during times of staff turnover. This may look like the 

implementation of clear systems and information sharing where what information is kept where, 

and how that information is written, follows a clear system that is easy to understand for staff of 

all levels of experience.  

The results also suggest that the process may be easier and smoother for developers who are 

“regulars”, and have experience working within the system. It may be that providing clearer 
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processes that are easier to understand could help developers that are newer to the system to 

better navigate the DAP. The goal should be that the system is clear enough to understand that 

developers new to the DAP can still navigate the process fairly easily and not be surprised at 

how the process unfolds for real projects in comparison to the process described in formal 

resources. 

Attitudes 

The results of the survey suggest that the attitudes of individuals in the process may not have a 

large impact overall on the results of the DAP, but rather that the elements of the process itself 

are more important. 

Alignment of Values 

The results of the survey suggest that there is a difference in values between local government 

planning staff and developers. The respondents suggest that planners place more value in the 

right of the neighbourhood having a say in what is developed, environmental issues in 

development design, written policy relevant to applications, and having development fit in with 

surrounding neighbourhood. Meanwhile, developers may show a stronger affinity to economic 

development and the role of local government in helping development to occur.  The DAP 

system is created to balance these diverse perspectives, and so these results may demonstrate 

that the system is working as it should, where developers strive to satisfy the success of their 

development and the staff planners strive to allow only development that benefits the 

community. The question raised is simply whether these differing values are creating 

unnecessary friction in the process. 
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Confidence and Communication 

The responses provided by participants note that trust and respect should be established early 

on in the DAP to establish a smooth working relationship. Respondents noted that this may be 

facilitated by frequent communication. Regarding types of communication developers noted that 

in most cases they preferred communication in whichever way was fastest, while planners 

tended to prefer email communication. It may be that clarifying which methods of 

communication result in the quickest processing times could help planners and developers to 

set clearer expectations of this communication. For example, it may be beneficial for the DAP 

tools and resources to outline the planning department’s preferences for communication 

throughout the different stages of processing applications. 

 

Dimension 2: The quality, clarity, and level of realism of municipal plans and 

policies 

Ease of Access to Clear DAP Information 

The second dimension of the DAP Framework of Issues is the quality, clarity, and level of 

realism of municipal plans and policies. Survey participants responded that there should be 

certain tools available to developers at the outset of the DAP to aid in its navigation. Those tools 

agreed to by more than 80% of respondents are as follows: 

• An accessible written document that explains which information is needed for each step 

of the application and how to find it 

• A clear explanation of the development application review process 

• Preferred terms of reference and scopes of work for any study required in the application 
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• An estimated time for processing applications 

• Direction on which policy documents are relevant 

• A process where planners at the front desk flag issues and concerns up front 

It is also noted that more information should be available online for developers before contacting 

the planning department to aid in the preparation of development applications. The results 

suggest that knowing what is needed for the application to proceed through the process is best 

delivered upfront, to prepare developers for the types of studies or consultations they may need 

to address in their applications. As per knowledge gained from the literature review, it is 

important that the clarity of the requirements for applications be specific enough that a 

developer is able to determine what is needed, without being so specific as to limit the different 

contextual needs of different projects. 

One suggestion provided by a survey respondent was for the creation of an online application 

submission program. This could potentially allow for the above recommendations to be provided 

in one place, as well as the ability of offloading the task of organizing application paperwork 

from the staff planners and delegating this to the developers themselves. This may also ensure 

that submissions are more complete and of higher quality than simply submitting an application 

in person to the planning department, where the knowledge or experience of staff may differ. It 

may be that there is still some paperwork that must happen where the information provided is 

not sufficient, but for those developers who are experienced with the process and understand 

the necessary formats of documents and reports needed, this could lead to a quicker process 

that requires less organizational work from the planning department. 
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Realism of Policy and Process 

The results of the survey suggest that fee structures may be changed to improve the DAP in 

some cases. Respondents noted that the fees laid out by the municipality should reflect the 

complexity of applications, and that fee structures should be up to date and adequate to cover 

some of the costs of processing applications. One comment suggested that fees may not 

currently be automatically adjusted each year, and so may not keep up with inflation. This could 

interfere with the resources made available to planning staff to process applications on time. It is 

therefore recommended that fee structures are updated periodically and that those structures 

reflect the complexity of applications and should be up to date with the costs of processing 

applications. 

Respondents also noted that the various policies relevant to development applications should 

be consistent with one another. Policies of particular note are OCP’s, Zoning Bylaws, and 

Neighbourhood/Local Area Plans. The staff planner’s role is to ensure that development fits in 

with current policy, and this process is made more difficult where policy is inconsistent. Where 

this becomes a recurring problem, solutions such as more inclusive zoning could be useful in 

ensuring that development consistent with the OCP is allowed. As per the literature review, it is 

also suggested that other planning tools may be appropriate for managing the long-term 

development of a community, such as designating land as Agricultural Land Reserve. These 

tools may be explored by the planning department to determine which tools are most 

appropriate for different communities. 
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Dimension 3: An Examination of the Development Proposal Planning Process 

Understanding Development 

The third dimension of the DAP Framework of Issues is the examination of the development 

proposal planning process. This includes the creation of the application by the developer and 

the planning of the project based on the principles of development. The results of the survey 

showed that it may be perceived that planners do not have a strong understanding of the 

fundamentals of development, and that this strains the DAP as developers may feel that this 

lack of understanding hinders them in the application process. 

This may have something to do with the fact that the survey results showed that the respondent 

developers saw planners as relatively uncollaborative. It may be that if staff planners either had 

a better understanding of, or were more willing to discuss, the development principles involved 

in applications that both parties would better understand what the other party needs for the 

process to be successful in their view. This common understanding may be one way forward for 

both planners and developers to gain more empathy for the other party and may feel that the 

process is more collaborative. 

Dimension 4: An Examination of the Development Application Review and 

Approvals Process 

Procedure 

The fourth dimension of the DAP Framework of Issues is the examination of the development 

application review and approvals process within the local government. Much of how this review 

process happens is laid out in the Local Government Act, however some improvements may be 

made either to the formal application review process within the Act’s current parameters, as well 
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as the informal processes that outline how the process unfolds in the real world for real 

applications. 

The results of the survey suggest that in all, planners and developers do not have vastly 

different opinions on how long different stages of the DAP should take. However, some minor 

differences were noted where planners expected the process to take longer for projects 

requiring development permits, development variance permits, and rezonings. It may be that 

frustration occurs from developers when the process experienced does not match the process 

they expect, rather than overall frustration with the length of time the process should take.  

It may also be a point of friction where developers expect more direct communication from the 

planner regarding their application’s status without having to explicitly ask for it. It is 

recommended that to alleviate some of this friction, the expectations for communication 

throughout the process should be made up front, in writing. For example, developers may be 

frustrated that they are unable to find information or updates on their application without 

speaking directly with the planner either by contacting them by phone or email. However, if this 

is the most efficient process for the planner to communicate necessary information, there may 

be less friction created when this expectation is discussed upfront with the developer early in 

the process. In this instance the management of expectations may be the best way for the 

process to proceed smoothly. 

Another point of friction noted by survey respondents was the frustration held by developers 

when further information or studies are requested partway through the process, after the 

developer has already received a list of required studies and information from the planners. 

When this happens, developers must go back and do (and potentially re-do) work, setting back 

the project’s timeline. It is understandable that there are times where new information is learned 

about a project that, partway through the approvals process, requires the provision of 
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information. However, it is recommended that without the introduction of new or conflicting 

information, more information is not requested of the developer after the initial request for 

information by the planning department. 

Internal Deadlines 

The results of the survey suggest that the application review process involves many different 

departments, all with different workloads and internal processes. Without a clear set of timelines 

for referrals from other departments, it may be that the process is slowed down when 

departments are either slow to respond or do not respond at all. Based on the suggestions 

made by participants, it is recommended that, if it does not exist, that there be a formal and 

concurrent process initiated for referrals to other agencies and departments regarding 

development applications, including clear timelines for comments, reviews, and requests for 

more information. 

It may also be important to note the deadlines within the planning department itself, including 

the accountability to timelines suggested by the municipality for projects of different levels of 

complexity or policy change. As the results of the survey suggest that planners and developers 

have similar ideas on how long different elements of the process should take, it may be that 

issues arise when the process takes much longer than expected based on the timelines 

provided by the municipality. Frustration may be exacerbated where there is not a formal 

complaint process when a developer is unsatisfied with how long different stages of the process 

have taken for their application. 

To address this, it is firstly recommended that timelines for different types of projects are 

outlined to the developer by the local government at the start of this process. As different 

projects may include elements beyond any party’s control that impacts the timeline of the 
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approval process, the developer should understand what those impacts could be at the start of 

the process. Therefore, it is recommended that a timeline be provided to the developer at the 

start of the process, and that the document should note extenuating circumstances that may 

cause different elements of the process to take longer. These circumstances could include the 

complexity of the project, the workload of the department at that time, and the response time in 

receiving requested information back from the developer. Where extenuating circumstances 

may be expected, it is recommended that the planner voice these potential factors to the 

developer at the start of the project to manage the developer’s expectations. Furthermore, there 

should be a process by which developers may express frustrations or complaints to the 

department where these timelines have not been met without fear of retribution for the project in 

question or for other projects in the future. 

Bureaucratic Elements and Organizational Structure 

The results from the survey also suggest that the referrals process may benefit from better 

information systems that enhance the tracking, monitoring, and storing of development 

applications. It is recommended that whichever information system is used throughout the DAP 

be clear and easy to use by all staff members, and that the tracking and monitoring of 

applications be automated where possible to reduce the burden on planning staff. It may be that 

automatic systems with built-in reminders and notifications could help applications meet 

expected timelines as well as reduce the amount of organizational time spent by staff in 

stewarding files from one stage in the process to another. 

Comments from the survey also suggested that in some situations planners may be delegated 

more authority to approve simple development permits that are in line with current policy. This 

highlights a key element of the literature review that suggests the implementation of a pre-

approvals process, whereby certain types of projects are pre-approved where they align with 
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policy. It is recommended that local governments explore pre-approvals programs where certain 

types of developments that meet the zoning and policy requirements are automatically 

approved, sidestepping some of the more cumbersome elements of the DAP where appropriate. 

However, more research into the Local Government Act may be necessary in the 

implementation of a more delegated process. 

 

Dimension 5: Larger Contextual Issues Impacting the Development Approvals 

Process 

Community Engagement 

The fifth dimension of the DAP Framework of Issues is the examination of larger contextual 

issues impacting the development approvals process. One impact that gained attention from the 

survey respondents is the impact of community values and community input. Many participants 

noted the impact of residents’ opinions about change in their neighbourhood, noting that 

oftentimes people agree with the general direction of policy (for example, affordable housing 

mandates) but do not want to see these changes in their own neighbourhoods. This NIMBYism 

(the “not in my backyard” mentality) can cause problems for planners and developers alike 

when considering changes to a community. Traffic was also mentioned many times, with 

participants noting that residents seem to overestimate the impact of development on local 

traffic patterns. 

However, it may be that by the developer conducting meaningful community engagement prior 

to the submission of applications and making changes based on the community’s voiced needs, 

major problems at the public hearing stage of the process could, in some cases, be avoided or 
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reduced. Therefore, it is recommended that staff planners discuss the issues they anticipate 

with the developer at the start of the process to remind them of the benefits of conducting 

community consultation prior to submitting an application.  

Development Stressors 

The results of the survey highlighted that there can be many changes to the context for 

development over the course of a DAP, including construction costs, the real estate market, and 

the availability of financing over the duration of the approvals process. Changes to these factors 

may mean that the financial viability of a project may change as the process continues, 

particularly when approvals processes are extended over a long period of time. This fact is one 

that should be noted by staff planners in their understanding of development and approvals 

processes. 

It is also important to note that there are many factors that impact how easy it is to complete 

profitable developments. The results of the survey suggest that when market factors create a 

beneficial environment for development, applications increase. Likewise, when market factors 

make development less profitable, planners may see less applications come across their desk. 

This may create a problem for planning departments in balancing their workload. 

The responses from the survey suggest that what can happen is that when applications 

increase in volume because of positive market factors, that the planning department may try to 

manage this by being more restrictive in their recommendations or in their requests for 

information required for applications. This is an interesting element brought forward by the 

survey and requires more research into how changes in the DAP can be managed to allow 

development when demand is high, without causing intentional or unintentional restrictions 

through the DAP. This could mean examining the capacity of local government staff in 
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processing applications during heavy development seasons to ensure that development is not 

stifled simply because of heavy demand. Cost recovery programs to support the temporary 

hiring of external planners on a project by project basis to augment core planning department 

staff is one way some communities respond to fluctuations in demand. 

List of Recommendations for Planning Departments in Creating/Improving 

Development Approvals Processes 

A summary of the recommendations for local government planning departments when creating 

or improving their development approvals processes can be found below. These 

recommendations have been broken into the five dimensions of the DAP Framework of Issues. 

Dimension 1: The knowledge and attitudes of the main parties involved 

 Resources to ease the burden of staff turnover in local government: clear information-

sharing systems that are easy to understand for staff of all levels of experience. 

 Process should be clear and easy to understand, such that all developers can effectively 

navigate the system 

 The navigation tools laid out by the local government may state which methods of 

communication are preferred for different stages of the process to set clear expectations 

 

Dimension 2: The quality, clarity, and level of realism of municipal plans and policies 

 The following resources should be available to developers at the outset of the DAP: 

• An accessible written document that explains which information is needed for each 

step of the application and how to find it 

• A clear and detailed explanation of the development application review process 
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• Preferred terms of reference and scopes of work for any study required in the 

application, and a heads-up on possible additional information or studies that may be 

required if certain issues arise 

• An estimated time for processing applications 

• Direction on which policy and guideline documents are relevant 

• A process where planners at the front desk flag issues and concerns up front 

*these resources should be updated, logical, and easy to understand 

 Fees should be updated periodically, and should reflect the complexity of various types of 

applications to appropriately ensure the resources necessary to process applications as per 

the local government policy. 

 Policy documents should be updated where possible to maintain consistency with other 

policies relevant to development. Where policies are updated less frequently, more inclusive 

zoning policies are recommended. 

 Departments should consider implementing an online development approval submission 

program, where developers can provide the necessary documentation online for access by 

the planning department to ease the burden of organizing paperwork on staff planners. 

 

Dimension 3: An Examination of the Development Proposal Planning Process 

 Planners should have knowledge of the basic principles of development and understand 

how the elements of the DAP impact proposals. This knowledge should be demonstrated 

with planners being able to communicate their perspective to developers in a way that the 

developer can understand and adapt their plans in accordance with the requirements of the 

policies and processes in place within their local government. 
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Dimension 4: An Examination of the Development Application Review and Approvals 

Process 

 If information or updates on the status of development applications is best accessed by 

direct contact with the planner, this should be discussed early on in the process, in writing, 

to ensure the communication expectations of the developer have been managed effectively. 

If another process is preferred by the staff planner, this should be made clear upfront so the 

developer has the best access to information possible regarding the status of their 

application. 

 A formal and concurrent process should be initiated for the referrals process to other 

agencies and other internal departments for development permit applications. This process 

should include a timeline for reviewing applications, providing comments, or requesting 

more information. 

 If no new or conflicting information is discovered, the planning department should not 

request more information or studies after the initial request for information. 

 Timelines for different types of projects should be outlined to the developer by the local 

government at the start of this process, including an explanation of extenuating 

circumstances that may cause different elements of the process to take longer (such as the 

complexity of the project, the workload of the department at that time, and the response time 

in receiving requested information back from the developer). Known extenuating 

circumstances should be voiced to the developer at the start of the application process to 

manage expectations 

 Local governments should create a formal process by which developers may express 

frustrations or complaints to the department where provided timelines have not been met, 

without fear of retribution for the project in question or for other projects in the future. 
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 Information systems used by planning staff should be clear and easy to use, and automated 

to keep applications on track with expected timelines where possible. This could include the 

implementation of a province-wide system approved by the Planning Institute of British 

Columbia to reduce training time where staff turnover between municipalities is high. 

 

Dimension 5: Larger Contextual Issues Impacting the Development Approvals Process 

 Staff planners should note to the developer any known potential areas of concern of 

residents at the start of the process, and recommend completing community engagement 

prior to submitting potentially contentious projects, including recommending effective or 

expected techniques to be used in that consultation. 

Suggestions for Available Information 

The results of the survey suggest that certain information should be made available to 

developers prior to submitting a development application. These results have been 

amalgamated to serve as a checklist for what  should be made clear and available to the 

developer at the different stages of the DAP to enhance the user experience and create a 

process that is smooth and efficient. Ensuring the delivery of the following checklist elements 

may promote efficiency by ensuring developers have access to the information they need to 

submit quality applications, and also ensure that local government staff do not have to answer 

the same questions multiple times which can lead to process delays. 

The twelve informal DAP stages used in the survey have been broken into four main phases of 

the DAP below:  
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 

 
1.1 Initial Informal 
Inquiry (or pre-
application 
meeting) 
 
1.2 Formal 
Written Initial 
Inquiry 
 
1.3 Consultation 
Planning 

 
2.1 Draft 
Application 
Review 
 
2.2 Full 
Application 
Submission 
Review 

3.1 Referral Agency Response 
Notification and Identification of 
Change Requests 

3.2 Updated/Refined Submission 
Discussion and Negotiations 

3.3 Updated/Refined Submission 
Review and Response 

3.4 Council Report and Process 
Preparation 

 
4.1 Advice on 
Applicant 
Presentations to 
Council 
 
4.2 Public Hearing 
Preparation 
Questions 
 
4.3 Public Hearing 
Results Responses 

Survey responses noted the following information should be clear and available to the applicant 

during each phase. This has been presented in a checklist format for clarity. 

Phase 1 includes the initial informal inquiry or pre-application meeting, the formal 
written initial inquiry, and the consultation planning. The following information should 
be available to applicants during the first phase of the application submission. Part of 
this communication may be carried out over the phone or in person to allow for 
questions by the applicant. 

Application Requirements:  
 Required Studies 
 Fees and Costs 
 Timeline 
 Details on the Application Process (including milestones) 
 Points of Contact 
 Subdivision Requirements (if necessary) 
 DCC’s (development cost charges) 
 CAC’s generally expected (community amenity charges) 

Project Details:  
 Location of the Project (including address) 
 Scope of the Project 
 Vision for the Project 
 Background Information on the property 
 Site Plans 

Relevant Policy: 
 OCP Information 
 Engineering Information 
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 Policy on Submission Requirements 
 Policy on Required Studies 

Compliance: 
 Compliance of the project in respect of the OCP and DP guidelines 
 Compliance of the project in respect of the Zoning Bylaw 
 Compliance of the project with respect to other policies and guidelines 
 Highlighting other government agency approvals that may be required 

(RAPR, others) 

First Impressions and Perspectives 
 Elements of the project likely supportable by the planning staff 
 Elements of the project that will likely face local, staff, or council opposition 
 Council’s impressions/stance on elements of the project such as CAC’s 

(community amenity contributions) 

Future Considerations 
 Landscaping considerations 
 Security deposits and bonding that may be required 
 Servicing Agreements 

Acknowledgement 
 Formal acknowledgement that the application has been accepted 
 An approximate timeline of expected feedback 

Public Consultation 
 A discussion about conducting public consultation prior to submission to 

demonstrate responsiveness to public concerns 

*Planner may consider creative ideas to suggest to the applicant that look outside the 
box to meet the community’s needs with their application.   

 

Phase 2 includes the draft application review and the full application submission 
review. The following information should be available to applicants during the second 
phase of the application submission. This list does not include those elements 
provided in the first phase, however it is recommended that if previous communication 
has occurred in person or over the phone, that it should also be available in writing for 
applicants to revert back to. This communication may be more appropriate via email to 
ensure clarity and tracking. 

Technical Information 
 All requirements as discussed in Phase 1 
 Signed application form 
 Written brief of the project 
 Detailed site plans 
 All appropriate reports 
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 Process and general application steps (eg. Commission/committee/board 
meeting details) 

Feedback 
 Project details or elements that may not be supportable by planning staff 
 Clarification of any missing documentation 
 Realistic timelines 
 Note on the professional credentials of studies/reports provided 
 Note on whether bylaws/policy have been satisfactorily addressed and others 

that need attention 

Expectations on Submission Quality 
 A discussion regarding the fact that better/more complete submissions are 

quicker to process and require less back and forth communication 

Full Review and Comments 
 A full review and comments on the entire application 
 A list of requests for changes or items to be addressed 

*It is recommended that applications are fully reviewed before submission, and that the internal 
review process is not begun until all information is obtained in order to avoid confusion 
between departments. It is also recommended that any informal procedure, such as obtaining 
permission from the Board or Council (where needed) to review applications is done in a timely 
manner and before the commencement of internal review. 

 

Phase 3 includes the referral agency response notification and identification of 
change requests, updated/refined submission discussion and negotiations, 
updated/refined submission review and response, and the Council report and process 
preparation. This list does not include those elements provided in the first and second 
phases, however if this information changes, those changes should be provided to the 
applicant in writing. This may be relevant where more information and details become 
available as the development concept is refined. 

Feedback 
 Application deficiencies or where more information is required 

Confirmation of Understanding 
 A two-way discussion of options to ensure the planner and developer 

understand one another 
 A summary of comments and concerns for the applicant 
 A confirmation of the understanding between the planner and the applicant, 

including an understanding that next steps will be based on the Board or 
Council’s decision 

 Confirmation of expected timelines given the volume of work to be completed 
by planning staff in this phase 
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Meeting Information 

 Information about the scheduled Board or Council meeting at which the 
application will be considered, including: 
• Date 
• Time 
• Location 

 Public hearing information 
 Public consultation requirements 

Staff Report 
 A copy of the staff report should be available to applicants 
 A discussion with the applicant about issues where the planner may be 

expressing concern or lack of support for the project in the report 

Opportunity for Questions 
 Applicant should have the opportunity to discuss the staff recommendation 

with the planner before the council report is submitted 

* Comments and concerns should be noted as to whether they are couched in policy 
requirements or are preferences of planning staff as to allow the applicant to prioritize 
feedback. It is also noted that additional information not previously mentioned by the planning 
staff should not be requested at this stage, except where new information about the project has 
arisen that points to the need for the additional information. 

 

Phase 4 includes the advice on applicant presentations to Council, public hearing 
preparation questions, and public hearing results responses. It is recommended that 
this information be provided in writing. The sharing of transparent and accurate 
information may help to ensure trust is developed between the applicant and the 
planning staff, facilitating a more positive experience for both the applicant and the 
planner. 

Technical Information 
 Meeting details 

• Time of meeting 
• Location of meeting 
• Clarity that meeting notes are recorded by staff 

 An explanation of Council’s expectations for presentations, such as concise 
presentations and the ability to answer detailed questions about site issues 
such as parking, water supply, and affordable housing 

 An outline of the meeting process 

Opportunity for Questions 
 The opportunity to have questions answered that may help them to prepare 

for the meeting 
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Public Consultation Results 
 Feedback and results from any community consultation 

Information on Next Steps 
 Timely information on next steps for the project 
 Clarity of which items are simply suggestions which must be addressed as 

soon as possible 

 

Concluding Remarks 

These recommendations are based on the responses to the online survey, both by local 

government planners and by developers. By providing and following clear processes, 

information, and expectations such as the recommendations above, local government planning 

departments may find that the friction between planning and development professionals is 

minimized, resulting in better relationships between individuals and professions and better 

outcomes for both parties and the community. 

Smoothing out these processes and relationships could be a key to developing communities 

that are more buildable by developers, and supportable by planners. By creating processes that 

benefit both parties more resources can be freed up within planning departments already 

managing a heavy workload, and developers can dedicate their resources to planning and 

executing projects rather than wasting time and resources navigating unnecessarily complex or 

confusing approvals processes. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

Here in British Columbia, local governments have the power to regulate and plan the growth, 

improvement, and development of our communities. But despite this management of land the 

actual building and development of those communities is executed and funded mainly by private 

enterprise, executed by private developers. This creates an interesting dichotomy of goals and 

objectives in the development of spaces: the publicly and privately interested actors are forced 

to come together to create the spaces in which our communities can thrive and grow. 

The DAP is the meeting point of these two historically oppositional motivations, where private 

projects are funneled through public regulation to allow projects to move forward when they are 

aligned with community values and policies. Due to the convergence of these diverse interests, 

tension can occur between actors in the development approvals processes across Vancouver 

Island, as is demonstrated in the 2017 Saanich case in which planners, developers, and elected 

officials all found frustration in the process. This type of conflict demonstrates the opportunity for 

development approvals processes to be improved and for a deeper exploration of the issues 

found in those processes to be conducted. 

This research has brought an additional perspective to the issue, highlighting some of the 

experiences shared by professionals in the field in the recent past. This has allowed not only for 

the development of a DAP Framework of Issues, but also an examination of experiences from 

planners and developers alike working in various capacities across Vancouver Island. Exploring 

the experiences shared by these participants has allowed for the creation of discussions and 

recommendations that may be helpful for local governments looking to make their DAP 
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smoother and more efficient and may help provide a framework by which planning departments 

can examine their current processes of approval. 

It is important to note that the processes of approval are not identical in every local government, 

even where municipalities are located physically close to one another. The element of discretion 

allowed by the Local Government Act for municipalities in creating these processes mean that 

each DAP functions differently, either in the formally laid out process or in the way the process 

is executed during actual development applications. This study has examined some of those 

inconsistencies and where friction between planning and development professionals may arise 

within this process, as well as presenting some recommendations for local governments to 

consider in the creation or refinement of these processes. These recommendations address 

both the way formal process is laid out and explained as well as how the more informal 

elements of the process are executed when processing development applications.  

Key Findings 

The function that the DAP is designed to serve is to ensure that the private funds directed 

towards developing communities are regulated to ensure compliance with the relevant policies 

guiding community growth, such as the OCP, and that these development projects are 

beneficial to the community at large. As the two main parties involved in this process- namely 

the planning staff within a local government and the developer submitting a development 

application- may have different interests, these two parties must work together in the process of 

developing the built environment within a community. This study suggests that a part of the DAP 

that currently needs some work in serving the needs of both parties is ensuring that the formal 

process laid out by local governments matches the process as it unfolds for real applications, 

allowing the development community to trust the process and have clear expectations about 

how to anticipate what the impacts of the process will have on their projects. The results of this 
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study suggest that a majority of the friction within the process may not be directed at individuals 

within the process and their relationships, but rather frustrations with how the system is 

implemented and challenges of navigability. The sources of the frustration and friction may be 

many and not the fault of any particular player.  It is in the interest of all involved parties to refine 

the DAP system and its contributing elements wherever possible to avoid unnecessary 

challenges. 

This study also suggests there may be an opportunity for development planners to improve their 

knowledge of the private development process in order to better understand how the private 

interests of developers can be met without sacrificing the benefit to the community. The interest 

demonstrated by developer participants in this study to have planners work with them to 

creatively solve problems notes an interesting potential for the field of development planning to 

expand. The future of development planning may include a broader knowledge of development 

principles, and in how policies necessitated by local governments can be discussed with those 

who are not trained in the field of planning but are keen to help build communities that foster 

positive built and social environments. 

Contributions to the Field of Planning 

Much of planning research and literature is currently focused on long-range planning that directs 

the overall growth of communities. However, less research is available on the ways in which 

those plans are regulated and adhered to and how these regulatory processes impact the 

individuals involved. This research has been designed to begin a conversation about the more 

practical application of the regulation of development by local governments and how those 

processes can be improved to support the profession as a whole. This is an important piece of 

the puzzle of creating planning systems that address community needs, as any policy is only as 

good as its implementation and adherence. Additionally, this work provides an initial framework 
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of DAP issues from which future research can build, either in its entirety or in pieces that 

highlight future areas of research. This work is meant to serve simply as a base from which 

much future research can be performed to highlight the ways in which planning systems in local 

governments can be made smoother, more efficient, or generally more functional. 

Scope 

It is important to note that many local government planning departments may be operating in 

specific ways as to meet budgeting demands set out in processes that are difficult or impossible 

to change. Some communities do not have the resources to even hire full time staff planners, 

and face unique challenges in providing smooth, efficient, or even functional development 

approvals processes. Challenges such as these require further research into those funding 

structures and into how the burden of DAPs in these communities can be alleviated. This is 

research to be continued at a later date, with the potential for examining information systems 

that utilize the knowledge gained from other fields, such as knowledge-based systems and 

databases.  

It is also important to note that the DAP is not the only process involved in developing the built 

environment in BC communities. The DAP is only one part of a larger system, with developers 

having to also navigate the building process and work with the Building Services departments of 

local governments, including the obtainment of building permits, occupancy permits, and many 

others. This process also requires an examination in determining which other processes could 

help to minimize process that is unnecessary while bolstering those processes that ensure safe, 

quality building practices that benefit the community overall. 
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Limitations and Further Research 

Due to the response rates from survey participants, results of this research do not attempt to 

generalize the experiences of all planners or developers, but simply provide insights and 

examples of real-world experiences of those working within the process either as applicants or 

planners. This work draws on these experiences as well as from some of the literature in the 

field to illuminate some of the issues that are most pertinent to creating processes aimed at 

harmonizing the private interests of developers with the public interests of local government 

planning departments. Given the scale of implications of the DAP process, further research in 

this field would be valuable to deepen the understanding of the issues causing friction within the 

DAP and invite critique of this work for future iterations of research into the DAP and ways in 

which local processes can be improved. 

Further research into two main areas would be particularly valuable. Firstly, more research is 

needed in examining how municipalities with a very small planning department (for example, 

local governments that do not have a full-time planner on staff) can create processes that 

address the needs of development without overwhelming staff. Each municipality is different, 

and future research should address how these smaller departments can gain access to 

resources that serve the development planning needs of their communities. 

The second area is the function of the building permitting process within local governments. 

This process has been noted by the participants of this research as an important area impacting 

development within local communities and is deserving of an examination of how that process 

can be either improved upon or better understood. 
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Summary 

The development approvals process (DAP) exists to regulate development so that the physical 

building of communities is done in accordance with the relevant long-range planning policies in 

that community. This process entails the interaction of two parties with separate interests, 

namely local government planners with the public interest of meeting long-term planning goals 

and developers with the private interest of building profitable development projects. The 

integration of these separate interests requires the creation and refinement of processes that 

acknowledge these two different needs, allowing for them both to be optimized with the highest 

level of efficiency and functionality possible. 

The results of an anonymous online survey completed by development planners and developers 

located on Vancouver Island suggest the following recommendations for municipalities looking 

to improve their DAP: 

1. Each municipality’s DAPs should be clear and easy to understand for both experienced 

and inexperienced developers, with expectations of both document requirements and 

the preferred methods of communications laid out clearly. This should be available to 

developers at the start of the application process. 

2. Policy documents and DAP fee structures should be updated regularly. Where policy is 

updated less frequently, an inclusive zoning structure is recommended, and fees should 

reflect the complexity of various types of applications. This process may benefit from the 

creation of online application submission programs to ease the burden of the process on 

local government planning staff. 

3. Local government planning staff should have knowledge of development principles and 

be able to communicate their perspective with developers using the appropriate 

principles and language that developers will understand. 
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4. Timelines for the process should be stated upfront to applicants, including extenuating 

circumstances that may lead to delays. The internal review process for development 

applications within the local government should also include timelines for comments 

from non-planning departments and agencies to keep applications on track. Where 

these timelines are not met, there should be a formal process for feedback by the 

development on the planning department’s handling of the application. To make meeting 

these timelines easier, information systems should be automated and easy to use where 

possible, to alleviate unnecessary burdens on the planning staff. 

5. Potential areas of concern for development applications should be brought to the 

applicant’s attention at the start of the application process, and the planner should 

recommend community consultation prior to the submission of applications for projects 

that may be contentious with the public. 

Using the 5 dimensions created in the DAP Framework of Issues noted in Appendix A, this 

study has examined many aspects of the DAP and explored the ways in which these processes 

can be improved, namely to be made smoother and more efficient both for local government 

staff planners and for developers. Planning policy can only be effective when it is properly 

adhered to, and the DAP represents one of the main ways local government policy is ensured 

and implemented during the development of the built environment.  

The above recommendations, along with the “Suggestions for Available Information” provide 

municipalities with a starting point for creating or refining a DAP that works to minimize 

inefficiencies of information, working towards a process that best utilizes the limited time and 

resources of local government planning departments as well as the resources developers are 

able to commit to development projects. The suggestions in this work serve as a starting point for 
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future research in the area of making the physical building of communities as smooth and efficient 

as possible. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A 

DAP Theoretical Framework of Issues 
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of municipal plans 
and policies 
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PROPOSAL 

PLANNING PROCESS 
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the development 
APPLICATION 

REVIEW AN D 
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PROCESS 

LARGER 

CONTEXTUAL 

ISSUES impacting 
the development 
approvals process 

a. Size of company or mu11 ic1ipality 
b. Knoi.•Aedge and experience of individuals 
c. Professiona l experience in the community 
d. Attitudes 
e. Alignment of vallues within and across professionslindiv1iduals 
f. Confidence in the competence of other parties 
g. Expectati ons of the process and of other parties in the process 
h. Communication 

i. Turning, points in the process 

a. Ease of access to OAP information 
b. The quality of OAP infom1ation ava ilablle 
c. The darity of OAP info rmation provided 
d. Rea lism of poli cy and process 

a. Issues perta ining to the creation of development proposals 

a. Fom1al procedure 
b. Informal procedu re 
c. Bureaucrati c elements and organizational structure 
d. Impact of the quality of app li cations 

a. Community values 
b. Development stressors 
c. Community demographics and statistics 
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Appendix B 

Online Survey Consent Form 
 

                                                                                 

As a student in the Master of Community Planning program at Vancouver Island University 
(VIU) I would like to invite you to take part in my study, entitled “An Exploration of Factors 
Contributing to Smooth and Efficient Development Approvals Processes on Vancouver Island”, 
which aims to identify those factors which contribute to smooth and harmonious development 
approvals processes. My hope is to create a set of best practices for development approvals 
policies for municipalities on Vancouver Island. 

You are being asked to voluntarily complete this online survey. The survey includes questions on 
topics such as your previous experiences with development approvals processes, including 
general questions about instances where the process has been smooth and others where it has not. 
Depending on how many questions you choose to answer, this survey should take about 30 
minutes to complete.    

There is no direct benefit to you for taking part in this study. It is hoped that the research will 
contribute to the creation of a set of best practices for municipal development approvals 
processes on Vancouver Island. There is a small risk that some of the survey questions may 
make you uncomfortable. To mitigate this risk, you are free to decline to answer any question 
you do not wish to answer, or you may withdraw from participation at any time by closing your 
browser. However, you must answer the first three questions of the survey identifying your 
eligibility to participate in this survey and the option of consenting to the use of direct quotes 
from your answers. If you close your browser prior to clicking the ‘submit’ button at the end of 
the survey, the information you provide will not be used in the study.  

The survey is anonymous – that is, no personally identifiable information will be collected. 
Please do not include your name or contextual information that might directly or indirectly 
identify you. There will be no way for the researcher or the person who referred you to this 
survey to know if you have started or completed this survey. If you agree to be quoted in the 
products of the research quotes will be attributed to a pseudonym or code (e.g., ‘participants #3’) 
and may be attributed to some of the classification questions answered in the survey, such as the 
size of your community or your level of professional experience. 

Lime Survey is being used to collect your survey responses. Survey data will be stored on Lime 
Survey servers located in Canada, and thus is subject to Lime Survey’s data management and 

VANCOUVER ISLAND 
UN IVERS I TY 
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privacy policies. For information on Lime Survey’s privacy policy, see 
https://www.limesurvey.org/policies/privacy-policy.  

I will delete all survey data from Lime Survey servers not more than one month after completion 
of data collection, which I expect will be August 2020. Data stored by the researcher will be 
password protected. Only the researcher will have access to the data as collected. All data will be 
destroyed after completion of the study, approximately May 2021.  

The results of this study will be presented in a final thesis required for completion of my degree, 
and may also be used for conference publications, presentations, and published in academic 
journals or published in book form. 

Because your personal identity will not be collected, withdrawal from the study would not be 
possible once you click on the ‘submit’ button at the end of the survey.   

If you have any concerns about your treatment as a research participant in this study, please 
contact the Vancouver Island University Research Ethics Board at reb@viu.ca or (250) 740-
6631.  

  

https://www.limesurvey.org/policies/privacy-policy
mailto:reb@viu.ca
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Appendix C 

Online Survey Questions 

 

1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - An Exploration of Factors Contributing to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr ... 

An Exploration of Factors Contributing to Smooth and 
Efficient Development Approvals Processes on 
Vancouver Island 
This study aims to identify those factors w hich contribute to smooth and efficient development approvals processes. The intention is to 

create a set of best practices for development approvals policies for municipalities on VancoLNer Island, partly based on the data collected 

from this survey. 

There are 142 questions in this survey. 

Your Role in the Development Approval Process 
This question w ill help direct you to the most relevant survey questions based on your profession. 

What is your role in the development approvals process? 

* 
0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the fol lowing: 

Q Local Government Planner 

Q Developer 
,;--------------------~ 

Q other~-------------------~ 

Have you participated in the development approvals process on Vancouver Island 
in the past 2 years, either as a local government planner or as a person submitting 

a development application to the local planning department? 
* 

Please choose only one of the fol lowing: 

QYes 

QNo 

Do you consent to the use of direct quotations of your answers in this study? 

* 
Please choose only one of the fol lowing: 

QYes 

QNo 

Professional Knowledge and Experience 
The follow ing questions w ill prov ide the researcher w ith some general information about your past ex perience w ith the dev elopment 

approvals process. 

https://dapstudy.limequery.com/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/187152 1/81 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - An Exploration of Factors Contributing to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Please answer all questions from your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

All information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be traced to you or your location once the 

survey has been submitted. 

What type of municipality do you work in? 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Regional District 

QTown 

Qvillage 

Qcity 

Q Cannot say 

In which type of municipality have you been involved in trying to develop land over 
the past 2 years? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Regional District 

Q v illage 

Q Town 

Qcity 

Q Cannot say 

How many staff planners work in the development approvals department in your 
municipality? 

Only answer this question if the following condit ions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Just you rse~ 

Q Yourself plus one or two other planners 

Q Yourself plus 3-5 other planners 

Q Yourself plus 6 or more other planners 

Q Cannot say 

https://dapstudy.limequery.com/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/187152 2/81 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

What size is the development department of the company you currently work for? 

If your company only does development, please include all company employees in 
your answer. 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q I do not work for a development company but have been involved with trying to develop land in the past 2 years 

Q My company has less than 5 ful~time employees who work in development 

Q My company has between 6 and 20 full-time employees who work in development 

Q My company has 21 or more ful~time employees who work in development 

Q Cannot say 

How long have you worked as a planner, either in you r current position or any 
other planning position? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Less than 3 years 

Q Between 3 and 5 years 

Q More than 5 years but less than 10 years 

Q 1 0 years or more 

Q Cannot say 

How many times have you personally completed the development approvals 
process, either ending in project approval or rejection? 

Please include all projects you have ever worked on. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q One t ime or less 

Q Between 2 and 5 times 

Q More than 5 times but less than 20 t imes 

Q 20 times or more 

Q Cannot say 

https://dapstudy.limequery.com/admin/printablesurvey/sanndex/surveyid/187152 3/81 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

How long have you worked as a planner in the community in which you work, 
either in your current position or otherwise? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Less than 3 years 

Q Between 3 and 5 years 

Q More than 5 years but less than 10 years 

Q 1 0 years or more 

Q Cannot say 

How long have you lived in the community in which you work as a planner? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

QI do not live in the community in which I work 

Q 3 years or less 

Q More than 3 years but less than 10 years 

Q 1 0 years or more 

Q Cannot say 

Methods of Communication 
T he following questions will ask you about your preferred and expected methods of communicat ion throughoutthe development a pprovals 

process. This information will provide the researcher with information on how p lanners and developers communicate wrth each other. 

Please answer a ll questions f rom your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

A ll information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be t raced to you or your location once the 

survey has been submitted. 
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How do you prefer to communicate with planners for each of t he following 
informal steps in the development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
((Profession.NAOK (/adm in/questions/sa/view/surveyid/ 187152/gid/2/qid/1) == "A2")) 

Please choose t he appropriate response for each item: 

Whichever is 
In Person Phone Email fastest No answer 

Initial Informal Inquiry 0 0 0 0 0 
Formal written initial Inquiry 0 0 0 0 0 
Consultation planning or other 0 0 0 0 0 issue discussion responses 

Draft applicat ion review (If 0 0 0 0 0 relevant) 

Full application submission review 0 0 0 0 0 
Referral agency response 0 0 0 0 0 notification and Identification of 
change requests 

Updated/refined submission 0 0 0 0 0 discussions and negotiations 

Updated/refined submission 0 0 0 0 0 review and response 

Council report and process 0 0 0 0 0 preparation 

Advice on applicant presentations 0 0 0 0 0 to Council 

Publ ic hearing preparation 0 0 0 0 0 questions 

Publ ic hearing results responses 0 0 0 0 0 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

How do you prefer to communicate with developers for each of the following 
informal steps in the development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate respo nse for each item: 

Whichever 
In Person Phone Email way Is fastest No answer 

Initial Informal Inquiry 0 0 0 0 0 
Formal written initial Inquiry 0 0 0 0 0 
Consultation planning or other 0 0 0 0 0 issue discussion responses 

Draft application review (If 0 0 0 0 0 relevant) 

Full application submission review 0 0 0 0 0 
Referral agency response 0 0 0 0 0 notification and Identification of 
change requests 

Updated/refined submission 0 0 0 0 0 discussions and negotiations 

Updated/refined submission 0 0 0 0 0 review and response 

Council report and process 0 0 0 0 0 preparation 

Advice on applicant presentations 0 0 0 0 0 to Council 

Public hearing preparation 0 0 0 0 0 questions 

Public hearing results responses 0 0 0 0 0 
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What information do you want your local government planner to provide in your 
communications throughout the following stages of the development approvals 

process? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 

Please choose all that apply and provide a comment: 

01nitial informal inquiry/Pre-Application Meeting 

Formal written initial inquiry 

Consultation planning or other issue discussion responses 

Ooraft application review (if relevant) 

Referral agency response notification and identification of change requests 

Updated/refined submission discussions and negobations 

Oupdated/refined submission review and response 

FCouncil report and process preparation 

□Advice on applicant presentations to Council 

□Public hea ring preparation quesbons 
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What information do you want developers to know in your communications 
throughout the following stages of the development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment: 

Initial informal inquiry/Pre-Application Meeting 

Oconsultation planning or other issue discussion responses 

Draft application review (if relevant) 

0Full application submission review 

□Referral agency response notification and identification of change requests 

Oupdated/refined submission discussions and negotiations 

Updated/refined submission review and response 

Fcouncil report and process preparation 

□Advice on applicant presentations to Council 

FPublic hearing preparation questions 

FPublic hearing results responses 
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How often do you feel that you receive the information you need from the local 
government planner during the following stages of the development approvals 

process? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always Cannot say 

Initial Informal inquiry 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Formal written initial inquiry 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Consultation planning or other 0 0 0 0 0 0 issue discussion responses 

Draft application review (if 0 0 0 0 0 0 relevant) 

Full application submission 0 0 0 0 0 0 review 

Referral agency response 0 0 0 0 0 0 notification and Identification of 
change requests 

Updated/refined submission 0 0 0 0 0 0 discussions and negotiations 

Updated/refined submission 0 0 0 0 0 0 review and response 

Council report and process 0 0 0 0 0 0 preparation 

Advice on applicant 0 0 0 0 0 0 presentations to Council 

Public hearing preparation 0 0 0 0 0 0 questions 

Public hearing results responses 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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In your own words, how would you generally describe the experience of 
communicating with the planning department during the development approvals 

process? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 

In your own words, how would you generally describe the experience of 
communicating with developers during the development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 

Process Timelines and Information Access 
The follow ing questions will ask you about the information and timelines available throughout the developme nt approvals process in order 

to determine what information is available now and what could or should be made more widely avai lable. 

Please answer all questions from your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

All information from this survey will be completely anonymous to the researche r a nd cannot be t raced to you or your locat ion after the 

survey has bee n submrtted. 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Which is your preferred method to 'find the process and requirements for 
submitting a development application in a community? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Qonline 

Q Over the phone with the local government 

Q In person at the development services counter 

Q A combination of methods 

Q Other~-------------------~ 

Does your municipality typically lay out a clear expected timeline for the 
development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develope~ at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Does your municipality typically lay out a clear expected timeline for the 
development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

If your municipality does layout a timeline, are you typically satisfied with the 
expected timeline that is laid out? 

Please explain in the comment box how this process is or is not satisfactory. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Yes, it is satsfactory 

Q No, it is not satisfactory 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

If your municipality does layout a timeline, do you find that this timeline 
reasonably allows for the time it takes to process applications? 

Please explain in the comment box how this process is or is not reasonable. 
Only answer th is question if the fol lowing conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Yes, it is sat sfactory 

Q No, it is not satisfactory 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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In your experience, how often has the timeline for the development approvals 
process set out by been followed for projects .v.ou have submitted? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Never 

Q Sometimes 

Q About half of the time 

Q Often 

QAlways 

Q Local governments do not typically have set timelines in my experience. 

In your experience, how often have you or your department been able to meet the 
timeline for the development approvals process set out by the municipality? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Never 

Q Sometimes 

Q About half of the time 

Q Often 

QAlways 

Q Local governments do not typically have set timelines in my experience. 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributing to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

What do you think a reasonable timeline (in weeks) should be for the stages of 
processing an application? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment: 

Flnitial informal inquiry 

0Formal written initial inquiry 

Oconsultation planning or other issue discussion responses 

Draft application review (if relevant) 

0Full application submission review 

□Referral agency response notification and identification of change requests 

Oupdated/refined submission discussions and negotiations 

Updated/refined submission review and response 

Fcouncil report and process preparation 

□Advice on applicant presentations to Council 

FPublic hearing preparation questions 

FPublic hearing results responses 
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What do you think a reasonable timeline (in weeks) should be for the stages of 
processing an application? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment: 

Flnitial informal inquiry 

0Formal written initial inquiry 

O c onsultation planning or other issue discussion responses 

Draft application review (if relevant) 

0Full application submission review 

□Referral agency response notification and identification of change requests 

Oupdated/refined submission discussions and negotiations 

Updated/refined submission rev iew and response 

F council report and process preparation 

□Advice on applicant presentations to Council 

FPublic hearing preparation questions 

FPublic hearing results responses 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

In the municipality you work in most often, are the development approval fees laid 
out by the municipality easy to understand? 

If no, please explain how these fees could be more understandable in the comment 
box. 

Only answer this question if the fol lowing condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develope~ at question '1 (Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

0 Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

Are the development approval fees laid out by your municipality reasonable? 

If no, please explain how fees could be more reasonable in the comment box. 
Only answer th is question if the fol lowing conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

0 Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Are the development approval fees reasonable in the sense that they cover the 
costs of processing applications? 

If no, please explain how fees could be more reasonable in the comment box. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at q uestion '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

Generally, how complete is a development application before you submit it to the 
planning department? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process?) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

Do you typically get the checklist 
of the community to guide your 
application content and ensure it 
is complete? 

Does your appl ication get 
checked at the counter when you 
subm it it? 

Do you often get asked for more 
information even after you have 
fulfilled the checklist? 

Does the municipality typically 
take in an application even if 
more information is needed? 

Yes 

0 

0 

0 

0 

https://dapstudy.limequery.com/admin/printablesurvey/sanndex/surveyid/187152 

No Cannot Say 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Generally, how complete are development applications when they are first 
formally submitted to the planning department? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate respo nse for each item: 

Do you typically get the checklist 
of the community to guide your 

application content and ensure it 
is complete? 

Does your application get 

checked at the counter when you 
submit it? 

Do you often get asked for more 
information even after you have 

fulfilled the checkllst? 

Does the municipality typically 
take In an application even if 
more information is needed? 

Studies and Consultations 

Yes 

0 

0 

0 

0 

No Cannot Say 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

The following questions w ill ask you about what studies and consultations you believe should be prov ided for various types of 
development. This will help the researcher to learn more about the importance of different levels of background information fo r different 

types of projects. 

Please answer all questions from your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

A ll information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be traced to you or your location once the 
survey has been submitted 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

For a project requiring an OCP amendment, what studies and consultations 
should legitimately be expected by the planning department beyond the minimum 

regulatory requirements to ensure due diligence by local government planners? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
((Profession.NAOK (/admin/questrons/sa/v iew/surveyid/187152/gid/2/q id/1) == "A2")) 

0 Check all that apply 

Please choose all that apply: 

D Traffic study 

D Infrastructure ea pa city study 

D Housing study 

D Heritage consultation/study 

D Environmental study 

D Industrial/commercial capacrty study 

D Parks and open space consultation/study 

D Design Guidelines and Rationale 

D Building code and construction regulations review 

D Shadow Studies 

D Land Lift Analysis 

□Other:~-------------------~ 

For a project requiring an OCP amendment, what studies and consultations 
should legitimately be expected beyond the minimum regulatory requirements to 

ensure due diligence from your department? 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Check all that apply 

Please choose all that apply: 

D Traffic study 

D Infrastructure capacity study 

D Housing study 

D Heritage consultation/study 

D Env ironmental study 

D Industrial/commercial capacity study 

D Parks and open space consultation/study 

D Design Guidelines and Rationale 

D Building code and construction regulations rev iew 

D Shadow Studies 

D Land Lift Analysis 

□Other: ~------------------~ 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

For a project requiring a rezoning, what studies and consultations should 
legitimately be expected by the planning department beyond the minimum 

regulatory requirements to ensure due diligence by local government planners? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
((Profession.NAOK (/admin/questrons/sa/v iew/surveyid/187152/gid/2/q id/1) == "A2")) 

0 Check all that apply 

Please choose all that apply: 

D Traffic study 

D Infrastructure ea pa city study 

D Housing study 

D Heritage consultation/study 

D Environmental study 

D Industrial/commercial capacrty study 

D Parks and open space consultation/study 

D Design Guidelines and Rationale 

D Building code and construction regulations review 

D Shadow Studies 

D Land Lift Analysis 

□Other:~-------------------~ 

For a project requiring a rezoning, what studies and consultations should 
legitimately be expected beyond the minimum regulatory requirements to ensure 

due diligence by your department? 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Check all that apply 

Please choose all that apply: 

D Traffic study 

D Infrastructure capacity study 

D Housing study 

D Heritage consultation/study 

D Env ironmental study 

D Industrial/commercial capacity study 

D Parks and open space consultation/study 

D Design Guidelines and Rationale 

D Building code and construction regulations rev iew 

D Shadow Studies 

D Land Lift Analysis 

□Other:~------------------~ 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

For a project requiring a develoRment Rermit, what studies and consultations 
should legitimately be expected by the planning department beyond the minimum 
regulatory requirements to ensure due diligence by local government planners? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
((Profession.NAOK (/admin/questions/sa/v iew/surveyid/187152/gid/2/q id/1) == "A2")) 

0 Check all that apply 

Please choose all that apply: 

D Traffic study 

D Infrastructure ea pa city study 

D Housing study 

D Heritage consultation/study 

D Environmental study 

D Industrial/commercial capacrty study 

D Parks and open space consultation/study 

D Design guidelines and rationale 

D Building code and construction regulations review 

D Shadow Studies 

D Land Lift Analysis 

□Other: ~------------------~ 

For a project requiring a develoRment Rermit, what studies and consultations 
should legitimately be expected beyond the minimum regulatory requirements to 

ensure due diligence by your department? 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Check all that apply 

Please choose all that apply: 

D Traffic study 

D Infrastructure capacity study 

D Housing study 

D Heritage consultation/study 

D Env ironmental study 

D Industrial/commercial capacity study 

D Parks and open space consultation/study 

D Design guidelines and rationale 

D Building code and construction regulations rev iew 

D Shadow Studies 

D Land Lift Analysis 

□Other: ~------------------~ 

Expectations of the Development Approvals Process 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

The purpose of these questions is to gain a deeper understanding of how the development approvals process is currently perceived. 

Please answer all questions from your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

All information from this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and ca nnot be traced to you or your location once the 
survey has bee n submitted. 

How do you feel that the professional values of the fellow planners in your 
department align with your own? 

Please rate this alignment for each of the below values on a scale of 1-5, with 1 
being where they rank the value much lower in priority than you, 3 being roughly 

the same as you, and 5 being where they rank the value much higher than you. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

The Importance of economic 

development 

The right of the neighbourhood to 
have a strong say in what is 

developed 

The responslblllty of local 

government to help development 
occur 

The importance of environmental 

Issues In development design 

The importance of financial 
feasibility of developments In 
creating municipal policy 

The importance of planners 
personal opinions while 
processing development permit 
applications 

The importance of written policy 
relevant to development permit 
applications 

The importance of development 
fitting In with the surrounding 
neighbourhood and clarity on 
what "fit" actually means given 
that all development entails 
change 

Much less 

important to 

other planners 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Slightly less 

important to 

other planners 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Same Slightly more Much more 

importance as important to important to 

you other planners other planners Not 

3 4 5 
relevant to 

me 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
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For the following professional values, do you feel that the other members of your 
develoRment team generally prioritize these values more, less, or the same as you 

do throughout the development approvals process. 

Please rate this alignment on a scale of 1-10, with 1 being where they rank the 
value much lower in priority than you, 5 being roughly the same as you, and 10 

being where they rank the value much higher than you. 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 (Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

Much less Much more 

important to Less Important Same More important Important to 

other to other importance as to other other 

developers developers me developers developers Not 

2 3 4 5 
relevant to 

me 

The Importance of economic 0 0 0 0 0 0 development 

The right of the neighbourhood to 0 0 0 0 0 0 have a strong say in what is 
developed 

The responslblllty of local 0 0 0 0 0 0 government to help development 

occur 

The importance of environmental 0 0 0 0 0 0 Issues In development design 

The Importance of financial 0 0 0 0 0 0 feasibility of developments in 
creating municipal policy 

The importance of planners 0 0 0 0 0 0 personal opinions while 
processing development permit 
applications 

The importance of written policy 0 0 0 0 0 0 relevant to development permit 
applications 

The importance of development 0 0 0 0 0 0 fitting in with the surrounding 
neighbourhood and clarity on 
what "fit" actually means given 
that all development entails 
change 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

How do you feel that the professional values of develoP-ers align with your own? 

Please rate this alignment for each of the below values on a scale of 1-10, with 1 
being where developers rank the value much lower in priority than you, 5 being 
roughly the same as you, and 10 being where developers rank the value much 

higher than you. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession/ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

Much less Same Much more 

important to Less important importance as More important important to 

developers to developers me to developers developers Not 

2 3 4 5 
relevant to 

me 

The Importance of economic 0 0 0 0 0 0 development 

The right of the neighbourhood to 0 0 0 0 0 0 have a strong say in what is 

developed 

The responsibility of local 0 0 0 0 0 0 government to help development 
occur 

The importance of environmental 0 0 0 0 0 0 Issues In development design 

The importance of financial 0 0 0 0 0 0 feasibility of developments in 
creating municipal policy 

The importance of planners 0 0 0 0 0 0 personal opinions while 

processing development permit 
applications 

The importance of written policy 0 0 0 0 0 0 relevant to development permit 
applications 

The importance of development 0 0 0 0 0 0 fitting in with the surrounding 

neighbourhood and clarity on 
what 0 f it" actually means given 

that all development entails 
change 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

How do you feel that the professional values of local government Qlanners align 
with your own? 

Please rate this alignment for each of the below values on a scale of 1-10, with 1 
being where planners rank the value much lower in priority than you, 5 being 

roughly the same as you, and 10 being where planners rank the value much higher 
than you. 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 (Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

Much less Same Much more 

important to Less Important importance as More important Important to 

planners to planners me to planners planners Not 

2 3 4 5 
relevant to 

me 

The importance of economic 0 0 0 0 0 0 development 

The right of the neighbourhood to 0 0 0 0 0 0 have a strong say In what is 
developed 

The responsibility of local 0 0 0 0 0 0 government to help development 
occur 

The Importance of environmental 0 0 0 0 0 0 issues in development design 

The importance offinancial 0 0 0 0 0 0 feasibility of developments in 
creating municipal policy 

The Importance of planners 0 0 0 0 0 0 personal opinions while 
processing development permit 
applications 

The importance of written policy 0 0 0 0 0 0 relevant to development permit 
applications 

The Importance of development 0 0 0 0 0 0 fitting in with the surrounding 
neighbourhood and clarity on 
what "fit" actually means given 
that a ll development entails 
change 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr ... 

How much capacity do you feel your fellow P-lanners in your department have 
for processing development applications? 

Please rate this competence for the following elements of application review on a 
scale of 1-5, with 1 being nowhere near enough capacity and 5 being more than 

enough capacity. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession/ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose only one of the following: 

How much capacity do you feel develo11ers have to submit complete, good
quality development applications to the planning department? 

Please rate this competence for the following elements of application review on a 
scale of 1-5, with 1 being nowhere near enough capacity and 5 being more than 

enough capacity. 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession/ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose only one of the following: 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr ... 

How much capacity do you feel local government P-lanners have to 
process development applications? 

Please rate this capacity for the following elements of application review on a 
scale of 1-5, with 1 being nowhere near enough capacity and 5 more than enough 

capacity. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process? ) 

Please choose only one of the following: 

How guicklv. do you expect to be able to make a recommendation to board or 
council once a development application has been submitted? 

Consider the time required for reviewing the information initially submitted, 
follow up with missing fees or information, reviewing the application with other 

departments, receiving input from other agencies, consulting with the community, 
negotiating changes with the applicant, and writing the council 

report/recommendation. 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

< 1 <2 <3 3-6 6.1 -8 8 • 12 > 12 Cannot 

month months months months months months months Say 

For an application requiring only 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a development permit 

For an application a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 development variance permit 

For an application requiring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rezoning 

For an application requiring OCP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 amendment 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr ... 

How guicklv.. do you expect the planning department to make a recommendation 
to board or council once you have submitted a development application? 

Consider the time required for reviewing the information initially submitted, 
follow up with missing fees or information, reviewing the application with other 

departments, receiving input from other agencies, consulting with the community, 
negotiating changes with the applicant, and writing the council 

report/recommendation. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the development approvals process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

< 1 <2 <3 3-6 6.1 -8 8 - 12 > 12 Cannot 
month months months months months months months Say 

For an application requiring only 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a development permit 

For an application a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 development variance pe rmit 

For an application requiring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rezoning 

For an application requiring OCP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 amendment 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Which of the following tools do you think should be available to potential 
developers to make the development approvals process more user-friendly? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate respo nse for each item: 

A guidebook or document to help 
developers navigate the process 

An accessible written document 

that explains which Information is 
needed for each step of the 

application and how to find It 

A clear explanation of the 

development application review 
process 

Preferred terms of refe rence and 
scopes of work for any study 

required in the application 

An estimated time for processing 

applications 

Direction on which policy 
documents are relevant 

A process where planners at the 
front desk flag issues and 
concerns up front 

A designated staff member to 
help unblock roadblocks 

Available 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

https://dapstudy.limequery.com/admin/printablesurvey/sanndex/surveyid/187152 

Not available Cannot say 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Which of the following tools do you think should be available to potential 
developers to make the development approvals process more user-friendly? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

Please choose the appropriate respo nse for each item: 

A guidebook or document to help 
developers navigate the process 

An accessible written document 

that explains which Information is 
needed for each step of the 

application and how to find It 

A clear explanation of the 

development application review 
process 

Preferred terms of refe rence and 
scopes of work for any study 

required in the application 

An estimated time for processing 

applications 

Direction on which policy 
documents are relevant 

A process where planners at the 
front desk flag issues and 
concerns up front 

A designated staff member to 
help unblock roadblocks 

Available 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Not available Cannot say 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Which of the following tools does your municipality currently have available to 
potential developers to make the development approvals process more user-

friendly? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

A guidebook or document to help 

developers navigate the process 

An accessible written document 
that explains which information is 

needed for each step of the 
application and how to find it 

A clear exp la nation of the 
development application review 

process 

Preferred terms of reference and 

scopes of work for any study 
required in the application 

An estimated time for processing 
applications 

Direction on which policy 

documents are relevant 

A process where planners at the 
front desk flag issues and 
concerns up front 

A designated staff member to 
help unblock roadblocks 

Available 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Not Available Cannot say 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Which of the following tools have you found to be available at most municipalities 
to make the development approvals process more user-friendly? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

Please choose the appropriate respo nse for each item: 

A guidebook or document to help 
developers navigate the process 

An accessible written document 

that explains which Information is 
needed for each step of the 

application and how to find It 

A clear explanation of the 

development application review 
process 

Preferred terms of refe rence and 
scopes of work for any study 

required in the application 

An estimated time for processing 

applications 

Direction on which policy 
documents are relevant 

A process where planners at the 
front desk flag issues and 
concerns up front 

A designated staff member to 
help unblock roadblocks 

Available 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Not available Cannot say 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

In your experience, how collaborative have you found developers to be in the past 
in working with you to refine their development applications to benefit both 

themselves and the community? 

If you would like to provide a specific example of either a very collaborative or 
uncollaborative experience, please do so in the comment box. 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession/ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Extremely uncollaborative 

Q Uncollaborative 

Q Neutral 

Q Collaborative 

Q Extremely collaborative 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

In your experience, how collaborative have you found local government 
planners to be in the past in working with you to refine your development 

applications to benefit both yourself and the community? 

If you would like to provide a specific example of either a very collaborative or 
uncollaborative experience, please do so in the comment box. 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Extremely uncollaborative 

Q Uncollaborative 

Q Neutral 

Q Collaborative 

Q Extremely collaborative 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Based on your experience, how pleasant to you generally exRect it to be to work 
with developers throughout the development approvals process? 

Please answer this question separately for the following different types of 
developers. 

Only answer this question if the fol lowing condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

Very Unpleasant Unpleasant Neutral Pleasant Very Pleasant 

2 3 4 5 

Single landowner wanting to 0 0 0 0 0 develop their property 

Small development company 0 0 0 0 0 
Large local development company 0 0 0 0 0 
Development company from 0 0 0 0 0 outside of your municipality 

Based on your experience, how pleasant to you generally exRect it to be to work 
with local government planners throughout the development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Check all that apply 

Please choose all that apply: 

D Very unpleasant 

D Unpleasant 

D Reasonable 

D Pleasant 

D Very pleasant 

D Cannot say 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

How often have you found the relationship between yourself and a developer to 
become problematic throughout the development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Never 

Q Rarely 

Q Sometimes 

Q Often 

QAlways 

Q Cannot say 

How often have you found the relationship between yourself and a local 
government planner to become problematic throughout the development 

approvals process? 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession)' (What is your ro le in the deve lopment approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Never 

Q Rarely 

Q Sometimes 

Q Often 

QAlways 

Q Cannot say 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Are you aware of any community values or trends that have impacted the success 
of your development applications? 

Please tick any that are relevant to you and briefly comment on their impact. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process? ) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment: 

Environmentalism: NIMBY aga inst development or loss of trees 

□Environmentalism: YIMBY for denser development 

Recognition of need for more affordable housing 

0Aging in place needs for housing diversity 

0Heritage conservation of key buildings 

Opposition to "change" of character of the neighbourhood 

Fconcerns about traffic 

O s upport for investment in new amenities 

Support for economic development 

other development projects that had a negative impact in the area 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Are you aware of any community values or trends that have impacted the success 
of development applications in your community? 

Please tick any that are relevant to you and briefly comment on their impact. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment: 

Environmentalism: NIMBY aga inst development or loss of trees 

□Environmentalism: YIMBY for denser development 

Recognition of need for more affordable housing 

0 Aging in place needs for housing diversity 

0Heritage conservation of key buildings 

Opposition to "change" of character of the neighbourhood 

F concerns about traffic 

O s upport for investment in new amenities 

Support for economic development 

other development projects that had a negative impact in the area 

Communication Experience 
The purpose of these questions is to gain a deeper understanding of the qua lity of communication and interpersonal interaction between 

planners and developers in order to illuminate commo n strengths between parties and areas for improvement 

Please answer all questions from your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

All information from this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be t raced to you or your location once the 

survey has been submitted. 

In your experience as a developer, do you generally feel that there is any flexibility 
in the development approvals process for special circumstances? 

You may provide any examples in the comment box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Yes 

QNo 

0 Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

In your experience as a planner, do you generally feel that there is any flexibility in 
the development approvals process for special circumstances? 

You may provide any examples in the comment box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

In your experience, how open are local government planners to considering 
different perspectives during the development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Qc1osed 

Q Slightly closed 

Q Neutral 

Q Sligh~y Open 

Qvery Open 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

In your experience, how open are developers to considering different perspectives 
during the development approvals process? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Qc1osed 

Q Slightly closed 

Q Neutral 

Q Sligh~y Open 

Qvery Open 

In your experience, how long does it typically take for the planning department to 
respond to a call or email during business hours? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q 2 hours 

Q 6 hours 

Q 12 hours 

Q1 day 

Q 2 -3 days 

Q 3-5 days 

Q Up to 2 weeks 

Q Up to 3 weeks 

Q Upto 1 month 

Q More than 1 month 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

In your experience, how long does it typically take for developers to respond to a 
call or email during business hours? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q 2 hours 

Q 6 hours 

Q 12 hours 

Q1 day 

Q 2-3days 

Q 3-5 days 

Q Up to 2 weeks 

Q Up to 3 weeks 

Q Upto 1 month 

Q More than 1 month 

How would you describe the level of hel(;!fulness in customer service provided by 
the planning department to developers submitting a development application? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q extremely unhelpful 

Q unhelpful 

Q neutral 

0 helpful 

Q extremely helpful 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

How would you describe the level of pleasantness in customer service provided 
by the planning department to developers submitting a development application? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develo per' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Extremely unpleasant 

Q Unpleasant 

Q Neutral 

Q Pleasant 

Q Extremely pleasant 

How would you describe the level of pleasantness of developers submitting a 
development application? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Extremely unpleasant 

Q Unpleasant 

Q Neutral 

Q Pleasant 

Q Extremely pleasant 

Please provide an example of an instance of customer service with your local 
planning department that exemplifies your responses regarding helpfulness and 

pleasantness. 
Only answer this question if the fol lowing conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the development approvals process?) 

Please write your answer here: 
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Please provide an example of an instance that exemplifies your responses 
regarding the pleasantness of developer interactions. 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 

When you have had a project reach a critical negotiation point where what the 
local government is asking for will result in stopping the project, how does that 

process typically unfold? 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession)' (What is your ro le in the deve lopment approvals process? ) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment: 

0Do planners agree to meet to discuss the critical issues? 

0Do you feel thatthe planners typically believe you? 

Do they request/ do you offer to show the financia l reality/ proforma to demonstrate the consequences? 

Are you typically able to provide them wrth the information or rationale they need to change their position? 

By percentage, how often do negotiations break down and you have to stop the project? 
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When you have reached a critical negotiation point with a developer where they 
have threatened to pull the project but you believe an amicable agreement could 

be reached, how does that process typically unfold? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 

Please choose all that apply and provide a comment: 

0Do planners agree to meet to discuss the critical issues? 

Do you feel that the planners typically believe you? 

Do they request/ do you offer to show the financial reality/ proforma to demonstrate the consequences? 

0Do planners typically bring in senior management to the negotiation? 

0Are you typically able to provide them with the information or rationale they need to change their position? 

By percentage, how often do negotiations break down and you have to stop the project? 

If you choose, you may provide an example of the process that occurred when a 
project was or would have been stopped by the planning department's requests. 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession)' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

Please write your answer here: 
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If you choose, you may provide an example of the process that occurred when a 
developer threatened to pull a project when an amicable negotiation could have 

been reached. 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

Please write your answer here: 

As a developer, have you ever experienced a notable improvement in 
communication with the planning department during the development approvals 

process? 

For example, a situation in which the communication starts out poor, but for some 
reason takes a positive turn? 

If yes, explain that situation, describing the turning point where communication 
improved in the comment box. 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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As a planner, have you ever experienced a notable improvement in communication 
with the developer during the development approvals process? 

For example, a situation in which the communication starts out poor, but for some 
reason takes a positive turn? 

If yes, explain that situation, describing the turning point where communication 
improved in the comment box. 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

Qves 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 

The Application Review Process: Process 
The following questions will ask you about the application review process at your municipality. 

Please answer all questions from your own perspect ive, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

A ll information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be t raced to you or your locat ion once the 

survey has been submitted. 
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How closely do you find that the informal development approvals 
practices match the process formally laid out by the municipality? 

Please rate this match on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being not at all the same and 5 
being exactly the same. 

Only answer this question if the fol lowing condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please choose only one of the following: 

How often do you find that your department has the necessary resources 
available to you to process development applications within the timeline laid out 

by your municipality? 

Please explain in the comment box how different resources would better meet 
your needs. 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
((Profession.NAOK (/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/187152/gid/2/qid/1) == "A 1 ")) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

0 Never 

Q Rarely 

Q Sometimes 

0 Often 

QA1ways 

0 Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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Which other government departments or agencies are typically involved in 
processing development applications? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 

Is there a clear process for unsatisfied developers to lodge a formal complaint with 
the planning department regarding the development approvals process? 

If no, please explain in the text box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 
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In what ways are staff planners held accountable if expected timelines for 
development approvals processes are not met? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 

The Local Government Application Review Process: Information Flow 
The following questions will ask you about how informabon regarding development applications move throughout the process. 

Please answer all questions from your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

All information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be t raced to you or your location once the 
survey has been submitted. 

Should development applications be sent to referral departments and agencies 
sequentially or concurrently? 

Please provide clarification in the comment box if needed. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Sequential referrals - one department at a time 

Q Concurrent referrals - more than one department at a time 

Q Partly sequential and partly concurrent - depending on the information needed 

0 Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 
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How is the physical and digital information for development applications managed 
between staff members and departments? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Check all that apply 
Please choose all that apply: 

D Wel>-based storage such as drop boxes 

D Online through email 

D Flash drives 

0 Paper copies of documents 

Oother ~-----------------~ 

Are you satisfied with the current system of managing application information 
within your department? 

If not, please explain how this system could be improved in the comment box 
provided. 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot Say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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What access do planning staff have to the status of current development 
applications (for example, when they are being reviewed by referral agencies), and 

how often are they notified of the progression of the application through the 
internal review process? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

((Profession.NAOK (/adm in/quesbons/sa/view/surveyid/187152/gid/2/qid/1) == "A 1 ")) 

Please write your answer here: 

What access do developers have to the status of current development 
applications under review, and how often are developers notified of the 

progression of their application? 
Only answer this question if the follow ing conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the deve lopment approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 
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Do you feel that the current process of referrals of development applications to 
other departments is efficient? 

If no, please provide an example of how this process could be more efficient in the 
comment box. 

Only answer this question if the fol lowing condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

0 Cannot Say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

Does each development application that is processed by your department have 
one central file manager to steward the file from the start of the process to the 

end? 
Only answer this question if the fol lowing conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

0 Cannot Say 
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Should each development application that is processed by your department have 
one central file manager to steward the file from the start of the process to the 

end? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

((Profession.NAOK (/admin/quesbons/sa/v iew/surveyid/187152/gid/2/q id/1) == "A 1 ")) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Yes 

QNo 

Q Cannot Say 

Please describe the flow of information to different parties within the local 
government throughout the development application review process for projects 
requiring an OCP amendment. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer he re: 

Please describe the flow of information to different parties within the local 
government throughout the development application review process for projects 
requiring a rezoning, 
Only answer this question if the fol lowing conditions are met: 

((Profession.NA OK (/adm in/quesbons/sa/view/surveyid/187152/gid/2/qid/1) == "A 1 ")) 

Please write your answer here: 
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Please describe the flow of information to different parties within the local 
government throughout the development application review process for projects 
requiring a develoRment Rermit. 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

((Profession.NAOK (/admin/quesbons/sa/v iew/surveyid/187152/gid/2/q id/1) == "A 1 ")) 

Please write your answer here: 

Which best describes the current process used to refer development applications 
to other departments or agencies in your municipality? 

Please provide clarification in the comment box if needed. 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

((Profession.NAOK (/admin/quesbons/sa/view/surveyid/187152/gid/2/qid/1) == "A 1 ")) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Sequential referrals - one department at a t ime 

Q Concurrent referrals - more than one department at a time 

Q Partly sequentia l and partly concurrent - depending on the information needed 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 

The Local Government Application Review Process: Communication 
The following questions will ask you about your communication experiences throug hout the application review process. 

Please answer all questions from your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organizat ion. 

A ll information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be t raced to you or your locatio n once the 

survey has been submitted. 
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Which of the following methods of communication do you find to be the most 
efficient and effective with other departments in order to move an application 

through the approvals process? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

((Profession.NAOK (/admin/quesbons/sa/v iew/surveyid/187152/gid/2/q id/1 ) == "A 1 ")) 

0 Check all that apply 

Please choose all that apply: 

D Phone calls to indiv idual people 

D Emails to individual people 

D Emails to groups/multiple recipients 

D One-on-one meebngs 

D Larger meetings 

D Conference calls 

D Informal meetings (eg. popping into someone's office, passing in the hallway, etc.) 

00ther: '--------------------' 

How do you typically communicate with other individuals involved with evaluating 
development applications, both within your department and with other 

departments and agencies? 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Check all that apply 
Please choose all that apply: 

D Phone calls to individual people 

D Emails to individual people 

D Emails to groups/multiple recipients 

D One-on-one meebngs 

D Larger meetings 

D Conference calls 

D Informal meetings (eg. popping into someone's office, passing in the hallway, etc.) 

00ther: ~ ------------------~ 
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How often do you meet in person or on the phone with multiple 
departments/agencies at once to discuss a development application? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Never 

Q Rarely 

Q Sometimes 

Q Often 

QAlways 

Q Cannot say 

Do you find it easier to communicate with other departments who are located in 
the same building or the same floor as your office? 

If yes, you may describe your answer in more detail in the comment box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

Q No 

Q Cannot Say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 
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Describe the process of negotiation between planners and other departments in 
making recommendations for development applications. 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 

The Local Government Application Review Process: Factors of 
Influence 

The following questions will ask you about the different factors impacting how applications are rev iewed and processed. 

Please answer all questions f rom your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

All information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be t raced to you or your locat ion once the 

survey has been submitted. 

Do you feel that Rersonal relationshi~ of individuals in the process impact either 
the success or speed of development applications? 

If yes, please explain in the text box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

Q No 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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Do you feel that Qersonal attitudes of individuals in the process impact either the 
success or speed of development applications? 

If yes, please explain in the text box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at q uestion '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

Are there any special interest groups in your community that strongly 
impact either the success or speed of certain development applications? 

If yes, please explain in the text box provided. 
Only answer th is question if the fol lowing conditions are met: 

((Profession.NAOK (/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/187152/gid/2/qid/1) == "A 1 ")) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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Beyond the OCP and RGS, what other planning documents must be considered in 
your community before a recommendation is made by the planning department 

regarding a development application? 

Please list the documents that are relevant to your community. 
Only answer this question if the fol lowing condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 

How are developers made aware of the above planning documents in your 
community? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

Please write your answer here: 

What impact do government staff outside of the planning department (eg. legal 
departments, CAO, Council, etc.) have, if any, on the nature of recommendations 

made by planners for development applications? 
Only answer this question if the fol lowing conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 
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What impact do government staff outside of the planning department (eg. legal 
departments, CAO, Council, etc.) have, if any, on the ~Reed of recommendations 

made by planners for development applications? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

((Profession.NAOK (/admin/quesbons/sa/v iew/surveyid/187152/gid/2/q id/1) == "A 1 ")) 

Please write your answer here: 

In your opinion, what could be done to make the development application review 
process more smooth and efficient? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profess ion! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 

Specific Project Experience 
The following questions w ill ask about your experience with the development approvals process for a specif ic project you have completed 

in the past. Please choose one ru:.oject from the recent past to comment on. This can be any project you completed the development 

approvals process for. 

A ll information from this survey will be completely anonymous to the researche r and cannot be t raced to you or your location after the 

survey has been submrtted. 
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How would you rate the scale of change this project had (or would have had, if 
approved) overall on the surrounding neighbourhood? 

Please rate this change on a scale of 1- 5 being no change at all, and 5 being an 
overall major change. 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develope~ at question '1 (Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

Please choose only one of the following: 

In your own words, how would you describe this change to the neighbourhood? 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 (Profession]' (What is your role in the development approva ls process?) 

Please write your answer here: 
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If you did complete any community consultation prior to submitting your 
application, which of the following project elements were impacted by the results 

of that consultation? 

You may provide more detailed information in the comment box. 
Only answer this question if the fol lowing condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develope~ at question '1 (Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

Yes No Cannot say 

Land Use 0 0 0 
Building Height 0 0 0 
Character 0 0 0 
Traffic 0 0 0 
Open Space 0 0 0 
Others 0 0 0 

How would you describe the scale of change this project had (or would have had, if 
approved) on the surrounding neighbourhood, considering each of the following 

parcel characteristics? 

Please rate this on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being no change at all and 5 being a major 
change. 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the development approvals process?) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

2 3 4 5 

Land Use 0 0 0 0 0 
Height 0 0 0 0 0 
Character 0 0 0 0 0 
Traffic 0 0 0 0 0 
Open Space 0 0 0 0 0 
Others 0 0 0 0 0 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Which of the following elements of your site design required the changing of 
policy? 

Please indicate the amount of change required, with 1 being no change to current 
policy and 5 being a major change. 

Only answer this question if the fol lowing condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develope~ at question '1 (Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

2 3 4 5 

Land Use 0 0 0 0 0 
Building Height 0 0 0 0 0 
Character 0 0 0 0 0 
Traffic 0 0 0 0 0 
Open Space 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 0 0 0 0 0 

Before submitting your application for this project, how much did the existing 
ROlicv., ( eg. current zoning) impact the nature and design of your application? 

Please explain your answer in the comment box. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

0 My plans were made without attention to current po licy 

Q I consu lted current policy and made some attempt to adhere to elements of the policy, but not complete adherence 

Q I designed my plans to fully adhere to the current policy 

Q My plans for the site happened to adhere to current policy without needing to change 

Make a comment on your choice here: 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Before submitting your application for this project, how did the following 
considerations impact the nature and design of your application? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develo per' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment: 

What degree of policy change or permits were/would have been required for this 
project to be approved? 

Please check all that apply. 
Only answer this q uestion if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the development approvals process?) 

0 Check all that apply 

Please choose all that apply: 

D Development permrt 

D Building permrt 

D Rezoning 

D OCP amendment 

D Ame ndments of other plans (servicing, others) 

D Cannot say 
~ -------------------~ 

Oather ~ ----------------~ 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Which consultation and studies were required for this project beyond the 
minimum regulatory requirements for the planning department to ensure due 

diligence in their recommendation? 

Please check all that apply, and add any additional studies/consultation in the 
"other" boxes. 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Comment only when you choose an answer. 
Please choose a ll that apply and provide a comment: 

FTraffic study 

□Infrastructure capacity study 

FHousing study 

FHeritage consultation/study 

01ndustrial/commercial capacity study 

Parks and open space consultation/study 

FDesign considerations 

□Building code and construction regulations review 

Other 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Before submitting your application for this project, which of the following 
community consultation did you complete? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

Yes No No answer 

Provide an information package 0 0 0 to the neighbourhood 

Provide an information package 0 0 0 mall-drop to the adjacent postal 
code 

Door-knocking and handing out 0 0 0 information or getting contacts of 

interested people 

Website and/or social media 0 0 0 launch 

Advertisement and/or media in 0 0 0 the local printed newspaper 

Provide information to local 0 0 0 online newspapers or media 

sources 

Kitchen table meet ings 0 0 0 
Meetings with community 0 0 0 associations 

Organized public information 0 0 0 sessions 

Others 0 0 0 

Were you aware of all of the policies that may have been relevant to this project 
that required changes? 
Only answer this quest ion if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the deve lopment approvals process? ) 

Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Specific Project Experience 
The following questions w ill ask you about the case study from the prev ious questions. These questions will prov ide the resea rcher with 

an understanding of how this process impacts planners and developers differently. 

Please answer all questions from your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

All information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be t raced to you or you r locat ion once the 
survey has been submitted. 

For the previous case study, how closely did the actual development approvals 
process match the process you expected? 

Please rate this match on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being not at all the same and 5 
being exactly the same. 

Only answer this question if the fol lowing condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develope~ at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process? ) 

Please choose only one of the following: 

If relevant, how did the process in this community compare to development 
approvals processes in other communities you have worked in? 

You may provide more information in the comment box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the deve lopment approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

0 Much better 

QAverage 

Q Much worse 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

After your complete application was submitted, how long did it take for the 
planning department to make a recommendation to the board or council 

regarding your project? Please write your answer in weeks. 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

Please write your answer here: 

Throughout the development approvals process did you have clear and accurate 
information about the status of your application? 

Please explain how the transparency of this information could have been 
improved in the comment box. 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

After a recommendation was made to the board or council, how long did it take for 
a decision to be made? Please write your answer in weeks. 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Develope~ at questio n '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the deve lopment approvals process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Did the amount that you budgeted for approvals successfully cover the actual 
time and money costs of the development approvals process? 

If not, please explain how much over your estimated costs it went, in the text box. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

From a budgeting perspective, how long did you budget for the development 
approvals process for this project to take? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Upto 6 months 

Q More than 6 but less than 8 months 

Q More than 8 but less than 12 months 

Q More than 12 but less than 18 months 

Q More than 18 months and up to 2 years 

Q More than 2 but less than 3 years 

Q More than 3 but less than 4 years 

Q More than 4 but less than 5 years 

Q 5 years or more 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

How busy was your team during the approvals process overall including all of your 
other projects? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Overly busy 

Q Appropriately busy 

Q Had extra capacity 

Q Cannot Say 
~-------------------~ 

Q Other~-------------------~ 

Was useful information about your application and status easily available from the 
municipality: 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develope~ at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the development approvals process? ) 

Please choose t he appropriate response for each item: 

Yes No Cannot say 

Online anytlme 0 0 0 
By direct contact with the planner 0 0 0 
Other 0 0 0 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Did the above timeframe flt in with the timeline laid out by the municipality at the 
start of the project? 

If the timeline did not fit in with municipal guidelines, please explain further in the 
comment box. 

Only answer this question if the fol lowing condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develope~ at question '1 (Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

0 Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

Specific Project Experience: The Application Review Process 
The following questions will ask you about your experience with the application review process for the case study from the previous 

questions. These questions will provide the researcher wrth an understanding of how this process impacts planners and developers 

differently. 

Please answer all questions f rom your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

A ll information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be t raced to you or your location once the 

survey has been submitted. 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

If you did lodge a complaint, were you satisfied with how this complaint was 
handled? 

Please explain your answer in the comment box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Q I did not lodge a complaint 

Make a comment on your choice here : 

If you were/ had been unsatisfied with how the process was followed or not 
followed, was there a clear process for lodging a formal complaint? 

If no, please explain in the text box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

((Profession.NAOK (/admin/quesbons/sa/view/surveyid/187152/gid/2/qid/1) == "A2")) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Do you feel that Rersonal relationshiRs of local government planners impacted 
either the success or speed of your application? 

If yes, please explain in the text box provided. 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 

((Profession.NAOK (/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/ 187152/gid/2/qid/1 ) == "A2")) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here: 

Do you feel that Rersonal attitudes of local government planners impacted either 
the success or speed of your application? 

If yes, please explain in the text box provided. 
Only answer th is question if the fol lowing conditions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

QYes 

QNo 

Q Cannot say 

Make a comment on your choice here : 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributing to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Specific Project Experience 
The following questions will ask you to provide some context for the case study from the prev ious questions. 

Please answer all questions from your own perspective, NOT on behalf of your organization. 

All information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and ca nnot be t raced to you or your location once the 
survey has been submitted. 

Did interest rate changes positively or negatively impact your project over its 
approvals cycle? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Negative: Rates went up 

Q No change 

Q Positive: Rates went down 

Q Cannot say 

Did construction cost changes positively or negatively impact your project over its 
approvals cycle? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process? ) 

0 Choose one of the follow ing answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Negatively: Costs went up 

Q No Change 

Q Positively: Costs went down 

Q Cannot say 

Did changes in the real estate market positively or negatively impact your project 
over its approvals cycle? 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the deve lopment approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Positively: The market we nt up 

Q No change 

Q Negatively: The market went down 

Q Cannot say 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

How many projects have you completed in the case study community? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 (Profession)' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 

Please choose only one of the following: 

QMany 

QAfew 

Q This was our first 

Q Cannot say 

What was the original purpose for your land purchase at the start of the project? 
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 (Profession)' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Land Assembly 

Q Achieving planning entitlements and then reselling the land 

Q Planning approvals and construction 

0 Other~------------------~ 

Did changes in financing availability positively or negatively impact your project 
over its approvals cycle? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession)' (What is your ro le in the deve lopment approvals process?) 

0 Choose one of the following answers 
Please choose only one of the following: 

Q Positively: Availabi lity increased 

Q No change 

Q Negatively: Availability Decreased 

Q Cannot say 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Do you have any further stories or information you would like to provide 
regarding this case study? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Develo per' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

Please write your answer here: 

Your Final Comments 
If you would like to provide further information about your specific project experiences or general thoughts on the development approvals 

process, please do so here. 

A ll information for this survey will be completely anonymous to the researcher and cannot be t raced to you or your locat ion once the 

survey has been submitted. 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Do you have any further comments or stories you would like to share generally 
regarding the development approvals process on Vancouver Island to be included 

in this study? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [Profession! (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

Do you have any further comments or stories you would like to share generally 
regarding the development approvals process on Vancouver Island to be included 

in this study? 
Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your role in the development approvals process?) 

Please write your answer here: 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - /ltl Exploration of Factors Contributin g to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

In your opinion, what could be done to make the development approvals process 
more smooth and efficient for local government planners? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 
Answer was 'Local Government Planner' at question '1 [ProfessionJ (What is your role in the development approva ls process? ) 

Please write your answer here: 

In you r opinion, what could be done to make the development approvals process 
more smooth and efficient for developers? 

Only answer this question if the following condrtions are met: 

Answer was 'Developer' at question '1 [Profession]' (What is your ro le in the deve lopment approvals process?) 

Please write your answer here: 

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study. Your input is greatly appreciated. 

For any comm ents or concerns about this study, you can contact the researcher directly at BaileyAWalsh@out look.com, or contact the Vancouver Island 

University Research Ethics Board at rtl.@l&!.a.i~~-or (250) 740-6631. 
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1/19/2021 LimeSurvey Professional - Your online survey service - Ni Exploration of Factors Contributing to Smooth and Efficient Development Appr .. 

28.08.2020 - 19: 10 

Submit your survey. 

Thank you for completing this survey. 
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Appendix D 

List of Municipalities on Vancouver Island 

 

 

 

 

  

Vancouver Island Municipalities 

Regional District of Mount Waddington 

Village o f Part Alice 

Distric t o f Part Hardy 

Village o f Alert Bay 

Town o f Part McNeil! 

strathcona Regional District 

Village o f Gold River 

Village o f Zeballos 

Village o f Sayward 

Village o f Tahsis 

City o f Campbell River 

Comox Valley Regional District 

Town o f Camox 

Village o f Cumberland 

City o f Courtenay 

Alberni - Clayoquot Regional District 

Distric t o f Uc luelet 

Distric t o f T ofino 

City o f Port Albem i 

Regional District of Nanaimo 

City of Parksville 

City of Na naimo 

Distric t o f Lantzville 

Town o f Qualicum Beach 

Cowichan Valle y Regional District 

Municipality o f North Cawichan 

T awn o f Ladysmith 

City of Duncan 

Town o f Lake Cowichan 

Capital Regional District 

Distric t o f Saanich 

Town o f Sidney 

Distric t o f Sooke 

Distric t o f North Saanich 

Distric t o f Metchosin 

Distric t o f Centra l Saanich 

City of Langford 

Distric t o f Highlands 

T awns hip o f Esquimalt 

Town o f View Royal 

Distric t o f Oak Bay 

City of Colwo ad 

City of Victoria 
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Appendix E 

Online Survey Email Recruitment Scripts 
 

Initial Recruitment Email to Local Government Planners 

Subject line: VIU Research: An Opportunity to Participate in a Study of Development Approvals 

Processes on Vancouver Island 

Hello, 

My name is Bailey Walsh and I am a Master of Community Planning student at Vancouver 

Island University. 

I am emailing you because I am conducting a research study on development approvals 

processes across Vancouver Island and would like to invite members of your planning 

department team to participate. The study is entitled “An Exploration of Factors Contributing to 

Smooth and Efficient Development Approvals Processes on Vancouver Island”, which aims to 

identify those factors which contribute to smooth and harmonious development approvals 

processes. My hope is to create a set of best practices for development approvals policies for 

municipalities on Vancouver Island. 

Participation in this study entails filling out an online survey that takes approximately 30 minutes 

to complete. The survey is completely anonymous, and any answers provided will not be linked 

to your community or municipality. Interested individuals may also be invited to participate in a 

phone interview to better develop some of the ideas learned from the results of the survey. 

This online survey involves questions about individual planner’s experiences with the 

development approvals process, including information about the process itself and interpersonal 

experiences with other parties during this process. This information will be analyzed in 
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conjunction with the experiences of developers on the applicant side of the process to 

determine some of the common factors that shape the development approvals process 

experiences here on the Island. 

The end product of this research will be a master’s thesis that includes a set of best practices 

for municipalities on Vancouver Island to develop approvals processes that are smooth and 

efficient for all parties involved. 

If you believe there are individuals, either within your planning department or within your 

community that would be interested in participating in this anonymous study please simply reply 

to this email for more information. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Bailey Walsh 

Student, Master of Community Planning Program at Vancouver Island University 

Initial Recruitment Email to Developers 

Subject line: VIU Research: An Opportunity to Participate in a Study of Development Approvals 

Processes on Vancouver Island 

Hello, 

My name is Bailey Walsh and I am a Master of Community Planning student at Vancouver 

Island University. 

I am emailing you because I am conducting a research study on development approvals 

processes across Vancouver Island and would like to invite developers on Vancouver Island to 

participate. The study is entitled “An Exploration of Factors Contributing to Smooth and 
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Efficient Development Approvals Processes on Vancouver Island”, which aims to identify 

those factors which contribute to smooth and harmonious development approvals processes. 

My hope is to create a set of best practices for development approvals policies for municipalities 

on Vancouver Island. 

Participation in this study entails filling out an online survey that takes approximately 30 minutes 

to complete. The survey is completely anonymous, and any answers provided will not be linked 

to your community or company. Interested individuals may also be invited to participate in a 

phone interview to better develop some of the ideas learned from the results of the survey. 

 

This online survey involves questions about development permit applicant’s experiences with 

the development approvals process, including information about the project planning and 

application process, and interpersonal experiences with other parties including local government 

planners during this process. This information will be analyzed in conjunction with the 

experiences of local government planners to determine some of the common factors that shape 

the development approvals process experiences here on the Island. 

The end product of this research will be a master’s thesis that includes a set of best practices 

for municipalities on Vancouver Island to develop approvals processes that are smooth and 

efficient for all parties involved. 

If you believe there are individuals within your development team that would be interested in 

participating in this anonymous study please simply reply to this email for more information. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Bailey Walsh 

Student, Master of Community Planning Program at Vancouver Island University 

 

Follow-Up Recruitment Email to Planners and Developers: Survey Invitation 
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Hi __________, 

Thank you for expressing interest in my development approvals process study. 

This email is an invitation to participate anonymously in the study entitled “An Exploration of 
Factors Contributing to Smooth and Efficient Development Approvals Processes on 
Vancouver Island”. 

The purpose of this study is to identify factors which contribute to smooth and efficient 

development approvals processes. The final results of this study will be a master’s thesis which 

outlines a set of best practices for creating development approvals processes that consider the 

public interests of local planning departments and the private interests of developers. This study 

is designed to learn about both planner and developer experiences with development approvals 

processes on Vancouver Island to provide a resource to make the process smoother and more 

efficient for all parties involved. 

This study is designed and conducted independently of any government agency, and will be 

completed as a part of the researcher’s master’s degree in community planning through 

Vancouver Island University. 

The first element of this research is an online survey that is designed to highlight some of the 

factors that currently influence development approvals processes, as well as leave room for 

participants to share their experiences to provide insight into how approvals processes currently 

operate, and how they could improve.  

Eligible participants of this study will have participated in the development approvals process in 

at least one municipality on Vancouver Island within the past 2 years. This participation may 

either be as a local government planner or as an applicant who has attempted to develop land 

on Vancouver Island. 

This survey will be anonymous and cannot be traced back to you or your location. Instead, your 

answers will be linked to the demographic information you provide, including your role in the 

development approvals process, your level of experience, and the size of community in which 

you live or work. The person who has sent you this email will not be able to know if you have 

either started or completed this survey. In order to keep the results anonymous,  you are 
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encouraged not to provide any information in the open-ended answers of the survey questions 

that could be directly or indirectly identifying to you. 

The questions in this survey are optional, and you can skip questions or come back to them 

later as long as your browser is open. At any point you may choose to withdraw from the survey 

by closing your browser. Your answers will not be submitted until you click the “submit” button at 

the end of the survey. Once your answers are submitted, neither the researcher nor the person 

who referred you to this survey will be able to know if you have completed it. Depending on how 

many questions you choose to answer, the survey will take approximately 30 minutes to 

complete. Survey questions should be answered from your own personal perspective, and not 

on behalf of any other person or organization. 

After the results of the survey have been analyzed to determine factors impacting the 

development approvals process, phone interviews will be conducted with a select number of 

participants to gain a deeper understanding of the topic. Recruitment for these interviews will 

begin in August 2020. 

A document analysis will also be completed as a component of this study, with examples of 

current publicly available policies and procedures that promote smooth and efficient processes 

being identified and analyzed. 

The results of this study will be presented in a final thesis required for completion of my degree, 

and may also be used for conference publications, presentations, and published in academic 

journals or published in book form. 

If you would like to sign up to receive the final results of this study, to be completed in the 

summer of 2021, please simply respond to this email to be added to the final mailing list, with 

“Results Mailing List” in the subject line. Your contact details will not be shared with anyone, and 

you will receive a copy of the final thesis document upon its completion to the email address you 

provide. You may sign up to receive the final study results regardless of whether or not you 

participate in the study. 

To participate in the online survey, please follow this link: 

https://dapstudy.limequery.com/187152?lang=en 

https://dapstudy.limequery.com/187152?lang=en
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This survey will be available for participation until 11:59pm on August 14th, 2020. You are also 

free to forward this email to any other planner or developer that you think may be interested in 

taking this survey. 

For more information about this study, or for comments or concerns, please contact Bailey 

Walsh directly, at BaileyAWalsh@outlook.com 

Thank you for your interest. 

Sincerely, 

Bailey Walsh 

Student, Master of Community Planning Program at Vancouver Island University 
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